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ABSTRACT
Flooding problems may never he solved as long as people live in proximity of
riverbanks with high inundation risk. A rational approach well embraced by civil
engineers is to derive flood estimates and adopt mitigation measures corresponding to an
acceptable risk leveL However similar approaches have nol been well addressed in many
rivers with extensive tidal interaction zones (TIZ), such as those found in Sarawak,
Malaysia.
The primary objective of ttris research is to streamline and develop a set of
design flood estimation methods applicable to the TIZ with varying degrees of
sophistication. Methods in use such as the direct frequency analysis method, the
regression-like raling-curve method, the joint probability method and the hydrodynamic
modelling method are evaluated. Although these methods have their merits. they have
many inherent limitations and constraints. Two new methods that are statistically based
yet do not compromise the physical meanings of the processes involved are developed.
The first is a low-pass filter method involving Fourier transforms resulting in filtering of
low frequency river level series. A second new method is based on wavelet de-noising
techniques that considers tidal contributions as noise in a smooth function. An algorithm
ensuring a consistent separation technique is developed. Various wavelet families are
investigated together with different decomposition levels and thresholding options.
Conventional flood frequency analysis techniques are subsequently applied directly to the
separated flow series.
The secondary objective of this research is to establish a comprehensive flood
estimation procedure for ungauged catchments in the study area based on regional flood
frequency analysis. The nced ariscs becausc inflow floods deriving from the major
ungauged tributaries, which affect flows in the TIZ, have to be estimated in some of the
methods.
After comparing all the methods, it is recommended that an appropriate number
of water-level observation stations should be established at strategic locations in the TIZ
on a continuous long-tenn basis. With these data, the effects of climatic change on sea
level rise and the subsequent effects on flood estimations in the TIZ can be assessed
accurately.
In conclusion, the method to be chosen for design flood estimations in the TIZ is
very much dependent on data availability. If long-tenn water level data in the TIZ is
available, the new fundamental method using wavelet de-noising gives direct and reliable
resulls. By considering the interaction effects, it is superior to the conventional direct
frequency analysis. Since wavelet methodology is still evolving, there arc further
potential applications for this particular method.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Importance of Design Flood Estimation
Despite the progress in science and technology, flooding of lands ncar rising
rivers is an age-old problem Ihal still haunts millions of people every day. The problem
may never be solved, as people like to live in proximity to the riverbanks despite the risk
of being flooded. A rational approach is to investigate the occurrence of historical floods
and adopt appropriate mitigation measures.
The technique of associating the probabilities of occurrence with any extreme
flood levels, or peak discharges for a particular locality. is generally known as design
flood estimation. Many civil engineering projects such as roads, dikes, housing estates,
industrial parks, bridges, etc. are sited along rivers. The designs of these projects require
design flood levels that are usually dctcnnined based on a certain acceptable risk
criterion. A design flood level or stage associated with a certain failure probability or
probabilily of exccedancc is nonnally derived from a flood frequency analysis. Engineers
typically use the return period (T in year), which is the reciprocal of the probability of
exceedance, F(x) = liT, as a major criterion for project planning and design for projects
related to floods. The probabilistic approach has proved attractive in view of the random
nature of flood phenomenon (Caissie and El-Jabi, 1990). The technique has grown in
sophistication with the advances in probabilistic and statistical methods. Nevertheless, the
method is largely used in a confined domain where flood discharges are observed and
measured at distinctly non-tidal zones with the' water flowing in the downstream
direction. Most discharge measuring stations arc sited upstream of the river reaches where
tides are not predominant.
Owing to the large economic and environmental impacts of floods, flood
frequency analysis remains a subject of great importance and interest (Bobie and
Rasmussen, 1995). It remains a vcry active area of investigation as evidenced by the
numerous rescarch papers in the last 20 years.
1.2 Tidal Interaction Zones (TIZ)
The lower reaches of many rivers in the world arc important areas, as there lie
many cities and major settlements. Many of these rivers have daily tidal excursions that
create complex flow conditions along the riverine areas. In some rivers with surrounding
low.lying lands, the tidal propagation can be found at some considerable distances
upstream of the estuaries. The stretch along a river where the mixing occurs is commonly
known as the tidal interaction zone, abbreviated hereafter as TIZ. Such an area is
Sarawak, an eastern state of Malaysia on Borneo Island, and it has been chosen as the
study area for this thesis. It has many rivers with very mild bed slopes and very extensive
tidal interaction zones.
1.3 Problems of Flood Estimation in Tidal Interaction Zones
As mentioned in Secdon 1.1, traditional flood frequency analyses are used at
gauged river stations that are free from tidal influence. The flows are unidirectional under
the influence of gravity characterized by mostly stationary flows. Frequencies of
discharge exceedance are accounted for and a probability plot can be developed for each
gauged site. A regional flood frequency curve can subsequently be developed based on
several sites with homogeneous basin characteristics. Sites without any data can rely on
regression relationships of the gauged sites with some physical parameters, coupled with
the regional frequency CUlVe, to derive the desired design flood discharges. The
corresponding design water levels can be ascertained by using hydraulic evaluations of
the flows at the site or interpolation from the stage discharge curve specifically developed
for the site.
At the mouth of rivers, where tides predominate, the rise and fall of water level
essentially change in tandem with the tides of the occan, sea or coastal waters in
proximity. The behaviour of water level fluctuations at the river mouths is typically well
understood with a wealth of literature available explaining the oceanography of coastal
waters and tides (Dronker, 1964; Bowden, 1983). The water levels can be predicted fairly
well within certain acceptable limits in the absence of stonn surges caused by changes in
local weather conditions.
However the situation is very much different in river reaches in the TIZ where
the tides playa major influence on the river flows. The exceedance of a particular water
level can be due to many combinations of tides and floods. This makes the
straightforward application of traditional flood frequency approach invalid for these
locations.
Practising consultants nonnally approach the problem on a case by case basis. If
resources are available, an elaborate hydrodynamic flow model may be established for the
stretch of river concerned. The approach in computation of flows is detenninistic while
tbe approach for input of boundary conditions in design flood estimation is probabilistic.
It may require months of detailed topographic survey and weeks of model calibrations.
Owing to the demand of the model for data at multiple sites. not all the essential data may
be available for calibration. Even then. as discussed in detail in Chapter 3. there are
inherent limitations. When neither time nor resources pennits the flow model to be
establishcd. vcry rough or conservative approximations may be adopted for deriving the
design flood levels. physio.statistical approach. a combination of physical assessment and
statistical interpretation. is an alternative to the two extremes as can be secn in Acres
Consulting Services Limited (1987) and Polonsky (1996) to assess flooding events in
estuaries.
1.4 Research Objectives and Goals
The primary objective of this research is to streamline and develop a set of
efficient estimation methods that are applicable for flood frequency analysis in the TIZ.
Certain methods are applicable to situations where there are limited amount of
information available while others are intended for cases where more detail data are
available.
Due to the complexity of the problem. several of the latest available numerical
and statistical methods. such as wavelets analysis methods and L-moments methods. are
exploited. At the same time. traditional methods such as the regression methods and
Fourier analysis are also elaborated.
Verification of the methods proposed are carried out whenever possible. The
observed data in selected tidally affected rivers in Sarawak, Malaysia are utilised for such
purpose.
The secondary objective of the proposed research is the development of regional
flood estimation equations for non-tidal zones of Sarawak using the state-of-the-art L-
moment approach. The results are neccssary for deriving flood estimates in the
downstream TIZ. From the literature review, to date regional flood frequency analysis has
not been carried out for Sarawak.
I.S Scopes and Limits of Research
The "study area" is limited to the basin areas that are covered by the river gauging
network and not the whole land area ofSarawak.
2. The research is limited to thc analysis of existing data collected by the collecting
agency, namely the Dcpartment of Irrigation and Drainage, Sarawak. Malaysia
(DID) and Nation Mapping and Survey, Malaysia, and Land and Survey
Department, Sarawak (L&S). Shell Berhad, Brunci is the only non-governmental
agency that provided data.
3. The hydrodynamic modelling approach is one traditional approach that requires a
large amount of site-specific physical data and many months of input and analysis
to model a single basin. This approach is examined, discussed and compared in
general in Chapter 2.
4. Any methodology proposed in general is explored thoroughly wherever possible
and evaluated by comparison with results generated by other methods or local
flood infonnation.
5. Short gaps in water level data arc treated as missing. Alternatively. it may be
replaced by means of the existing data segments.
6. The data provided by the water level recorders are assumed to be correct. It is
assumed that the operating agencies had carned out any required adjustment
during the data processing stage.
1.6 Outline of Thesis
The thesis is organized into three major groups of chapters:
Introduction to the problem. overviews and approaches: Chapter 1, 2 and 3
2. Main methodologies: Chapter 4, 5. 6, 7 and 8
3. Summary and conclusion: Chapter 9 and 10
Chapter 2 surveys the existing literature on flood estimation methods with an
objective of providing an overview of the methods that have been used and some
background theories relevant to certain specific topics such as Fourier and wavelets
methods. Chapter 3 identifies the study area with an in.depth review of the existing
hydrometric networks and thc records available.
The main methodologies proposed are briefly introduced in Chapter 4, and then
followed up by elaborations on the specific methods in Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8. Chapter 5
discusses the regional frequency analysis in non·tidal zones, which is essential for
deriving inflows for the downstream points of interest in the TIZ. The traditional Rating
Curve Mcthod and Joint Probability Method and are dealt with in Chapter 6 followed by
the application of Fourier Method to this problem in Chapter 7. A whole new approach
using Wavelet Method is introduced and elaborated in Chapter 8. Summary discussions
can be found in Chapter 9 and the thesis is concluded in Chapter 10. MATLAB programs
that arc developed for various processing of thc data and the subsequent analysis are
found in Appendix Al through Appendix AIO. Results of the analyses that are of
interest but are too lengthy to be included in the main text are presented in the other
appendices which are numbered with prefixes ofB, C and D.
Chapter 2
2.1 Overview
Literature Review
A proposal of any solution to a problem is only justifiable after a thorough
survey and understanding of the existing solulion(s) to the problems in hand or problems
with some similar characteristics. Confonning to this rationale, all the existing theories
and methods that are relevant to the estimation of design floods in the TIZ are reviewed in
this chapter. Since the research involves many interdisciplinary fields such as hydrology,
hydraulics, oceanography, statistics, and signal processing, this chapter also serves as a
reference document for future research in the area.
The existing approaches in design flood estimation can broadly be divided into
two:
(i) Statistically based
(ii) Physically based
These approaches arc critically discussed and reviewed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
respectively. In solving many hydrologic and hydraulic problems. a thorough
understanding of the boundary conditions, which govern the outcomes of potential
models to be used, is essential. A brief review of the Iiterdture related to the tidal
phenomenon which governs the downstream boundary conditions of the TIZ are provided
in Section 2.4. Fourier Transfonn Methods used in lraditional signal processing and
Wavelet Analysis Methods, a recent advance in non-parametric data analysis, are
revicwed in Section 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.
2.2 Statistically Based Approaches
Statistically based approaches refer to the analysis of raw data collected from a
site or region using state-of-the-an statistical tools in deriving probabilistic functions or
frequency distributions pertaining to flood quantiles. Traditional methods that dominate
the approach are flood frequency analysis and a regional version ofthe analysis.
2.2.1 Flood FrequencyAnalysis
Flood frequency analysis is a standard procedure for the planning and design of
water resources projects and other civil engineering works. It provides the probabilistic
assessment of the magnitude of floods associated with a certain risk tolerance level. Its
application has been mainly in the detennination of flood quantiles in terms of peak
discharges in streams or rivers.
Existing techniques used are varied and many. The latest state of the art
techniques can be found in a wealth of literature such as Vogel (1986), Cunnane (1987,
1988, 1989), Bum (1990), Stedinger et.a!. (1993), Lye (1993), Bobee and Rasmussen
(1995), Hosking and Wallis (1990,1993,1997) and, Rao and Hamed (2000).
2.2.1.1 CODtCpt of Flood FrequeDty
The recurrencc interval of a flood or rcturn period T is related to the
corresponding flood magnitude in a flood frequency analysis. The primary objective is to
provide the basis for an inference on the flood magnitude at a particular river site given an
accepted risk level that is expressed in terms of the reciprocal of the return period (lIn or
the exceedance probability p. An observed flood of magnitude q, nonnally quantified in
units of flow rate, with a return period T may be exceeded once in T years. The
probability of exceedance is given by
p"'P(Qr>q)",~
and the cumulative probability ofnon·exceedance then becomes
F(Qr)=P(Qr ::;q)=I-P(Qr >q)"'l-~
The return period or recurrence interval can be expressed as
T~__I-
I-F(Qr)
(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
The main task of flood frequency analysis would be, on a single station basis, to
find a suitable statistical distribution function that represent F(Qr).
2.2.1.2 Single Station Approaches and Flood Models
A single station refers to an individual river gauging station whcre river flows
have been observed continuously over a certain number of years. The level of
sophistication in instrumentation to observe river flows varies from station 10 station. The
most basic serop would be to manually observe the water level or stage at certain fixed
time interval, typically twice a day. The observed water levels are then related to flows by
a stage-discharge or rating curve that is established specifically for the station by
measuring sufficient scts of river flows at different stages. Ideally flows at high and low
stages should be measured to minimise extrapolation of the rating curves, which can be
erroneous. Recently, automatic stage observing recorder is becoming a standard
instrumentation at most river stations. In some small rivers, flow measurement weirs,
flumes or acoustic-dopplers flow meters are installed to avoid the painstaking task of
establishing rating curves.
Three different flood frequency models are identified by CUlUlane(1989), namely
the annual maximum series (AM) model, the partial duration series or peaks over
threshold (POT) model and the time series (T8) model. The AM model considers only
one peak value per year while the POT model consider all peaks above a certain base
value. The later avoids the situation when the other peaks within a year are greater than
the maximum peaks of other years (Kite, 1977; Chow et at. 1988). The return period Tp
fora POT model is related 10 the relumperiod Tofan AM model by (Chow, 1964):
(2-4)
Recent application of the POT model in New Brunswick, Canada is reported by EI-Jabi
etal.(1998).
The T8 model considers flows at equally spaced intervals oftimc, typically daily
interval, to signify a stochastic process in continuous time (Natural Environment
Research Council, 1975). The flow series model is then written as the sum of trend,
seasonal and stochastic components.
Despite the various considerations of the other two models, the simpler AM
model is still the most popular. Most recent publications still prefer to discuss the flood
analysis based on the simpler model (Hosking and Wallis, 1997; Rao and Hamed, 2000).
The annual peaks are assigned an initial estimate of probability of non-exceedence F
cailed a "plotting position"( PI ) as the data are plotted on probability paper to check
whether they follow a particular distribution. There are many commonly used plotting
position fOmlulas and research IS still continuing (Rao and Hamed, 2000). Cunnane(1989)
studied various fOmlulas and proposed a compromised fOmlula given by:
ft(XI)=PI=~
N+0.2
(2-5)
where i is the rank. of the flood peaks in ascending order and N is the sample size. This
appears to be the most commonly accepted formula, but agencies may prefer to use their
own traditionaily accepted formula. Rao and Hamed (2000) prefers to use a formula
proposed by Hosking and Wallis (1990) which was developed specifically for use in the
L-moment method of parameter estimation:
;-0.35
PI=~
2.2. J.J Distributions Selection
(2-6)
After choosing a suitable flood model, the next step of a flood frequency analysis
is to hypothesise the statistical functions F(Qp) and fit the underlying distribution using
one of the three main methods, namely the Method of Moments (MOM), Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), and L-Momcnts Method (LM).
2.2.1.4 Conventional Method or Moment
Moments about the origin or about the mean are used in the MOM to
characterise probability distributions. The conventional mathematics of expectations is
used to obtain other measures of spread such as variance and asymmetry such as
skewness. The r'h moment about the origin is
(2-7)
""d
(2-8)
The central moments p, is given by
(2-9)
The relationship between p;and ,u,is derived by Kendall and Stewart (1963). The
sample moments m; and m, are defined as
(2-10)
and m; = x= sample mean
m, =..!.. I(x; -x)~ • ml=O
n i_I
(2-11)
Cunnane(1989) has proposed some correction measures to the sample moments
for bias. Conventional moment ratios such as
coefficient of variation, C. = F
p,
coefficientofsknewness, C, '" ~~l ,and
p,
coefficient of kurtosis, C l =~
p,
(2-12)
(2-13)
(2-14)
are obtained by ratios of the various central moments. Sample moment ratios are also
obtained similarly using m, in place of P" Extensive investigations are found on the
moments of distributions and their properties such as Kirby (1974) and Landwehr et al.
(1978).
The distributions that are found to be best suited to flood flow series are
Lognonnal, Log-Person Type III, Generalised Extreme Values (GEV), Generalised
Pareto, Gumbel (Extreme Value Type 1 or EVl), Log-Gumbel(Extreme Value Type 2 or
EV2), and Log-l<Jgistic. Moment ratio diagrams of C, versus C* and C: and C* are
commonly used for preliminary check on the suitability of a particular distribution. The
probability plots of the flood quantiles obtained from proposed distributions and the
sample flood series should lie on a straight line for two parameter distributions. This is
because the distribution function is
(2-15)
where a and b are the distribution location and scale parameters respectively. The
observed values of Q is Q, then the relationship between Qood G-'(F)is linear as given
by
(2-16)
The choice of distribution is often based on certain statistical test to detennine
the goodness-of-fit. Tests such as Least Squares Test (Kite, 1977), Chi-square Test.
Kolrnogorov-Simimov Test (KS), Probability Plot Correlation Test (PCC) (Filliben 1975;
Lye 1993) and Anderson-Darling Test (AD) (Lye, 2000; Lim and Lye, 2000) were used.
2.2.1.5 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method (MLE)
This method is the most common statistical method of parameter estimation. It is
based on the concept of calculating values of parameters that maximises the probability of
obtaining the particular sample, in this case the annual flood peaks. The likelihood of the
sample is the total probability of drawing each nood peak, which is the product of all thc
individual flood probabilities. The product is differentiated with respcct to the parameters,
and the derivatives are set to zero to enable the maximum to be evaluated.
The model parameters obtained by the maximum likelihood method are
statistically efficient solutions, i.e., with minimum variance as sample sizes increases.
However, not all equations for maximisation are solvable and numerical solutions are
required for those cases.
2.2.1.6 L-moment Method
The L-moment method is built on probability weighted moments (PWMs) which
are defined by Greenwood et al. (1979) as
Ifa distribution has a quantile function x(u) , two special cases ofPWMs are
M ,.o., =a, = !X(uXI-u)'du,
M v .o = fl. = !X(u)u'du
(2-17)
(2-18)
(2-19)
These are similar to the definition of conventional moments. These PWMs were
used as the basis for estimating parameters of probability distribution by Landwehr et al.
(1979), Wallis (1981,1982), Hosking et 0/.(1985). However, the method suffers from
difficulties in interpretation. Hosking (1990) introduced L-moments, which are linear
ftmctions of PWMs and can be directly interpreted as the measures of scale and shape of
probability distributions. L-moments are defined by Hosking in tenns of the PWMs a
andflas:
where . '-'('X'+k) (-I)'-'(,+k)!P r .• =(-1) k k '" (k!)2(r-k)!
(2-20)
(2-21)
The equations for the measures of location, such as sample mean, ,.11 and scale,
22• are also derived. L-moment ratios are given as:
L-skewness f)=),:jA.2
(2-22)
(2-23)
(2-24)
Vogel and Fennessey (1993) highlighted the advantages of L-moments
compared 10 conventional moments. In a wide range of hydrologic applications, L·
moments provide simple and efficient estimators of characteristics of hydrologic data and
of a distribution's parameters (Stedinger et ai.• 1993). Ulrych et al. (2000) show that
probability density functions estimated from L-moments are superior estimates to those
obtained from conventional momenls and those based on the principle of maximum
entropy. L-moments ratios have been derived for many distributions and given in
Hosking and Wallis (1997) and a suite of FORTRAN routines is provided freely by the
author on the Web (Hosking,1996).
2,2.2 Regional Flood Analysis
There are cases where the upstream inflow infonnation is not available because
the basin is ungauged. At·site flood frequency analysis is not possible. In other instances,
the gauged records available at a gauged station may be very short rendering the flood
frequency analysis unreliable. In those situations, a regional flood frequency analysis is
recommended (Bobec and Rasmussen, 1995). Regionalisation is probably the most viable
avenue for improving flood estimates and it has been the direction of research in flood
frequency analysis in the 1990's (Bobee and Rasmussen, 1995). Many techniques have
been used depending largely on the amount of data available for the region of interest.
Physically based regression curves arc typical results derived from such an exercise. The
Index Flood approach originally developed by Dalrymple (1960) is often used.
The index flood method is used to detennine the magnitude and frequency of
flood quantiles for basins of any size, gauged or ungauged, as long as it is located within
a hydrologically homogeneous region. At least two regressions are required. The first is
the regression of mean annual flood with some physical parameters, e.g., basin area, basin
slopes and river length, and the second relates peak flow ratio with frequency of
exeecdance. The peak flow ratio is the ratio of peak flow for a given frequency of
exceedance to the at-site mean annuaJ flood. A flood frequency CUIVC can then be
developed for any basin in the homogeneous region.
The index flood method has been used in earlier studies such as the UK Flood
Studies by Natural Environment Research Council (1975) and Dalrymple (1960). It has
become less subjective in distribution selection with the development of the L-moment
approach (Hosking, 1990). II is becoming popular as can be seen by the recent surge in
usage, such as Pearson (1991a, 1991b, 1993) for New Zealand, Ben·Zvi and Azmon
(1997) for Israel, Lim and Lye (2000) for Sarawak, Malaysia, Kumar et al. (1999) and
Sankarasubramanian et al. (1999) for India, G1aves and Waylen (1997) in southern
Ontario, Canada, Mkhandi et al. (2000) for southern Africa, among others. Nevertheless,
the method cannot be used for areas where tidal influence is presem, as in many estuarine
areas of the rivers where the flow series in the river has the combined effects of fluvial
flood and tides.
2.2.2.1 Regional Frequency Analysis by the L-moment Approacb
Further developmem of the index flood method is the L·moment approach. It is
an important alternative system to the Method of Moments for describing the shapes of
probability distribution. Regional analysis using the L-moment approach is summarised
in Hosking and Wallis (1997). It is a general approach that is best suited to
environmental data and was developed primarily to analyse flood dala.
L-moment ratio diagrams are analogous to the conventional moment ratio
diagram and can be used to identify appropriate distributions for a particular region of
interest. A plot of L-skewness vs L-kurtosis for all the at-site data in a homogeneous
region can be used 10 idemif)' the most appropriale distribution based on the weighted
average of all the individual sites. This was strongly recommended by Vogel and
Fennessey (1993).
2.2.2.1.1 Goodness-of-Fit Tests
A simulation method to test the goodness-of-fit based on the i" the regional
average of the sample L-kurtosis was proposed by Hosking and Wallis (1993,1997). The
smaller the difference between the regional average i. and the statistic fined for the
distribution, t r;= ,the belter the goodness-of-fit.
(2-25)
where B4 and 0". are the bias and standard deviation of t: respectively. Hosking and
Wallis (1993, 1997) proposed that any three-parameter distribution could be declared as
fitting adequately if IZD1ST[ s 1.64 .
2.2.2.1.2 HomogeneityTests
The L-moment approach provides two statistics to test for regional homogeneity,
an important assumption of the regional frequency analysis. The first is a discordancy
measure, intended to identify those sites that are grossly discordant with the region as a
whole. The second is a heterogeneity measure, intended to estimate the degree of
heterogeneity in a group of sites and to assess whether they might reasonably be treated
as homogeneous. The details of the procedures are found in Hosking and Wallis (1997),
and Rao and Hamed (2000).
Once the sites are found to be homogeneous based on the measures, the regional
growth curve, typically consisting of a plot of the ratio of flood quantile to mean annual
flood against the non-exceooance probability or reduced variates, can be established. The
application of the approach can be found in Ben-Zvi and Azmon (1997), Lim and Lye
(2000). Madsen and Rosberg (1997) have extended the approach to the use of POT
model.
2.3 Physically Based Approaches
Physically based approaches essentially model the actual flow conditions in river
channel based on all the available physical theories and data. Two distinctive components
can be delineated based on the theories used: hydrologic or hydraulic. The upstream
inflows into the TlZ are often derived using hydrologic simulation models, In the TIZ and
the estuaries, hydraulic theories are used to explain the hydrodynamic phenomena such as
the fluctuation of water levels and the reversal of ftows. Since hydrologic and hydraulic
modelling have been widely used, a complete review of the vast literature is beyond the
scopc of this research. However some brief accounts are given in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
with certain references made to the modcls.
2.3.1 Hydrologic Modelling
Hydrologic models can be classified as an event-based or continuous model
according to the model internal structure. An event-based model typically covers
durations of hours or months, while a continuous model provides simulated streamflows
for as long as input data are available.
2.3.1.1 Design Flood Estimation Using Event-based Model
Flow rating has been an essential task in hydrology. which allows the flows,
especially the extreme flow conditions of floods and droughts, to be accuratcly measured
or infetTed. Hydrographs are often simulated using a hydrologic model after careful
calibration. Many hydrologic models, such as HEC-I or HEC-HMS, are used to derive
some design flood flows on an event-based approach. This approach focuses on
streamflow modelling of river basins considering the major factors of climatic influence
and geophysical features. Since streamflow series are often available at the site of
interest, a rainfaU-runoff model is often used. It is also very common that design storms
are used as the main input dataset resulting in the simulation of the corresponding peak
discharges, which are assumed to have the same probability as the design storms. In
certain circumstances where the antecedent moisture is constant, such as in equatorial
rainforest of Sarawak (Lim and Lye, 2000), this assumption is reasonable. However,
when variability of spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall and antecedent moisture in
a large heterogeneous basin is high, the assumption of the same probability is in doubt
(Bradley and Potter, 1992).
2.3.1.2 Flood FreqllencyofSimlllated Streamflow Series
A different class of hydrologic simulation models that permit continuous
streamflow simulation have now emerged, fuelled by the advent of powerful computers.
Some of theses models are HSPF (U.S.EPA) used by Bradley and Potter (1992),
TOPMODEL used by Cameron et af. (1999), and PDM (Lamb, 1999). Continuous
streamflow simulation were used by Bras et al.(1985) and promoted by Franz et at.,
(1989). A pre-calibrated rainfall-runoff model is driven either by a long historical rainfall
series or a stochastic rainfall modeL This results in a long simulated flow series.
Conventional flood frequency analysis is then used 10 estimate flood quantiles from the
generated series. Bradley and Potter (1992) proposed a new approach for flood frequency
analysis of model-simulated flows. A probability distribution is first estimated for the
runoff volume. A relationship between peak discharge and runoff volume is developed
using rainfall-runoff modelling of cxtreme flood events. The probability of peak
discharge is finally derived by integrating thc distribution of runoff volume with the
conditional distribution of peak discharge on volumc. Recent papers by Cameron et al.
(1999), Lamb (1999) and Calver et aJ. (1999) have shown that the estimation of river
flood frequencies by modelling basin runoffs on a continuous time basis is becoming
more attractive given thai readily available computing power has increased tremendously
as compared to the 1980's. However, data requirements are not oftcn met due to thc
absence of good precipitation data, hoth spatially and temporally over a long duration.
Thc estimation of flood frequency using generated streamflow series are mostly
fOW1d in the non-tidal areas. Sikora and Steffen (1991) used continuous simulation at
inflow points in an unsteady flow model in Illinois. The idea can be applied to the TIZ
and this issue is discussed at the end of the next section.
1.3.1 Hydraulic Model/ing
Most hydrometric networks do not include any flow measurement station in the
tidal active zone, simply because developing a flow rating is almost not viable in a
dynamic flow condition. The dynamic stage-discharge relationship in this zone has to be
explained by a series of hydrodynamic model equations. The most common version used
for solving a one-dimensional unsteady flow problem is the SI. Venant equation. Several
hydraulic investigators derived these equations by using different procedures. These
include Stoker (1957), Chow (1959), Oronkers (1964), Henderson (1966), Strclkoff
(1969), Yen (1973), Liggett (1975), Cungc et al. (1980), Lai (1986), and Abbott and
Basco (1990). These derivations essentially have to satisfy the three conservation laws
governing open channcl flows- mass, momentum, and energy. For flow velocity, v, flow
depth, y, channel botton slope, So, friction slope, Sf, or the energy gradient needed 10
overcome friction, the dynamic or momentum equation can be written as:
av a [V' J ( )~+g- -+y =gS~-Sf
Or ax 2g
(2-26)
The dctcnninistic approach using numerical modelling based on Equation 2-26
can provide flood stage at any specific location in the tidal interaction zones for a known
flood event. These are generally known as hydrodynamic models to distinguish them from
the steady state hydraulic models. Many software packages are readily available on
commercial basis. These include MIKEll (Danish Hydraulic Institute) and ISIS (HR
Wallingford, UK). In the U.$., software such as BRANCH (USGS) is freely available.
With modem computing power, a lot of improvement has been made to these
models. The models allow much more detailed data input, such as more cross sections or
terrain data. In the 20 flow models, the sophistication also goes beyond the one-
dimensional basis to include secondary flows across any cross·sectional areas. In coastal
waters, 3D models are justified to explain vertical flows due 10 the presence of other
dynamic factors introduced by winds and changes in atmospheric pressure.
1.3.3 Limitations ofPhysically Based Models
233.1 Probabilistic Aspects
Although a physically based model can estimate a water level, it cannot on itself
assign a probability to the result, due to fact that there are many combinations or
pennutations of the tidal boundary conditions and the flood quantiles upstream. An
assessment of the recurrence intelVal of flood levels at a particular site in the TIZ is often
indirect.
2.3.3.2 Tributary Inflows
Another weakness is the need to assume that the generated strcamflows from
sub-basins using hydrologic models simultaneously have the same physical conditions
such as the amount of precipitation and soil moisture (Bradley and Potter, 1992). The
assumption is necessary to avoid further complication in assigning probability for the
boundary conditions.
2.3.3.3 Limited Calibration Data
The data requirement for calibrating a hydrodynamic model is often difficult to
be satisfied. Many high-resolution time series at various sites may bee required. Another
drawback is that the resources required for setting up a hydrodynamic model is often
beyond the scope of many small projects.
2.4 Tidal Pbenomenon and Tbeories
The tidal phenomenon is an important aspect to be addressed in this research.
Hence, a brief review of the phenomenon, features, theories and characteristics arc
essential.
1.4.1 Tidal Phenomenon
Tides are induced by the gravitational attraction of the moon and sun on the
waters of the ocean (Dronkers, 1964). Although tidal phenomenon has caught the
attention of many early scientists including Isaac Newton (1642-1727), it is still regarded
as a complicated phenomenon since there are many irregularities in tides and the
propagations in some coastal waters of the world remain a subject of investigation. Many
modem books specifically written on tidal phenomenon include Dronkers (I %4), Godin
(1972), Bowden (1983), and Pugh (1987), among others. NOAA of U.S. and Canadian
Hydrographic Se1Vice, at Physical Modelling Section, Division of Ocean Sciences,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada have many excellent publications about tides and provide
tide information and predictions at standard ports. Some observation sites are provided on
a real-time basis.
The main features ofcommonly observed tides are:
I. The cycle of rise and fall in water occurs twice a day; each cycle lasts
approximately 12 hours and 25 minutes.
2. Diurnal inequality is said to exist where two high waters on a given day is of
different heights.
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2.4.2 Tidal Theory
2.4.2.1 Equilibrium Tide Theory
Issac Newton first used the law of gravitation to explain tides. In this theory, the
earth is assumed covered in water of the same depth everywhere and equilibrium tide is
fonned under the gravitational force of the moon. A mutual gravitational force between
the earth and the moon governs the orbit of the moon in its elliptical path around the
earth. The gravitational force of the moon caused water on the earth to be pulled towards
the moon, causing water on the side facing the moon to rise and simultaneously a smaller
rise on the other side of the earth. The later phenomenon is explained by two factors. The
first being that there is a difference in the force of gravity from one side to the other as
distance from the moon varies. The second is due to the existence of centrifugal force
when the earth-moon pair system is rotating on an axis. Because the mass of moon is only
about 1.2% of the earth, the centre of gravity of the rotation of the pair is located within
the earth's crust. The entire earth experiences a centrifugal force as the system rotates.
When the gravitational force and the centrifugal force forces exercise their influence
together, two approximately equal bulges are induced. As the earth revolves once one
day, the bulges are observed as two high tides every day.
2.4.2.2 Coordinate System
Figure 2-1 shows a coordinate system that is often used in explaining tidal
phenomenon. Celestial equator AB is an extension to infinity of the earth equator while
the polar axis coincides with the axis of rotation. P is the position of an observer on the
earth; M represents the position of a perturbing body such as the moon or the sun; and 0
is the centre of the celestial body or the earth. Colatitudes of P and M are the angle
subtended measured from the celestial sphere summits at the north pole of the sphere N'
as 0 and OM respectively, Longitude can be viewed on the celestial equator plane as (/) and
!PM respectively. tP' is the difference between the longitude of P and that of M, or dJ -
From these definitions, the spherical coordinates of the earth at P and the
perturbing body at M are (0, (/)) and (8M, dJM). (is the zenith angle of the moon as seen
from the earth, The declination ofM, 0, is the complement of 8M, i.e. 0 == 90'- 9M.
N
Celestial Sphere
A------~-;:;: B
~VJ
M
Celestial Equator Plane View
Figure 2-1 Celestial Spherical Coordinate System
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2.4.2.3 Tidal FoTtes on Earth
A more modem approach in explaining tides fonnation is using the concept of
tide forces (Godin, 1997). In the solar system, the earth accompanied by the moon, and
the other planets arc in their orbital motions that can be viewed as stable. The force of
auraction that they exert on each other is exactly balanced by the centrifugal force
resulting from their revolution around the centre of mass of the system. Tidal forces are
forces that are not compensated by the orbital motion, These forces are minute as
compared to the direct attraction of the earth, In spite of the relative minuteness of the
tidal forces, they do cause tensions and displacements within the celestial bodies such as
the phenomena of tidal effects on the earth.
2.4,2.4 Major Tide Forces and Periodicity
By calculating the vertical and horizontal component of the tide forces induced
at P, it can be shown that these components consist of terms involving arguments 0, ~
and rp' (Godin, 1997). Tenns involving argument rp' are known as the diurnal tenn while
2rtJ' is for semidiumal terms. These tenns reflect the transit of the perturbing body M
over the meridian in either one or two cycles per day, When the body M orbits, OM
changes periodically over each revolution. For the moon, the period is a month and for
the sun the period is a year. 0'Msignifies an anonnalistic (a month) OM which has a period
of27.5546 solar day for the moon (27.3217 for the sidereal 8M ) and 365.2596 days for the
sun (365.2422 days for the tropical OM)'
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2.4.3 Major Tidal Components
There are many components of the tidal forces exerted on the earth. Major
components have been identified based on their arguments and certain conventional
names are given. Table 2·1 shows a partial list of the major tidal components, which are
as many as 60 or more.
Table 2-1 Major Components of Tidal Forces: Conventional Name and Frequency
Argument Due to the Moon Due to the SUD
Frequency Period Frequency Period
Semidiurnal Nmn, (I hour) (hours) Nmn, ("I hour) (hours)
2<P" M, 28.984 12.42 S, 30.000 12.00
2.:p'+O'M L, 29.528 12.19 R, 30.041 11.98
2.:p··O·M N, 28.440 12.56 T, 29.959 12.72
2 (/)'+28M K, 30.082 11.97 K, 30,082 11.97
2 (/)'-2 OM 2N, 27.886- 12,91
Frequency Period Frequency Period
Diurnal Name ("I hour) (hours) Nmn, C/hour) (hours)
([>'+fJM K, 15.041 23.93 K, 15.041 23,93
(/)'-OM 0, 13.943 P, 14.959 24.07
(/)'+O'M + OM J, 15.585 23.80 'Y, 15.082 23,97
(/)'·O·M -OM Q, 13.399 26.97
"
14.918 24.13
/fJ'±(8t.!-O'M) NO, 14.497 24.93 S, 15.000 24.00
(/J'-O'M -0" p, 13.472 26.72
Frequency Period Frequency Period
Long Period Nmn, ("I day) (days) Nmn, C/day) (days)
Mf 1.098 13.66 S.. 0.092 182.70
Mm 0.544 27.55
The arguments determine the periods, which will appear in a spectral analysis of
the tidal forces or any induced phenomenon like sea tides. The calculation of period is
obtained by:
(2-27)
where 1; and Tj are the periods of 41', OM and (J·M. For example, an argument of 41'- OM
has a period of 25.819 hours or a frequency of 13.943·/hour (360'n5.8l9 hour), given
that 1; = T;.- 24.8412 solar hours and Tl = T9" =655.720 solar hours. The name 0\ has
been given to Ihis component.
2.4,4 Type o/Tides
The general characteristics of tides can be represented by a few major hannonics
constituents, which are described in laler section. Four major types of tides are classified
as shown in Table 2·2 according to a factor F defined as:
(2-28)
where K 1• 0 1, M2 and 51 are the amplitudes oflhe corresponding components of K 1• 0 1•
Table 2-2 Types of Tides
TypeofTides
Semidiumal
Mixed, mainly semidiurnal
Mixed, mainly diurnal
Diurnal
<0.25
0.25-1.5
1.5-3.0
>3.0
1.4.5 Harmonic Theory ofTutal Water Level
The basis of harmonic analysis is that the tidal water level variation can be
represented by a finite number of harmonic constituents. The tidal water level H at any
time 1can be represented by a harmonic representation:
,
H(l): Ho+~At cos(atl -Ot)+n(t) (2-29)
where Ho is the mean sea level; At, a.t and at are the amplitude, radial frequency and
phase of hannonic componem k respectively; R is the number of significant harmonic
components; and net) is attributed to the contribution of physical factors other than tides.
It is common to assume that net) behaves as a white noise (Godin, 1997). Radial
frequency at is related to the period Tt by the relationship
(2-30)
expressed either in degrecs per solar hour or in radians per solar hour. These frequencies
also correspond to the frequencies of M1• 81• K.. 0 10 PI> etc. identified for the tidal
forces. Full treatment of the harmonic analysis can be found in excellent texts, such as
Pugh (1987) and Godin (1997).
Once the harmonic constants of At and at for the various hannonic constituents
have been detennined for a location, they may be used to describe the characteristics of
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the tide at that location. Prediction of tides for a future time can be done through the use
ofa simplified version of Equation 2-30 as:
,
H(t) =H o+ ~A~ COs(CTtf+a. -a.) (2-31)
The noise tenn n(t) is ignored and a tenn a. is added to adjust for the phase at
time 1=0 in the equilibrium tide. The continuous prediction of tides can be found in
numerous tide tables published by many hydrographic survey agencies in the world for
various major ports and observation locations.
2.4.6 Shallow Waler Tides
As ocean tides penetrate into the shallow waters of continental shelves from the
deep oceans, the propagation are distorted due to various factors such as the depth, stream
width, and storage width (Dronkers, 1964). Tides in coastal waters and river estuaries,
referred as shallow water tides, are of interest in this research as these fonns the lower
boundaries of any model to be instituted for the TIZ.
2.4.6.1 Features orTides
The main features of tides such as the type, maximum range, diurnal inequality
and phase relationship between elevation and currents, are changed due to varying
conditions in various locations. The tidal currents are more variable from place to place
than changes of tidallcvels. For South-east Asian seas and Gulf of Mexico, the diurnal
inequality of tides is large, to the extent of only one high water and one low water a day,
as compared to the tides found in the Atlantic coasts (Bowden, 1983).
2.4.6.2 Storm Surge Considerations
Meteorological disturbances during a storm have great effects on shallow seas.
The water levels due to a coincidence of higher sea levels caused by severe stonn acting
on an area of shallow water and peak levels due to a spring tide often give rise to coastal
floodings (Murty, 1984). Stonn surge in a tidal water body is defined as the difference
between the obsetved and the predicted water levels at the same location and time based
on a deterministic tidal model in the absence of a stonn (Pugh, 1987; WMO, 1988). A
stonn is typified by strong winds, drop in atmospheric pressure and intense rainfall. The
effects of the last, mainly in the increase in fluvial discharge, are normally not included in
the definition of surge (WMO, 1988). In places such as the south east coast of USA
(south of Capc Hattcras), Philippines, Japan, Indo-China, Southern China, India, and
Bangaladesh, tropical cyclones cause severe storm surges. In the northern Atlantic coast
of USA and UK, extratropical stonns are generally more prominent in causing storm
surges. Tropical stonns are not severe in latitudes less than 5 degrees (North or South).
2.5 Fourier Transform Method
Hannonic tidal analysis in its present form was fonnulated in the late 19\11
century for tidal predictions at coastal ports. Some researchers have attempted to analyse
tidal effects in rivers, bUI mainly for reasons other than flood frequency analysis. The use
of Fourier analysis was the natural choice as the harmonic approach has been successfully
used in tidal simulation in the ocean and open scas as shown in Godin (1972). Goring
(1984) used Fast Fourier Transform in deriving a river tide forecasting algorithm for a
river port in New Zealand. Sen (1991), and Lin and Lye (1994) used the hannonic
analysis to investigate the cyelic features in cumulative departures of annual flow series
in rivers.
1,5.1 Fourier Analysis ofFlow Series
Hannonic analysis involves Fourier transform of a cyclic time scrics in terms of
the distribution of its variance at different frequencies. The function can be represented by
the sum of a series of sines and cosines of frequencies, which are multiples of the
fundamental frequency f = 21rfMl::J:
Mil Mil
H(t)=Ho + ~A .. cosmft+ '?;B.. sinmft (2-32)
where the coefficients A. and B.. may be evaluated by analysis of M values of sea level
H(l) sampled at constant intervals t:.J, typically of hourly interval. Ho is the mean sea
level, assumed to be the average of the mean sea level over the period of observation.
Equation 2-30 can be reduced to:
""H{t)"H.+ ?;C.,o,(mft-g.) (2-33)
where
on. g .. =arctan(~)
(2-34)
(2-35)
e", andg", are the amplitude and phase lag of the mth harmonic constituent of the function
H(l). The variance of this function about the mean sea level, Ho, is given by squaring the
tenns within the summation symbol of Equation 2-33, and averaging over the period of
observation. When this setup is applied and it can be found that that all the cross products
tenns are zero. except for the terms of the form:
(2-36)
The average value of this term over an integral number of cycle is (1/2)H;'. The mosl
significant result states that the total variance of the series H(I) is given by the summation
oflhe variance at each hannonic frequency:
(2-37)
2.5.2 Use ofFFT in River Tides Analysis
A Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) algorithm basically transforms numerically the
discrete observational time series. say y~, where n .. 0,1,2, .... , N-l, to a series in the
frequency domain. The product signified by y~, n = 0,1,2, ..., N-I, is termed discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT). A line spectrum is a plot of the magnitude of the OFT, y~, at
each frequency component n. Goring (1984) used the FFT method to separate river flow
from the tide. For example. the OFT of a triangular shape stage hydrograph due to river
flow has a maximum at the lowest frequency and decreases with increasing frequency.
The OFT of the tide has just two components corresponding to the lunar and solar
components and these two spikes can be spotted readily at higher frequencies than the
DFT due to the river flows. The approximation in separation is to treat the frequencies
lower than the OFT of the tidal spikes as belonging to the river flow. The method is
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shown by Goring (1984) to be able to predict river tide in the time domain, but it lacks
accuracy in the magnitude of stage.
2.6 Wavelets Method
The last dccade has seen the emergence of a new approach in data analysis called
wavelet analysis. Many fields, including signal processing, physics and mathematics,
provided the ingredients of the theory. The use of wavelet analysis can now be found in
all kinds of signal processing problems and its usage has been very successful in a wide
range of fields including medicine, seismology, music, criminology, and vision. The
theories on wavelets can be found in many recent introductory texts such as Antoniadis
and Oppenheim (1995), Ogden (1997), Mallet (1998), and Teolis (1998), among others.
A clear account of applying wavelets to solve meteorological problems can be found in
Torrence and Compo (1998).
Wavelets can be used to process signals that vary with time (non-stationary) and
contain discontinuities. In many cases, it has replaced Fourier analysis because of its
many advantages.
Wavelet theory also provides a tool to recover functions from noise. The
successful use of Fourier analysis on sea tides is largely due to the stationary nature of the
process. The problem of stages in rivers with tidal interaction appears to be a good
candidate for investigation by wavelet analysis because the process involved is
predominantly non·stationary. The wavelet analysis involving wavelet transfonn can
reveal structures of a non-stationary time series beller than the standard Fourier and short-
term Fourier transform techniques. Indeed Jay and Flinchem (1995, 1997, 1999) have
demonstrated the interaction of fluctuating river flow with a barotropic tide using the
wavelet analysis. Smith et al. (1998) are ablc to characterise streamflows from different
climatic regions using the wavelet transform. Gan (2001) shows the possible influence of
the precipitation pattern in western Canada by large-scale climate anomalies in the Pacific
Ocean using wavelet anaJysis.
1.6.1 Wavelet Analysis
All wavelets are based on one mother wavelet, ¥'(t), a function with some
special properties. The function must oscillate and decay, preferably rapidly. The
oscillation property is expresscd mathematically as:
(2-38)
Unlike the trigonometric basis function of hannonic analysis which has only a
single parameter (frequency), wavelets are essentially controlled by two parameters,
dilations a and translations b of the mother wavelet. Dilation implies shrinking as well as
stretching. For a continuous wavelet transform, any amount of dilation or translation can
be applied and the wavelet with parameters (a, b) is defined as:
(2-39)
for any real number a and b. For a vast majority of applications a restricted set is used:
a = 2 J and b = k where j and k are integers. For a specially chosen mother wavelet the
collection of {\fIjAr)} for all integers j, k forms an orthonormal basis for various
function spaces. This means that wavelets can represent functions analogous to what a
Fourier series does. The main point is that a function f may be represented in lenns or a
superposition of wavelets of different dilations and translations, as
f(r)~ i: i:dj"~J.'(/)
J~k."""
where 4.k are coefficient of expansion which can be found by
(2-40)
(2-41)
Wavelets can represent some functions using far fewer coefficients than can Fourier. The
functions for which wavelets do better include those that have sharp jumps or
discontinuilies.
The simplest wavelet, as shown in Figure 2-2, is the Haar mother which can be
defined on [0, I) by
lP~)= {I fort E rOo 1/2)
-1 for (EU/2.n
(2-42)
h'h ~~
'PI.O
Figure 2·2 The Haar wavelet and Two Haar wavelets
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There exist some instances where the mother wavelets are not enough to
represent all functions. For example, the constant function on [0, 1) cannot be represented
by this collection of Haar wavelets. l1Lis deficiency can be corrected by the introduction
of afather wavelet. In the Haar case the father is defined to be:
;(t}=:1 forte (O,I} (2-43)
which happens to be a constant function. Any other constant function c can be
represented by a multiple of the father. The introduction of the father wavelet results in
the expression:
/(1)= i:c,¢o,,(I)+ i: i:dj,',!,j,(I)
j_1 k.. -<XI
(2-44)
which has a natural and intuitive interpretation: a function has to satisfy both the overall
"large-scale" behaviour of the function, as represented by integer translates of father
wavelcts, (l.,t), and the "small-scale" or high-frequency or "sharp features" in terms of
integer translates of mother wavelets at different scales j. The wavelet coefficients, dj •k •
allow one to "zoom-in" to small·scalc detail of the function fit) just by increasing the
scalefactorJ.
Wavelets are hence built on the concept of multiresolution analysis. Using
wavelets, a function can be depicted as a smooth overall shape (approximation), plus
detail that ranges from broad to narrow (detail). Different types of structure in the signal
may be resolved at each scale of resolution.
There are many other different families of wavelets such as Daublets, Symmlets,
Mexican hat, Morlet, Coiflets, etc. Some modem technical computing packages have
optional modules exclusively for perfonning wavelet analysis; MATLAR has a wavelets
toolbox (The Math Works, 1999) and S-PLUS has a toolkit called S+Wavclets.
2.6.2 Application ofWavelet Analysis in River Flows
Jay and Flinchem (1995, 1997, 1999) have attempted to analyse river floods
using a continuous wavelet analysis. Their main objective was to study the effects of tides
being affected by the river flows. The use of wavelets appears to allow inference to be
made on the magnitude and frequency of the river tides. a non-stationary process. Hence
a plausible approach would be to filter out the tidal process and then derive the frequency
distributions of the two separate processes. A step forward in that direction is likely to
yield meaningful results and this naturally leads to the investigation in Chapter 8.
Chapter 3 Aspects of Study Area
This Chapter presents five main aspects of the study area that are considered
important and relevant to the elaborations on flood estimation methods in the later
chapters:
I. Physical and Climatic Conditions
2. DataUsed
3. ScaTidcs
4. Surges
5. Hydrometric Network
3.1 Physical and Climatic Conditions
3.1.1 Physical Features
Sarawak is the largest state in the Federation of Malaysia, accounting for about
37.5% of the total land area country. Located immediately north of the Equator between
latitude 0° 50' and 5° N and longitude 109° 36' and 11 S° 40' E. Sarawak stretches some
800 km along the north·west coast of the Island of Borneo. It borders Kalimantan
province of Indonesia to the south, the Sultanate of Brunei, and Sabah, another Malaysian
"
state, to the northeast. The coast of Sarawak partially forms the southenunost extend of
the South China Sea. Figure 3·1 shows the general location of Sarawak in South-East
Asia. with about 2 million people living in a land area of 124,449 km2, it is rich in natural
resources and is known for its thick rainforest generally considered as one of the most
biodiverse places on carth. The rainforest is home to more than 8,000 species of flowering
plants and over 20,000 animal species, the majority of which are insects. Mangrove
forests are also very common in river estuaries and coastal areas which are sustained by
the nutrients brought along by the water flows during the twice daily high tides and the
occasional high fluvial discharges that last between 1 day and 2 weeks in the major rivers
ofSarawak.
Figure 3-1 Location orSarawak, Malaysia in South-East Asia
Onc-fifth of Sarawak is composed of alluvial coastal plains covered with peal
swamps fonning large tract of wetlands. A large portion of Sarawak is under the
significant influence of tides as shown in Figure 3-2. Maximum tidal amplitudes or tidal
ranges in the order of 5 to 6 m are found in many river estuaries of western Sarawak. The
unusual high tidal ranges are attributed to the occurrence of co-oscillating tides in the
shelf region of Ihe South China Sea and the Arafura Sea (Zahel, 1992). In general,
Sarawak has a relatively flat topography when compared to olher parts of Borneo Island.
The low-lying lands have many meandering rivers with very mild bed slopes. The high
tidal range and mild bed slopes enable the tidal influx to reach very far inland. For
example, tidal effects can be fell at a distance of over 190 km from the coast ncar Kapit
on the Satang Rajang, the largest river in Malaysia (Lim and Lye, 2002). Hence, the tidal
interaction zones are considered vcry extensive within most of the basins.
Tidal and Backwat~~t.m"8arawak
Figure 3-2 Tidlililiind BliIckwliIter Extent in SarlilwliIk
3.1.2 Climatic and RunoffFadors
Bestowed with an equatorial rainforest climate, Sarawak does nOI have any
distinct seasonal varialion of temperature as found in the temperate zones. The most
prominent feature is Ihe perennial wet, hot and humid climate.
3.1.2.1 Rainfall and Evaporation
Sarawak is hot and humid throughout the year with mean daily temperature
ranging from 23°C in the early morning to 32°C during the day. Rainfall in Sarawak
varies from an armual average of about 5500 nun on the coastal area of western Sarawak
10 about 3000 nun in the interior highlands. Trade winds around the equator have
significant effects on the rainfall distribution. Rain is distributed throughout the year
although most falls between November and February, a period Ihal is referred locally as
the fandas season. Due to the high volume of runoff, the state is well endowed with many
perennial streams and rivers, giving a very high drainage network density. Average
number of days in a year with rainfall is 280 at Kuching. Floods often occur in the fandas
seasons, frequently as a combination of spring tide and intense rainstonn.
Annual evaporation is fairly high as well, in the order of 1300 mm. There are
some occasions of prolonged dry periods in the coaslal zones, with durations of up to one
month. Although Sarawak is very close to the typhoon active countries such as the
Philippines, it has never experienced any direct onslaught of typhoons, as any cyclonic
activity is weakened as it approaches the equator.
3.1.2.2 Soil Moisture
In general the soil moisture, especially in the peal swamps areas, varies from
very high to full saturation point since the ground water-table often rises to the surface
fed by frequent r...infalls. There are considerable extents of peat lands. About 13% of the
state, mainly in the coastal region (Wong, 1991), is covered with peat soils with a depth
varying from a few metres 10 25m. The peat soils are often satuTated and poorly drained,
and waterlogged for most of the time. For regions with higher proportions of peat soil
cover, the runoffof streams is eharacterized by a gradual depletion of the baseflows.
3.1.2.3 VegClaliveCoven
The most prominent physical feature of the state is the vast tract ofland covered
with equatorial rainforest. More than 67% of land is under natural forest cover. The rest is
secondary forests, agricultural, and urban lands. However, oil palm plantations and
logging activities are fast becoming the major factors in land-use. The traditional slash-
and-bum planting method of hill padi occupies about 13% of the land area. Timber
extraction accounts for a significant amount of the loss of primary rainforest in the 1980's
and 1990's. Generally, the runoff factor from a logged rainforest is higher from the
primary rainforest.
3.2 Data Used
3.2.1 Rainfall
Most of the rainfall stations in Sarawak are maintained by the Department of
Irrigation and Drainage, Sarawak (DID). Daily rainfall records (DID, 1963-1998) for up
to 9 years in western Sarawak: are used in a network analysis to assess the general rainfall
network design in Section 3.5.2.3. Rainfall factors are used critically in the identification
of homogeneous regions as found in Chapter 5. The factors of mean annual rainfall and
design stonns of various return periods are obtained using statistical analysis. The length
of data series used are up to the maximum record length processed by DID.
3.1.1 Discharge and Water Level
There are about 23 major river basins in Sarawak:. Four categories of stations are
identified based on the location and the degree of tidal influence:
1. Tidal Station (sea station that is close to the river estuary)
2. Station in the Tidal1nleraction Zone (TlZ)
3. Mainstream Discharge Station
4. Basin Discharge Station (within the basin but not on the mainstream)
Table 3-1 shows the selected river systems chosen for further investigation. The
main criterion is that an observed data serics is available in each of the four categories of
stations. A river system that possesses concurrent data series in all the categories is the
best choice. Due to the non-availability of data under the category of stalioll in TIZ, the
Satang Samarahan and Sungai Limbang river systems are not included in the final round
of data anaJysis. Four river systems that are finally studied in detail are Sungai Sarawak,
Satang Sadong, Satang Rajang and Satang Saram. The meaning of sungai in the local
language is river while hatallg refers to a large river.
Table 3-1 River System. Stations in Different Categories and Data Availability
Il'I.lver 11~1 tatl~n m I ,amSlTeam I Hasm i Kecr~n;ling e~od, ,nterva
system Station the Tidal IDischarge Discharge Iand Data Availabihty
Interacnon ,Station Station
Zone ! .
-N.A
-Daily
-Tideda
-Tideda
_Tideda
_Daily
I -Houri
I
-Tideda
-Tldeda
-Tideda
! -Tideda
"May 9Q-Jun 00
"Ma~90-JunOO
92-97
oJan74 A 89
"Jan83-Ma 00
Jan90-Maroo
"Jan 9O-Jan 00
"Jan91-Junoo
I "Jan 92-Jun 00
, "Jil/174-Apr89
I_nil
I-Boring
-KpgGil
_BuanBidi
-KpgMaang I
_BaluGong
-S.atokBridge i
_BatuKawa I
-BalUKnang
,-5iniawan
-Pulaulakci I
I
3. ;-PulauLakei I
I.
Sungai 'I
Sarawak
I
2.
B.atang
Samara-
,,,
~:~:~ I I
i I -Kru~-Mcringgu_SgBcdup
"Jan93-Nov99
"J... 77-JanOO
"Oc187 Maroo
"Jan 84-Jun 00
"Jan70-JanOO
Jan 95-Dco;96
Batang
Rajang
_SgMenih
I
I.SgSalim
-$ong
-Macharl
Jan 93-Mayoo
"Jan 92-Mayoo
-Tideda
-Tideda
:~~~~
Scp86-Janoo -Tideda
"May88-Dec99 -Tideda
"Jan 87-Apr97 -Tideda
_MiriJelty
. _NgBmin
-TelClkBuing
-fnlawau
-Belaga
-GiamPasang
Augg5-Jul95 I-Tideda
"Apr84-Dec99 -Tideda
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3.2.2.1 Sea Tide Station
A tidal station at Pulau Lakei was established by the Sarawak Land and Survey
Department in 1977 primarily to determine the mean sea levels in the vicinity ofKuching,
Sarawak, such that a standard datum for cadastral survey purposes could be established
based on the mean sea level. The Royal Malaysian Navy made tidal predictions based on
this station and at other sea fronting towns of Miri and Bintulu. Later, the Malaysian
National Mapping and Survey Department established observatory stations at Bintulu and
Miri. In the nearby coastal water of Brunei, a station called Lumut was established by
Brunei Shell Company in 1973 and discontinued in 1983. The details about these stations
are summari7.ed in Table 3·2
Data series are often discontinuous due to various reasons. For example, the
observation of sea levels at Lumut, Brunei was halted mainly due to a reconstruction
exercise performed on a major structure on which the recorder was attached. The whole
series is plotted and shown in Figure 3-3.
Table 3-2 Sea Tide Stations
Nom' Latitude Longitude Beginning Ending Missing or
date date Gaps
Pulau Lakei 01'44'S2"N 110'29'12"£ July, 74 April, 89 Minor
Bintulu 03'16'13 ftN 113'03'14"E Nov, 94 Dec, 95 Minor
Miri 04'21'37"N 1I3'57'17"E 1986 1993 Minor
Lumut 04'40'39"N 114'27'32"E July, 73 May,S3 1976-1979
•.,L- -'
","y_73 """'y-74 May-75 Mity-76 MiI)'-77 !,by-78 May-79 May-8O May-lll May-a2 May-83
Figure 3·3 Hourly Sea Levels at Lumut (data obtained (rom Brunei Sbell)
3.2.2.2 Typical details about recording station
Station Name: Lumut
The gauge was installed at BLNG plant at Lumut in 1973. It is placed in a single
pile adjacent 10 the east side of the trestle. The distance from shore is about 300m and the
water depth is 3.5m. The tide gauge is a Munro ~float and type" type llil23 which is a
combination of a Munro type IH 103 and a Fisher and Porter recorder, model 1542. A big
gap of missing data between 1976· 1979 (due to construction work on the trestle).
Reference Datum'" - Chart Datum Brunei Open Waters (CD)
Relationship between CD (Brunei Open Waters) and Sarawak datum
Reference Level
100FT. Lutong Datum
0.00 FT Miri Datum
CDMiri
=2.51 m (8.23 Il) CD
=2.36m(7.73ft)CD
= O.08m (O.25ft) CD
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3.2.2.3 Station in the Tidal Interaction Zone
This category of stations is rare because most agencies do not see the usefulness
of acquiring seemingly sinusoidal data from these stations. However, there exist several
such stations in Sarawak, under the maintenance of OlD. The importance of keeping such
stations must have been recognised. These stations are:
1. Satok (Sarawak)
2. Batu Kawa (Sarawak)
3. Batu Kilang (Sarawak:)
4. Siniawan (Sarawak)
5. Gedong (Sadong)
6. Sungai Merah (Rajang)
7. Sungai Salim(Rajang)
8. Marudi(Baram)
9. Bcnawa(Baram)
10. Bakong(Baram)
The tedious task of keeping the record continuous is another step that is often
difficult to achieve. For most of these stations, strip-chart recorders were used. On many
occasions when the records are broken, it was mainly due 10 chart overruns, dried up ink
or flat batteries. Modem digital recorders are being slowly introduced to replace these
analogue recorders, hence minimising the problems attributed to the mechanical chart
recording system.
3.2.2.4 Mainstream Discharge Station
Discharge stations are the primary source of data for developing a discharge
series for the stream or river of concern. Traditionally most of the flood extremes are
obtained at these stations and subsequently used for frequency analysis. All the stations
selected for this study are mainstream stations located upstream of the tidal interaction
zone and are outside the zones of influence of tides.
3.2.25 Basin Discharge Station
In order to obtain a set of more accurate flood quantile estimates. regional flood
frequency analyses are perfonned and described in detail in Chapter 5. Those stations that
are located within the basin concerned but are not on the mainstream are classified as
basin discharge station. These stations are outside of the zones of influence of tides. The
discharge data series of these stations are used in developing a representative regional
flood frequency curve. such that a region-wise extrapolation of flood infonnation can be
made.
3.2.3 Data Processing and Conversion
The agencies concerned. which are custodians of those data series mentioned
above, have their own standard of file fonnatting for archive purposes. It varies from
simple columns to multi-dimensionaltabulations. The most detailed data in the fonn of
TIDEDA (Time-Dependent-Data) are stored at varying time intervals, depending on the
rale of change in the monitored data, e.g., rapidly varying water levels would be recorded
at a finer lime resolution than stagnant water levels. The water level series supplied by the
data-collecting agencies were initially fitted with cubic splines before interpolation at
hourly intervals could be carried out. AppeDdil: Al shows the MArLAB programs
specifically developed for the processing of sueh data.
3.3 Sea Tides
As mentioned in Chapter I. the maximum tidal ranges found in coastal waters
and river estuaries of Sarawak are large. An understanding of the characteristics of sea
tides is important, as the tidal behaviours found in the TIZ are directly dependent upon its
propagation. The location of Sarawak almost right on the equator is a major influencing
factor; the semi-diurnal tide is at a maximum on the equator.
3.3.1 Tidal Species
The major tidal species found in the coastal waters of western Sarawak. as
represented by the station ofPulau Lakei, is the semi-diurnaJ species. This can be seen in
Figure 3-4 where two simultaneous short series plots of tidal levels observed at Pulau
Lakei and Lumut are compared. Lumul is located in the Sultanate of Brunei.
neighbouring northeastern Sarawak. The tidal species there consists of a mixture of semi-
diurnal and diurnal tides. For a purely diurnal species, the fluctuation occurs at a
frequency of one cycle per day. Figure 3-5 shows one month of simultaneous
observations of tide levels at Pulau Lakei and Miri. Zahel (1992) noticed the co-
oscillating semidiumal and diurnal tidal regimes in the South China Sea and attributed
that to a combination of factors. These factors include the complex topography around the
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Indonesian Archipelagos and the resonant excitation of the Indian and Pacific Ocean
tides. The large tidal amplitudes observed at Pulau Lakei at the western coast ofSarawak,
as discussed in the next section are a manifestation of the resonant effect.
3.3.2 Maximum Amplitude
Tidal ranges in the ordcr of 5 to 6 metres are found in the coastal waters of
western Sarawak as seen in the observed Pulau Lakei series. In general the range
decreases as the colatitude of the point of observation decreases. It is known that the
maximum range of the tides is a maximum at the equator for semi-diumal species of tide
(Zahel, 1992). The maximum tidal amplitudes and ranges recorded for the sea-level
observation stations in Sarawak and Brunei are listed in Table 3-3.
3.3.3 Sea Tidal Level Distribution
An understanding of the sea tidal level probability distribution is relevant to
design flood estimation methods using the probability density functions approach. The
distribution of sea tidal levels has been studied extensively in many parts of the world.
However, the probability distributions of the tidal levels in the coastal waters around
Sarawak are not found in the literature.
4/14/83 4/21/83 4/28/83
4128/834/21/83
~• L_---.:...-:...~~~ --.:---~
4/14/83
Figure 3-4 Sea Tidal Levels at Pulau Lakei (Sarawak) and Lumut (Brunei)
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Figure 3-5 Simultaneous Observed Sea Tidal Levels In Sarawak at Pulau Lakei and
Miri in September 1985.
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Figure 3-6 shows four frequency distributions of sea levels at four stations in this
area. A nonnal distribution is usually assumed in the absence of any observed data. It is
clear that the nonnal distributions superimposed on these plots do not fit satisfactorily.
More rigorous statisticaJ tests were perfonned and the resulls are shown in Table 3-4. The
p-values less than 0.0005 show that the sea levels are not normally distributed at an a
value of 0.05 (for 95% confidence). It can be concluded that the sea levels observed off
the coasts of Sarawak cannot be represented by nonnal distributions.
Table J-J Maximum Tidal Amplitude and Range Observed in South China Sea off
Sarawak (all readings are in MACD)
Station Mean Sea Cycle with Maximum Maximum Range of5erics
Level Amplitude
(MACD) High Low Amplitude Maxi. Mini. Range
Pulau 0.306 5.68 0.27 SAl 5.68 0.01 5.67
Lakei
Bintulu 0.191 2.59 0048 2.11 2.96 0048 2.48
Miri 10407 2.03 -0.22 2.25 3.07 -0.22 3.29
Lumnt, 1.122 2.0 -0.1 2.1 2.3 -0.1 2.4
Brunei
Note MACD Metres Above Chart Datum
Table 14 Test for Normality of Sea Tidal Level Dislribution
Station Name M,,,, 5t.dev. Number of Anderson- p-value
points (hrs) DarlingA2
Pulau Lakei 3.0600 1.1179 123274 628.3 0.000
Bintulu 1.1912 0.4154 9360 1l3.1 0.000
Miri 1.4073 0.5944 62311 68.2 0.000
Lumut, Brunei 1.1221 0.3900 50370 192.0 0.000
sea Level at Lum.rt (MACO)
Sea Level at Miri (MACO)
Sea Level at Bintulu (MAGO)
Figure 3-6 Distribution o(Tides at Sea Level Observation Stations in Sarawak and
Brunei, witb Normal Distribution Superimposed.
Among the stations, it is clear that the distribution at Pulau Lakei has an affinity
for twin peaks, or bimodal, typical of a semi-diurnal tidal species with significant diurnal
inequality (pugh, 1987),. This series is from 14 years of hourly data. the longest among
the four. The rounding ofobserved readings to the nearest 0.1 m at Lumut has resulted in
distortion of the frequency distribution with 'discrete' class interval effects. The Bintulu
data series is only slightly longer than one year in duration, making it the shortest series
used.
3.4 Surges
A brief review of the literature regarding surges in sea conditions was given in
Section 2.4.6.2. An observed sea-level series, H(t), is thought to consist of three
components:
(3-\)
T(t) is the tidal component of the variation and Ho(t) is the mean sea-levels which changes
slowly with time. Set) is normally referred to the excess sea levels generated by a severe
storm and termed storm surge, or simply as surge. For the checking of surge phenomena,
surge can then be laken as the difference between the observed and predicted levels in the
sea condition. expressed as:
S(r). H(r)-H.(r)-T(r) (3-2)
For practical purposes, the mean sea level is assumed to be stationary. With all the
observed data adjusted to the mean sea level datum, the surge series can be calculated by:
S(rj.H(r)-T(r) (3-3)
The differences in the series are often known as the residual levels in the tidal literature
3.4.1 Surge Characteristics in Coastal Sarawak
Owing to its disturbances in the TIZ, the surge characteristics of the sea
conditions around Sarawak were studied to ascertain the degree of surge phenomenon
around the area using the available recorded data. Published tide tables were used to
predict tidal elevations.
The station at Pulau Lakei is used in this study since it has the best sea level
record in Sarawak with very few gaps. A program written in MATLAB as shown in
Appendix A2 is used to compute the surge and to derive certain statistics of the surge
series. Figure 3-7 shows one year of hourly tidal observation at this station for 1988 while
Figure 3-8 shows the residuals computed. The corresponding predicted tide levels were
abstracted from a tide table published by The Royal Malaysian Navy (1987) for the year
1988. The extreme surge is around + 0.26 and - 0.48 m. The tidal residuals have a
distribution that is slightly skewed towards the positive surge events as shown in Figure
3-9. A fonnal normality test was carried out with the probability plot shown in Figure
3-10. The calculated p-value is less than 0.01. With an a value of 0.05 (for 95%
confidence), the null hypothesis that the residual levels are normally distributed is
rejected.
An ideal tidal residuals plot should show some random scatters around zero. A
casual inspection of Figure 3-8 suggest that there is a major period (around 5000 to 7500
hours or late June to Mid November) when the residuals scatter around 0 to -O.3m. A run
test on the residuals was perfomaed to check if the order is random. The following results
were obtained:
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Figure 3·8 Residual Levels at Pulau Lakei in 1988
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Figure 3-10 Normal Probability Plot and Normality Test of Residual Levels at Pulau
Lakei,1988
K '" 0.0000
The observed number of runs =1452
The expected number of runs =3888.2
2903 Observations above K and 5881 below
The run test is significant al 0.0000
The probability of getting as extreme a number of runs or more extreme is found
using a normal approximation. The probability is the attained significance level or p-
value, which is less than 0.00005. This p-value indicates that for a level above 0.00005,
there is sufficient evidence 10 conclude that the residual data are not in a random order.
Pugh (1987) illustrated a steady liming gain of 20 minutes over a week by a
recorder clock can introduce non-tidal residuaJs of over one meter for a tidal series with
maximum amplitude of 6 m. Hence the deficiency in the recorder clock at Pulau Lakei
may introduce the gradual shift of the residuals as confirmed by the run test. If the
gradual shift could be adjusled, the extreme surge values would have been less.
3.4.2 Summary on Surge Effects
The following remarks can be made:
Extreme surge values in the order of +0.26 and -0.48 m are found al Pulau Lakei,
Sarawak.
2. The extreme residual levels or extreme surge levels at Pulau Lakei, Sarawak are
confined to about + 20" and - 40". This is small as compared with the site at
Southend, UK. where + 70" and· 6u is the range reported in Pugh (1987). In
about once in every year, British ports are reported 10 expect positive surge in
excess of 5 q where as negative surge in excess of 4 standard deviation (- 4..,.)
occur on average less than once every 2 years.
3. The residuals are not normally distributed based on a strict normality test.
4, Run test done on the residuals shows that the residuals are not random; this is
because there is a consistently higher prediction from late June to Mid November
(5000 - 7500 hours).
5. The tropical cyclonic activities in Sarawak are weak since it is located near the
equator. Significant storm surges have been associated with severe cyclonic
activities in the Atlantic coasts ofthe U.S. and the North Sea in Europe.
3.4.3 Conclusion on Surge Effects
The surge component can be assumed to be negligible for the case of Sarawak
as the extreme surge residual levels are small and typically confined to about + 20" and •
4a.
3.5 Hydrometric Networks Assessment
A critical survey of the existing hydrometric networks in Sarawak was carried
out prior to using the data for the regional flood frequency analysis to be presented in
Chapter 5. Hydrometric network in the context of study area refers to both the
hydrological and hydrographic networks. The checking of a hydrometric network in
providing sufficient information can be carried out using network assessment methods.
3.5.1 Network Status
The Department of Irrigation and Drainage. Sarawak (DID) is the main agency
in Sarawak that maintains a comprehensive hydrometric network. Some other agencies
also maintain a limited network of rainfall and water level stations.
3.5.1.1 DID Network
The network maintained by DID includes:
I. Rainfall stations: 235
2. Discharge measurement station: 55
3. Water level station: 19
4. Evaporation station: 15
3.5.1.2 Other Agencies aDd Network
The Malaysian Meteorological Service (MMS) maintains a climatic station at
each of the five major airpons. The Public Works Dcpanmcnt (IKR) maintains some
rainfall and water level stations primarily in the water works areas. Sea level observation
stations are installed by some agencies around the coastal waters of Sarawak for various
reasons. These agencies are:
I. National Survey and Mapping (for mean sea level detennination)
2. Sarawak River Board (for operation ofa barrage)
3. Shell Brunei (for offshore operation)
3.5.1.3 DID RainfaUStatiODS
There are over 235 rainfall gauges spread over the whole state ofSarawak with a
coverage area of 530 km2 per station. There are manual and standard stations. The
standard station consists of a manual check gauge as well as an automatic rainfall gauge.
The network is relatively dense in western Sarawak in comparison with the rest of the
network.
3.5.1.4 DID Discharge Stations
Discharge measurement stations are found in most of the major river basins.
There arc a total of 55 discharge measurement stations in Sarawak. However, 17 of them
are treated as major or principal stations while the rest are rcgarded as secondary stations.
The principal discharge station consists of a housing that shelter an aUlOmatic water level
recorder. A sct of staff gauges that arc related to a permanent datum are mounted on posts
anchored along the riverbank to ensure a complete coverage of the expected water level
range. The automatic recorder is set to run continuously while hydrological survey
parties periodically take discharge measurements using current meters across designated
rivcr sections usually located near to the water level station. For the secondary stations,
manual water level readings are perfonned twice a day by a part-time employed observer.
In Sarawak, the frequency ofdischarge measurement is around four per year per
station. Most of the discharge stations chosen for long tenn gauging pwposes have fairly
stable beds. Ideally more measurements are necessary to ensure a good discharge-rating
curve being derived for each station. The remoteness of some of these stations is the
major discouraging factor for making more frequent measuremcnts. Some of the sites are
inaccessible during high flows and/or low-flow periods where travel by riverboat or
sampan is the main mode of transport, and these are the times when measurements are
needed to provide better extrapolations to the rating curves.
3.5.1.5 DID Water Level Stations
Water level stations are installed at very specific locations primarily for
discharge gauging purposes. However, there are 16 stations where the water level records
itself are of inleresl. These can be found in tidaJ river reaches, ponds and drains. In fact
those water level records in tidal reaches have provided most of the data required by the
current research undertaking. Some of these stations are equipped with automatic water
level recorders allowing levels to be resolved at 5 minutes interval (chart-based recorder)
or preset time interval (digital recorder).
3.5.1.6 DID Evaporation Stations
The number of evaporation stations is 15, a relatively small number as compared
to the rainfall stations. All the stations are equipped with a Class A Pan (US Geological
Survey Standard). Whenever it rains, the day's record is discarded based on the
assumption thai there is no evaporation on a rain day. Owing to the very high number of
rain days in a year, the interpretation of the records is always not satisfactory.
3.5.1 Network Adequacy
In an effort to mcct the demand for more widespread coverage, especially in
developing nations with limited resources, an excessive number of observation sites can
affect the quality of data collected. Simple measures such as network density and visual
inspection using Thiessen polygon methods are usually employed to check the adequacy
of network.
3.5.2.1 Broad Density Ratios
A density ratio of the total basin area covered by the whole network to the
number of stations is eonunonly used in a World Metcorological Organisation report
written by Moss (1982) as an indication of the adequacy of network. It is just an
indication of an average condition and does not differentiate disparity due to differences
in spatial distribution of stations. Network densities of DID Hydrologic Network are
evaluated as shown in Table 3-5. If only considering reliable stations (permanent type),
the network density in Sarawak has barely achieved the minimum standard set by World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) for tropical areas with difficult conditions.
Nevertheless, the even spatial distribution of station may not guarantee optimum
distribution of obsclVation stations since the information content is not scrutinized. A
modem approach entails using entropy concepts, as described in the next section.
Table 3-5 DID Hydrological Network Density as Compared witb WMO Standard
Network Type Density ofDIO WMO Normal WMO Difficult
Network/Station Condition Condition
Rainfall station (pennanent) 1:1400 km1 (88) I: I000 to I :250km1 I: lOOOkm2
Rainfall station (all included) 1:530 km2(235)
Discharge station (pennanent) 1:7300 km2 (17) 1:300 km2
Discharge station (all included) 1:2500 km2(55)
1:5000km2
3.5.2.2 Entropy Approach
Singh (1997) provides a good review paper on the use of entropy in hydrology
and water resources. The entropy approach has been used for the assessment of
hydrometric networks by Hannancioglu (1981), Hussain (1989), Harmancioglu and
Alpaslan (1992), Yang and Bum (1994), and Moss (1997). Optimization of the network
in terms of station location can be doned using the approach. The aim is a more equitable
network designed to achieve more effective network coverage with the same effort level
or budgetary allocation.
In the entropy approach, a hydrologic network is regarded as a communication
channel, which is dedicated to transmitting hydrologic information (Caselion and Husain,
1980). Shannon and Weaver (1949) defined the basic principles of information theory
treating the information content of signals as "entropy" analogous to that of entropy in
statistical mechanics. Information, I, is attained only when there is uncertainty about an
event, which implies the presence of alternative results the event may assume. Hence
information associated with certainty is zero.
Alternatives with a low probability of occurrence convey considerable
infonnation while a high probability of occurrence indicates little information being
transmitted. The probability of occurrence of a certain alternative is the measure of
enlropy or the degree of "unexpectedness" of a signal. Signals that are sent through a
communication channel must be uncertain before they are transmitted. The entropy of a
random process is expressed in certain specific units depending on the statistical structure
identified. The entropy function is used as an objective criterion for measuring the
information content of any random process.
For a discrete random variable X, because the infonnation associated with
certainty is zero,
I oc IO{p(~,)J = -K log p(x,) (3-4)
where Nis the number ofclementary events with probabilitiesp(x/) for i= 1,2, ..N. The
entropy, H(X), is defined as the expectation off:
N
H(X) =-KttP(x/)logp(x;) (3-5)
whcre K=I if H(X) is in "napiers" for logaritluns to the base e. If the probability of
occurrence and non occurrence of an event is equally likely, thc cntropy associated with
the occurrence of thc evcnts will be a maximum. On the other hand, if the probability of
occurrence of events is zero or one, the entropy will be zero and there will be no
uncertainty associated with the occurrence of the events of variable X.
The total entropy of two independent random variables X and Y is equal to the
sum of their marginal entropies:
H(X, Y) = H(X) + H(Y) (3-6)
Transinfonnation, T(X,Y), measures the redundant or mutual infonnation between X and
Y is described as the difference between the total entropy and the joint entropy of
dependent X and Y.
T(X,Y) =H(X)+ H(Y) - H(X, Y)
T(X, Y) = H(X) - H(X I Y) = 1I(Y) - H(Y I X)
(3-7)
(3-8)
3.5.2.3 Rainfall Network Analysis Results
Judging from simple density evaluation, western Sarawak has a higher density
than the rest of the State. Hence it is only essential to evaluate the possibility of
optimizing the rainfall station network for western Sarawak. Preliminary assessment has
also indicated that the network is generally not sufficiently dense according to WMO's
minimum standard. Hence there is very little justification to execute very detailed
assessment technique as used by Husain(1989) and Yang and Bum (1994).
The network of rainfaJl stations as maintained by DID Sarawak was analysed
using the entropy approach, using 8 years (1990-1997) of simultaneously recorded daily
rainfall series. A two-station paired approach for daily rainfall was used for this
assessment. Two rainfall series obtained at two separate locations were treated as two
random variables X and Y. Average daily rainfall varies between 10 to 15 mm and a daily
maximum of around 100 mm was recorded. Based on this infonnation, twenty categories
were defined at a discrete interval of 5 mm. The entropies of X and Y and the joint
entropies where the same rainfall categories occur at the same time were computed.
Whenever there was a gap or missing data in one of the series. the corresponding data of
the other series was discarded. The tTansinfonnation were subsequently computed. If the
value of transinfonnation was low, the station-pair may have certain redundancy in the
rainfall infonnation collected. If the values were consistently high, there was less
likelihood of redundancy. For manageable computation, western Sarawak was
conveniently divided into three groups by geographic proximity.
Figure 3-11 shows the location of the rainfall stations used for the analysis. Table 3-6,
Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 shows the computed transinfonnation for all the station-pairs
within each group. It can be seen that the transinfonnation values are all greater than 3,
indicating that in general the nelwork does not have much redundancy. This result further
confinns the general inadequacy of the rainfall network in western Sarawak even it has
the denser network as compared to rest. It also implies that the rest of Sarawak with much
lower rainfall network density certainly needs further expansion of the network.
3.5.2.4 Streamflow Network Analysis
It is often perceived that there are redundancies in measuring water levels at
river stalions, especially in an upstream and downstream configuration. The use of
entropy approach to assess streamflow network is given in Yang and Bum (1994). For the
present network in Sarawak, the absence of many long tenn gauging stations means that
the use of an elaborate assessment technique is not warranted.
3,6 Chapter Summary
The combination of high rainfall, high evaporation, high temperature, high
humidity, low sea surge range, high tidal range, and weak cyclonic activity found in the
rainforesl covered Sarawak is very much related to its unique geographic location almost
right on the equator, surrounded largely by the South China Sea to the north and
northwest and the Indonesian Borneo land masses to Ihe south and southeast.
Data related to the study area such as rainfall. discharge, and water level data are
available. However, only those river basins that have the appropriate combination of a sea
level station off the coast, a water level station in the TIZ, and a discharge station on the
mainstream are chosen for studies.
Investigations have shown that the tides off the coasts of Sarawak are mainly of
the semi diurnal species. The maximum tidal range is around 6 m in western Sarawak and
diminishes in the northern coasl. The tidal level distribution cannot be represented by the
nonnal distributions.
The surge effeclS can be regarded as negligible as compared to other sites around
the world. The surge or residual levels at Pulau Lakei is not significant, with tidal
residuals varying in the maximum range of +20 to - 4 cr.
Hydrometric network assessment using a broad indicator. such as the coverage
area per station, shows that the network barely meelS the minimwn standard of the WMO
specified for tropical places with accessibility problems. Although more stations are
found in western Sarawak. there is an uneven spatial distribution of rainfall stations. An
assessment using the entropy approach shows that the denser western Sarawak does not
have any redundancy with respect 10 station location.
Table 3-6 Transioformation Bet""eeo Stations of Group I (Betong Group)
Station Reference I IA I IB I IC I ID I IE I [F I IG I lH I II I 1J I IK I IL I 1M I IN I 10 1 IV
IA.Stumbin
IB.Lingga
IC.Ng.Mujan
II). Ng. Enta[au
1.7213.0613.4813.4313.1613.2313.1913.3213.0313.3813.3113.2613.1713.3213.3113.38
3.0611.5513.3813.3413.0013.1513.0613.2112.8813.2713.2213.1713.0713.1713.2013.28
3.4813.3811.9313.5913.4513.4913.4213.5813.2613.6413.5313.5213.4313.5513.5613.63
3.43 I 3.34 I 3.59 I 1.94 I 3.31 I 3.31 I 3,48 I 3.53 I 3.30 I 3.51 I 3.48 13.47 I 3.32 I 3.54 I 3.51 I 3.60
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Chapter 4 Overview of Methods for
Estimating Design Floods
in the TIZ
The literature on the methods available for estimating design floods in the tidal
interaction zones is scarce. A comprehensive investigation and streamlining of the
methods has not been carried out. This Chapler provides an overview of all the possible
methods, including those currently in use, those revised in Chapter 6, and those thai are
newly proposed and developed in Chapter 7 and 8.
4.1 Direct Frequency Metbod
Coastal engineers nonnally perfonn direct frequency analysis of the sea elevations
obselVed at coastal sites, typically at seaports and oil drilling platfonns, for design
purposes. The Gumbel distribution has been the de facto distribution assumed to fit a
probability density function for the extreme sea elevations with a record length of NaT
where N is an integer and aT is a sub-record length containing many independent extreme
events. Owing to the name of the distribution in use, this method is often referred in the
coastal engineering literature as the Gumbel Method. For most cases, /1T is taken to be I
year and N is preferred to be greater than 25. The method is simple and straightforward,
considering annual extremes as a result of aJl the causative factors of tides and surges. It
provides a quick indication on the return periods of extremc levels. Evaluations of the
return periods of sea levels can be found in Middleton and Thompson (1986) and
Bardsleyet al. (1990).
The method can be applied to the TIZ assuming that the annual extremes are the
resultants of all the prevailing physical forces in the TIZ. However, the fluvial flood
component is significantly large as compared to the surge and tidal components.
One limitation of the direct frequency method is the inefficient usage of data as
only one point is taken per year and hcncc a long record is nonnally required. Middleton
and Thompson (1986) insisted that in a sea condition with strong nodal modulations. a
better choice for 6Twould be 18.6 years, a maximum tidal period. The usage of many
short to medium long-tenn records for analysis would be curtailed if this recommendation
were strictly adhered to.
In any circumstance when this method is to be used. it is proposed that the
distribution used should not be confined to the Gumbel distribution alone. Many other
probability distributions should be considcrcd. together with the application of the L·
moment approach for parameter estimation that has been briefly described in Chapter 2.
Further descriptions and applications of the approach can be found in Chapter 5.
4.2 Rating Curve Method
The idea behind the Rating Curve Method is similar to the traditional approach of
rating discharge at a river section with the objective of deriving a relationship between
observed discharges and water levels. In this method applicable to the TIZ, three
synchronous time series at three locations are required: a water level station located in the
lIZ, an upstream discharge observation station, and a sea-level station in the open sea.
The main feature of this method is that the observations of water levels and discharges are
made at different locations.
The upstream discharge records are analyzed using flood frequency analysis as
described in Chapter 5 so that flood quantiles are available. It is common to find that no
correlation exists between the sea levels and the river discharges since the downstream
tidal sequence is detenninistic while stochastic processes govern the upstream discharges.
However, a particular level Z observed in a TIZ can be associated with a certain
combination of the river discharge Q and the sea level H. A regression line for each
convenient category of Z can be fitted for the associated group of Q-H data. A plot of the
concept is shown in Figure 4-1. The plot looks similar to stage-discharge rating curves
and hence the method is known as the Rating Curve Method. Van der Made(I969) used
this method to derive the return period floods in the Rhine deltas in Netherlands. The user
specifies both the river flood quantiles at the upstream and the extreme levels in the sea,
and the corresponding level in the TIZ is derived from the curves.
However, the Rating Curve Method suffers from the arbitrary choices that have to
be made, such as the selection of lag-time between tides in the sea and at the TIZ. Since
the distance between a typical discharge station and a station in the TIZ can be in the
order of20 to 100 kIn, the amount of unaccounted lateral inflows from sizeable tributaries
can be substantial. The scatter in the regression can be very large due to the over·
simplification of the physical processes.
Tidal Stage at
Downstream, H f---__ Loci of Stages at
Interaction Zone, Z
River Discharges at
Upstream, Q
Figure 4-1'Rating Curves' at A Tidal Interaction Zone
Van der Made(1970) further developed an approach in accounting for the total
frequency of exceedanee based on three major cases of exceedance: (a) low discharges.
high tides (b) medium discharges, medium high tides and (c) high discharges, low high
tides. In the situation where the records arc short. the derived H-Q curves can be very
inaccurate. Any further elaboration on the curves can be dubious. Further descriptions and
applications of the rating curve method can be found in Chapter 6.
4.3 Bivariate Distribution Method
The Bivariate Distribution Method is an extension of the Rating Curve Method. It
also requires synchronous measurements to be carried out at three locations. The flood
exceedance probability function at an upstream discharge station can be derived from
conventional flood frequency analysis while the sea level probability distribution can be
derived from observed sea levels, preferably from the records of a long-term sea-level
station. In the absence of long records, tidal hannonic models are fitted to shorter records.
The models are then used to simulate tidal levels and to derive the corresponding
distribution. The sea-level H and the upstream discharge Q are assumed to have
probability functions sayfiJi) and g(Q) respectively. The distribution of the water level
at a point of interest in the interaction zone, Z is, as in the rating curve method, given by
Z~h(H,Q)
and the probability ofH and Q is a bivariate distribution
p(H,Q)~ f(H).g(Q) (4-2)
Figure 4-2 shows a sketch on the concept of combining the probabilities of Hand Q to
form a bivariate distribution. It is assumed that the fluctuation in sea levels and the
variation in river discharges are independent events. A variant of the method, known as
the Joint Probability Method (JPM), has been used for estimating the probability
distribution of extreme sea levels. It was introduced by Pugh and Vassie (1980) and later
improved by Tawn and Vassie (1989), and Tawn (1992). Tidal regime and surge
phenomenon are the main concerns in the sea conditions. D'Onofrio (1999) used this
method for evaluating the return periods of extreme water levels in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, which is located on a tidal estuary. However, little information on the
application of the method in a tidal river, where tides and fluvial floods are the main
concerns, has been published. Theoretically the method can work for the TIZ assuming
that the tides and river flows are generated by two independent processes. A brief
introduction to a conceptual method can be found in WMO Report No. 704 (WMO,
1988). The method is further investigated in Chapter 6.
Figure 4-2 Combining Probabilities in Bivariate Distribution Method
4.4 Hydrodynamic Modelling Method
A deterministic approach using hydrodynamic modelling may provide flood
information including water levels and discharges at any specific location in the tidal
interaction zone for a known flood event. Figure 4-3 shows a schematic of the
hydrodynamic modelling method. A rainfall-runoff model typically uses the output of a
rainfall model and a hydrologic basin model to generate runoff hydrographs from sub-
basins which respond to certain design storms. The runoff hydrographs could also be
developed by other methods. A full 51. Venant equation-solving hydrodynamic model is
then coupled 10 generate flow conditions in the dynamic model areas based on the outputs
from a hydrologic model upstream and a tidal model downstream. A surge effect is
considered in the tidal model if it is of significance.
_River.sections
-Roughness
-Floodplain
-Tributary
-River network
Figure 4-3 A Schematic of Hydrodynamic Method
The hydrodynamic models provide no infonnation on the probability of the
outcomes. Users often assume that the occurrence of a certain recurrence interval flood
within a non-tidal zone upstream would generate a flood level of the same recurrence
interval in a downstream position in the tidal interaction zone. There are also complexities
involved such as the a'lsignments of various tidal boundary conditions downstream, the
combination of different tributary inflows with different flow distribution and
characteristics, and the dependence on the calibrated model panuneters, amongst others.
In order to derive continuous flow simulations in the Tl2, continuous simulations
of the boundary variables such as rainfall and tides are increasingly used. The simulated
series can be used to establish a pdf of the water levels in the TIZ giving rise to the
estimates of flood quantiles However, many considerations have to be addressed to use
the hydrodynamic method. These include the demand for many synchronous observation
records at different locations, and difficulties in model calibration and verification, among
others. A hydrodynamic simulation typically uses a time step not greater than 5 minutes.
This implies that a lot of data would be generated for the continuous simulation cases.
From a non-technical perspective, the time and resources requircd for setting up a
hydrodynamic model is often beyond the scope of many small projects. Apart from the
gauged records, there are nwnerous topographic and hydrographic data that have to be
collected to define the river model as closely as possible. For a river with very extensive
TIZ, the area to be considered can be a very large portion of the river basin itself.
4.5 Fourier Method
Fourier methods have been employed in many time series analysis, mainly for
spectral analysis and filtering purposes. In the version of this method that is applicable 10
the Tl2, a water level series Z(t) is subjected to a filtering process. The objective is to
obtain two separate series T(t) and O(t) that corrcspond to the tidal regime and river flow
regime respectively from the water level series Z(t). In places where surge component is
significant, O(t) would be a combined effects of the river flows and surges. Surge
phenomenon is small in Sarawak as found in Chapter 3. Since the component due to the
tidal regime is detenninistic, as described in Chapter 2 and 3. the separation by filtering in
the Fourier domain can be achieved. The frequencies of the known harmonic components
are at least greater than 12 deg./hour (Easton, 1977). Utilizing this fact, a low pass filter is
designed to allow the low·frequency components attributed to the slow changing river
series to be separated from the high-frequency components attributed to the tides. Inverse
Fourier transforms are then performed allowing the two series to be separated. The
traditional methods of frequency analysis can subsequently be carried out to derive the
probability of excecdance for the extreme levels using the joint probability approach. The
flood level LT with a return period T can be detennined from the joint probability. Figure
4-4 shows a schematic of the Fourier Method.
Return
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Figure 4-4 A Schematic or Fourier Method
Goring(1984) used the Fourier method to separate tides and river flow regimes in
New Zealand rivers. However, the exercise was not tied to any flood frequency analysis,
rather it was purely used for predicting the arrival of tides at certain river ports. Chapter 7
describes the details of the method and its application to the data obtained from Sarawak.
4.6 Wavelet De-noising Method
Wavelet analysis is a new approach applicable to solve many problems where
Fourier methods have been used. Among the many wavelet methods, the wavelet de-
noising method is found to be suitable for anaJysing Ihe water level signals found in the
TIZ. A schemalic of the method is sho't\ll in Figure 4-5.
Return
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Figure 4-5 A Schematic of Wavelet De-noising Method
The application of the wavelet de-noising method to the water level series Z(t)
in the TIZ is based on an assumption that the tide fluctuates as noise while the low
frequency streamflow component behaves as an approximation function. A de-noised
series R(t) thai dcpicts a streamflow series allow the derivation of a probability
distribution of extreme water levels attributed to river flows. The analysis of the series is
similar to the traditional flood frequency analysis in the non-tidal zone. Since the surge
phenomenon is small in Sarawak. the de-noised series R(t) would be attributed to the
streamflows alone rather than as a combined effect of the surges and the streamflows.
The residuals obtained from the differences between the observed series and the
wavelet de-noised series fonn a tidal noise series 1'(1). From the noise series an empirical
probability density function can be derived. The tidal sequence is considered as
delenninistic based on known excitation theories ofcelestial bodies. Ideally an interaction
factor of momentum transfer between the two flow regimes has to be accounted for. A
simplistic approach is adopted by assuming the two series as independent. The joint
probability of extreme levels can be derived by using a Monte Carlo simulation
technique. The flood level LT with a return period T can be determined from the joint
probability. Chapter 8 describes the method in more detail and the data observed in the
TIZ's of Sarawak arc used for checking and verification. Owing to the unique properties
of wavelets, such as the ability to handle non-stationary signals, localized spikes and
discontinuities, the wavelet de-noising method is a promising technique for solving this
type ofproblem.
4.7 Choice of Method
Design flood estimations can have many purposes. In certain situations, flood
levels are required just for a very specific site, such as an industrial development, or a
river pon. In other cases, it may be a large area, e.g., a major agricultural development on
a large parcel of land. In some circumstances. only water levels are sufficient, e.g. a
minimum platfonn level for a power station. Yet, in other circumstances, both discharges
and water levels are required, e.g., a river barrage construction. Hence, the purpose must
be elear before adopting a particular method. Tablc 4.1 summarizes the major input and
output characteristics of the methods. Data availability is often a major detennining factor
in the selection of appropriate model.
Methods Input
Table 4-1 Characteristics of Methods
Output
Direct
Frequency
Analysis
Rating Curve
Method
Bivariate
Distribution
Method
Hydrodynamic
Methods
Fourier
Method
Wavelet De-
noising
Method
• Water levels series in the TIZ
Water levels series in the TIZ
Upstream discharge series
Tidal series downstream
Water levels series in the TIZ
Upstream discharge series
Tidal series downstream
Water levels series in the TIZ
Upstream discharge series
Tidal series downstream
Cross-sectional Data
Rainfalls or simulated
Simulated inflows
Simulated tides
Channel physical roughness
Watcr levels series in the TIZ
Water levels series in the T1Z
Flood quantiles (water
levels) in the TIZ
Flood quantiles (water
levels) intheTIZ
Flood quantiles (water
levels) in the TIZ
Flood quantiles (water
levels and discharges) in the
TIZ
Flood quantiles (water
levels) in TIZ
Flood quantiles (water
levels)inTIZ
Chapter 5 Regional Flood
Frequency Analysis
Apm from the propagation of tides, the major factor that influences the flow
conditions in a TIZ is the inflow from sub-basins located upstream. Mosl of the methods
identified in Chapter 4 require some prior estimation on the design flood quanliles at
those strategic points. Thus the derivation of flood quantiles in non-tidal zones,
particularly at a sparcely gauged geographic state such as Sarawak, is an important facet
ofestimating design floods in the TIZ's. This chapler presents a comprehensive treatment
of flood frequency analysis for the study area using a regional approach that best utilizes
the available flow infonnation.
AI present, there is no specific regional flood estimation procedure developed for
Sarawak. Many practicing engineers rely on rainfall intensities to generate flood peaks
using a simple method called the rational method for design flood estimations. Despite
the fact that the rational method is intended for very small basins, its application in some
large basins without any modification is common practice. There are many circumstances
wherc flood estimation procedures applicable to Peninsular Malaysia, published by DID,
Malaysia, are adopted for use in Sarawak with the assumption that the basins
characteristics are similar. The approach becomes irrational when a particular region in
Peninsular Malaysia has to be chosen arbitrarily as similar to Sarawak. On the other hand,
some rainfall-runoff simulation programs are also being used. It is observed that there are
attempts to apply simulation programs using defaull values of internal parameters without
actual comprehensive calibration of regional basins. There are also circumstances where
calibrations are done on relatively ordinary flood events and then extrapolated to make
estimates for extreme floods.
5.1 Objectives and Rationale
The purpose of design flood estimation is to make predictions on the magnitude
of flood discharges at a particular section of a river of interest corresponding to a risk
level that is acceptable to the design standards of structures. The risk level is nonnally
taken to be a probability ofnon·exceedance expressed as a certain return period (T-year)
or annual recurrence interval (ARI). With sufficient length of flow observations at a
particular site of interest, one can make statistical inferences on the flood discharges
corresponding to various acceptable risk levels. Typically a highway bridge is designed
for a 50-year flood while a small dam may be designed for a lOO-year flood.
5.1.1 Objectives ofRegional Flood Frequency Analysis
The objectives of regional flood frequency analysis as presented in this chapter
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(i) to derive regional flood frequency equations for the study area based on the
flood data series obtained from the gauged stations located upstream of the TIZ.
or outside the influence of the tides, such that design flood discharges at any
location can be estimated by the regional equations; and
(ii) to provide the T-year flood quantile values at selected upstream stations that are
to be associated with the floods in the tidal interaction zones.
5.1.1 Rationalefor Regionalization
It has been well accepted that using a regional approach in flood frequency
analysis is effective in extending the flood information at a site to sites within an
homogeneous region (Riggs. 196&). The extension enables flood quantile estimates for
any site in a region to be expressed or inferred in terms of flood data recorded at all
gauging sites in that region (Cunnane, 198&). Estimating design floods using a regional
approach can often be carried out using methods such as the index-flood method and the
direct regression on quantiles method. The index·f100d method provides an appropriate
procedure for statistical flood estimation of extreme events (Dalrymple, 1960), and it has
been applied in many countries for flood frequency estimation. Hydrological Procedure
No 4 (I" edition) published by DID Malaysia (Heiler,1974) and in later versions also
adopted the method.
When there is a sufficient number of reliable gauging stations, regionalization
can be very helpful in pooling flood data such thai design flood estimates can be made at
ungauged basins. There is no current regional flood frequency curve established for the
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Sarawak. With those limitations and circumstances in mind, an entirely new procedure in
estimating design floods based on regional flood frequency analysis are developed in this
chapter using an approach that is able to minimize the bias due to outliers and short
record length.
5.2 Index-Flood Method
The index-flood method essentially assumes that within a homogeneous region,
the exceedance probability distribution of annual peak discharge is invariant except for a
site-specific scaling factor called the index-flood. Typically the index-flood, Q.., is taken
as the mean of the at-site annual maximum peak discharge series. Alternatively, Robson
and Reed (1999) recommended using the median instead of the mean. A relation can be
established between the flood quantile Qr of a site and Q.. with the introduction of a
regional growth factor XT that defines the dimensionless frequency distribution common
to all sites within a homogeneous region. The relationship is:
(5-1)
A regression of basin characteristic(s) on the index-flood can be established
based on available infonnation gathered from the gauged sites. Regional growth curves
showing the relationship between Xr and return period T can be derived once an
appropriate probabilistic distribution can be found fitting to all the gauged flood series Qij
within the region with Nsites. QIj: j '" 1.2,3, .., N;j= 1,2, 3... , Lj ; whereLj is the record
length at site i. The standardized flood peaks
(5-2)
is used in the estimation ofX r. where QiR< is the observed mean or median annual flood at
site i. Recent development in statistical methods (Hosking, 1990; Hosking and Wallis,
1997; Robson and Reed, 1999) has reaffinned the usage of the index-flood method, and
the concept has even been extended to the analysis of site-specific environmental data.
The direct regression based method is the other significant method still in use
(Pandey and Nguyen, 1999). With the exception of basin area, the infonnation needed for
defining the explanatory variables arc often not readily available, especially in developing
countries. In many cases, it is the unsatisfactory fits that prevent it from being used
widely. The index flood procedure is still the preferred method as can be seen in many
recent published papers such as those by Fill and Stedinger (1998), EI-Jabi et al. (1998),
Kumar et al. (1999), Bum and Goel (2000), Mkhandi et al. ( 2000), Kachroo et al.
(2000), De Michele et al. (2001), Heo el al. (2001), Brath et al. (2001). The latest edition
of the UK Flood Estimation Handbook (FER) also continues to use the method. The
details are found in Volume 3 of the manual (Robson and Reed, 1999).
5.3 Identification of Regions
The first step in regionalization is to delineate regions that are deemed to be
homogeneous. The technique of clustering applied to environmental grouping of sites can
be found in Fovell and FovelJ (1993), and Kalkstein (1987). The application of cluster
analysis to delineate cluster of basins for regional flood frequency analysis has been used,
among others, in New Zealand (Mosley, 1981), Scotland (Acreman and Sinclair, 1986),
Canada (Bum, 1989), and U.S.A. (Bhaskar et al., 1989). Hosking and Wallis (1997)
illustrated the use ofcluster analysis for regionalization of U.S. annual precipitation total.
Bum and Goel (2000) have further improved the technique to include overlapping groups.
By identifying homogeneous regions, we can take advantage of the fact that the
more homogeneous a region is, the greater is the gain in using regional instead of at-site
estimation. Studies by Dubreuil (1986) on tropical basins show that physical factors such
as basin area and slope are the most significant physical explanatory factors for several
regression-based flood quantile estimation equations. Various method of clustering
procedures were studied by Kalkstein et al. (1987) suggesting that the average linkage
method is superior to the centroid and Ward's technique. Hosking and Wallis (1997) have
also used average linkagc method in the regionalization of annual precipitation total
observed in the United States. The average linkage approach used by Hosking and Wallis
(1997) and Bum and Goel (2000) are adopted in this study.
Variables for consideration in clustering are derived by transformation of the site
characteristics that are measured in different scales. Appropriate transformation by
scaling, is necessary 10 ensure that these factors fall between zero and unity. Initially, all
sites are treated as separate clusters. Any pair of sites that are closest in terms of
Euclidean distance are joined. In the next step, either a third site joins the first two, or two
other sites join together into a different cluster. This process will continue until all
clusters are joined into one. A dcndrogram can effectively summarize the results of the
clustering procedure. The similarity level at any step is the percent of the minimum
distance at that step relative to the maximum inter-observation distance in the data. The
decision on how many groups or regions, which essentially determines the cut-off level
for similarity, is largely heuristic. However, the pattern of how similarity or distance
values change from step to step can assist in choosing the final grouping. The step where
the values change abruptly may indicate a good point for cutting the dendrogram. Other
methods of delineating homogeneous regions are extensively discussed in Robson and
Reed (1999), which includes a software package called WINFAP-FEH.
5.4 L-moments Approach
In the past, the classification of each gauged basin as belonging to a particular
homogeneous hydrological region has often based on similarity of basin characteristics.
The final decision on what constitutes a region has been largely heuristic. However, very
significant developments made in the last decade, panicularly the development of a
discordancy measure and a homogeneity test based on L-momenl ratios (Hosking and
Wallis, 1993) has made the decision less subjective.
5.4. J L-moments
Probability weighted moments (PWMs) were introduced by Greenwood et at.
(1979) as an alternative to conventional moments to minimised the squaring and cubing
of observations that may give undue weighting to large observations. However, the
method suffers from difficulties in interpretation. Hosking (I99O) introduced L-moments,
which arc linear combinations of PWMs and can be directly interpreted as the measures
of scale and shape ofprobability distributions.
Vogel and Fennessey (1993) highlighted the advantages of L-moments
compared with conventional moments. In a wide range of hydrologic applications, L-
moments provide simple and reasonable efficient estimators of characteristics of
hydrologic data and of a distribution's parameters (Stedinger et aI, 1992). Ulrych et 01.
(2000) show that probability density functions estimated from L-moments are superior
estimates to those obtained from conventional moments and those based on the principle
of maximum entropy.
Hosking and Wallis(1993, 1997) refincd the index-flood method using the L-
moment algorithm and the approach presents an elegant method for flood frequency
analysis. It is a general approach Ihal is best suited to environmental data and was
developed primarily to analyse regional flood data. Distribution selection has become less
subjective using the L-moment approach. The usage of the approach in regional flood
frequency analysis has gathered momentum over Ihe last decade. Excellenl discussion on
the use of L-moment in regional flood frequency can be found in Robson and Reed
(1999) in addition to Hosking and Wallis (1997).
5.4.2 Discordance
According to Hosking( 1993,1997), if a proposed region has N basins. the
measure of discordancy, Dj., for basin i is defined as:
(5-3)
where UI is a vector containing the L-moment ratios for basin i. namely the L-CV(t). L-
skewness(t2), and L-kurtosis(tJ), ii"is the unweighted regional average for UI and A is the
matrix of sums of squares and cross products defined as:
(5-4)
5.4.3 Homogeneity Checks
Homogeneity checks using Ihe L-momenl approach as proposed by Hosking
(1993), which is aJso adopted by Bum and Goel (2000), is based on Monle Carlo
simulation. The L-moment ratios t R, ' 3 and tR4 of the proposed region are calculated as
the sample means weighted proportionally to the record length I of i sites. It follows that
V, the weighted standard deviation of the at-site sample L-CVs (ti), is given by:
(5-5)
A homogeneity statistic, H, is a measure of the departure of V from similar statistic
obtained from simulation of some large number of realizations of a region, with }.Iv and O'v
as the mean and standard deviation of simulated Vs:
(5-6)
Hosking and Wallis (1997) suggested that a region is considered to be "acceptably
homogeneous" if H<l, "possibly heterogeneous" if I~ H ~ 2, and 'definitely
heterogeneous" if H ;<= 2. Robson and Reed (1999) relaxed somewhat the criteria by
suggesting that 2<H~ 4 as heterogeneous and H> 4 as strongly heterogeneous.
5.4.4 L-moment Ratios and Selection ofDistribution
The need to fit a suitable distribution cannol be over-emphasized as the flood
quantile estimates rely solely on it for extrapolation purposes. Once the appropriate
regions have been delineated, the selection of a suitable probability distribution to fit the
flood series can be carried out. The L-momcnt ratios diagram (Vogel and Fennessey,
1993) provides a simple and quick method in selecting the statistical distribution that fit
the data best. The point defined by the weighted regional means of T4 and 1) is plotted on
a graph of T4 vs f) and the theoretical distribution lying closest to the plotted point is
selected as an appropriate regional disnibution. Peel et a/. (lOOI) shows by simulations
that there are some caveats such as not using the weighted regional means while using the
L-moment ratio diagram. The use of heterogeneity tests in conjunction with the L-
moment ratio diagrams is highlighted.
5.4.5 Goodness-ol-Fit Test
Statistical tests are required to confinn the appropriateness of the distribution
chosen earlier and to give a ccnain degree of confidence in the selected distribution. A
test based on Monte Carlo simulation by Hosking and Wallis (1993, 1997) is used herein.
For each of the proposed region, a Kappa distribution with its parameters derived
from the fitting of the distribution to the regional average L-moment ratios is used to
simulate some large number (N'im) of the same region. For each of the mth-simulated
region, the regional average L-kunosis ': is calculated. Typical three-parameter
disnibutions are fitted to the sample regional L-moment ratios. For each of the fitted
distribution, the corresponding L-kurtosis, T~IST. is found. The goodness-of-fit measure
for each distribution is given by
(5·7)
whcre the bias of ,:is
~{t:-t:J
B.= ...lN$Mo ,
and the standard deviation of ': is given by
(5-8)
(5-9)
Any of the distributions could be declared as filting satisfactorily if IzD,srl:s; 1.64
(Hosking and Wallis, 1993). The final decision on which distribution to use, however,
cannot rely solely on the results of the goodness-of-fit test. Robson and Reed (1999)
specifically mention that any distribution with an upper bound, such as the Generalized
Pareto distribution, is not suitable for the annual peak series. This distribution is only
appropriate for fitting the peak-over-threshold series.
5.5 Regional Flood Frequency Analysis for Sarawak
In this thesis the index flood method is used for regional flood frequency
analysis of flood series, mainly annual peak discharges, of the gauged stations found in
the non-tidal zones of Sarawak. The L-moments approach proposed by Hosking and
Wallis (1993, 1997) is used, including the steps of screening data, checking discordancy
measures, checking heterogeneity measures, and performing goodncss-of-fit tests.
Homogeneous hydrological regions are identified. apart from the initial works that have
t"
been accomplished as reported in Lim and Lye (2000) on the western part of the study
area. Suitable statistical distributions applicable for the regions are identified and tested.
The expected results in the fonn of some regional growth curves for the generation of
flood quantiles for each of the region are identified.
5.5.1 Gauging Stations and Data Screening
All the flow.gauging stations within the study area are maintained by the
Department of Irrigation and Drainage, Sarawak:. Some of these stations were established
in the 1960's. The basin size ranges between 34 km2 and 34503 km2• Record lengths are
between 10 and 39 years. Figure 5·1 shows the location of these gauging stations within
the study area. Each basin is assigned an ID number and a full listing can be found in
Table 5-3. Some of the gauged data in the study area failed to pass the initial data
screening process because of having such factors as poor discharge rating curve,
discontinuity of records. short record length. or influence by tidal backwater. Gauging
stations with disturbed flow regime such as Lubok Antu is limited to the use of records
prior to the construction of a dam upstream at the site.
The data screening process also involved checking with the discordancy statistics
D; of Equation 5-3. None of the sites that have passed the initial screening process were
found to be grossly discordant, judging from the computed discordant statistics D; as
shown inTable 5-1. L-CV as a function ofL-skewness and L-skewness as a function ofL-
kurtosis are plotted as shown in Figure 5·2. No particular site appears to be an outlier.
Table 5-1 L-moment ratios and discordant statistics
Note. 11 m<:dlan peak dlscbarg<:, l' sampl<: L-CV. 1'3 sampl<: L skewness. 1'4 sampl<: L-l:urtoslS
In Basin . Area 1, ,
" "
D,
1 Telok Buing, Rejang 18 9522 1399 0.0418 0.0343 0.0967 0.513
2 Mukeh,Rejang 17 2273 479 0.1032 0.2101 0.1205 0.722
3 Kapit,Rejang 32 34053 7188 0.0747 0.1442 0.2476 0.757
4 Benin,Rcjang 19 21273 5842 0.0882 0.0808 0.1795 0.288
5 Be1aga,Rejang 29 18261 5121 0.0780 0.1543 0.2484 0.763
6 Insungei, Lirnbang 19 2413 1215 0.1058 0.0723 0.1243 0.102
7 Long Jegan, Bararn 14 2491 452 0.0675 -0.0769 -0.1266 1.516
8 LioMatu, Bararn 34 269<> 2991 0.3143 0.2755 0.2163 1.166
9 Lubok Lalang, Limbang 9 180 350 004201 004023 0.2186 2.930
10 Sibiu,Kemena 16 103 JO 0.0824 0.0178 0.3612 2.237
11 Terawan, Bararn 17 3210 594 0.0850 -0.1645 0.1327 2.194
12 Bedup, Sadong 34 45 35 0.2233 0.1538 0.0420 0.353
lJ Kpg Git, Sarawak 27 440 439 0.1892 0.0520 0.0054 00483
14 Batu Gong. Sarnarahan 22 53 14 0.1745 0.2555 -0.0381 1.631
15 Sebatan, !<rian 15 34 12 0.0434 0.1229 0.0675 0.978
16 Boring,Sarawak 28 125 282 0.1645 -0.0023 0.0550 0.548
17 Maang, Sarnarahan 22 138 185 0.1986 0.1008 0.1586 0.309
18 Meringgu, Sadong 17 JJ8 82 0.1495 0.3719 0.3324 2.147
19 Lubau, Layar 15 321 799 0.2719 0.3153 0.2390 0.878
20 Krusen,Sadong 22 456 407 0.1851 0.0569 0.0983 0.318
21 Buan Bidi, Sarawak 28 225 354 0.2314 0.1332 -0.0226 0.742
22 Serian, Sadong 36 951 3lJ 0.1322 0.0079 0.0240 0.339
23 Lubok Antu 10 1305 624 0.1167 0.1010 ·0.0789 1.086
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Figure 5-2 Plots ofL-moment ratios for all the available sites
5.5.2 Identification ofRegions by Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is employed as a first atlempt to delineate Sarawak into regions.
Variables for consideration in clustering are derived by transformation of the site
characteristics that are measured in different scales. Appropriate transformation by
scaling, as shown in Table 5-2, is necessary to ensure that these factors ran between zero
and unity. A clustering algorithm using the average linkage method. which is available in
MlNTAB, is used. For this study, variables lhat are considered are basin area (A), mean
annual rainfall (R), return-period stonns with duration of 12 hours (n, TID, T20. T50),
longitude (LO), latitude (LA) and specific discharge (SQ). These are shown in Table 5·3.
Initially, all sites are treated as separate clusters. Any pair of sites that are closest in lenns
of Euclidean distance are joined. In the next step, either a third site joins the first two, or
two other sites join together into a different cluster. This process will continue until all
clusters are joined into one.
'"
Table 5-2 Transformation ofSite Cbaraderisties
SiteCbaractcristics
Basin Area, AREA
Annual Rainfall, RAiN
T 5-Yr 12Hr Duration Storm, T5RA
T IO-Yr 12Hr Duration Storm, TiORA
T ZO-Yr 12HrDuration Storm, T10RA
T 50·Yr 12HrDurationStonn, T50RA
Latitude, LA Tl
Longitude, LONG
Specific Discharge, SPECQ
Cluster Variable
A AREA/35000
R RAiNI5000
n nRAI2IO
TlO = TIORAI260
flO" T20RAI) I 0
no T50RAI360
LA LATl/45
LO LONG/55
SQ - SPECQIl 00
Table 5-3 Site characteristics
Site ID AREA RAIN TSRA nORA TIORA TsoRA LATI LONG SPECQ
(kml) (mm)
1 18 9522.0 4343 147 167 186 2ll 17 36 78.14
2 17 2273.0 4197 147 167 186 2ll 16 24 71.71
3 32 34053.0 3983 133 152 170 193 21 38 73.00
4 19 21273.0 3883 119 136 153 174 24 39 78.30
5 29 18261.0 4038 119 136 153 174 25 43 81.45
6 19 2413.0 2480 ISO 166 182 202 41 51 66.93
7 14 2491.0 4512 146 m 202 238 32 43 86.71
8 34 2690.0 3048 110 129 148 J72 34 54 60.81
9 9 180.0 3346 ISO 166 182 202 43 51 43.42
10 16 103.0 3784 187 214 240 274 32 31 47.18
11 17 3370.0 4194 146 m 202 238 38 SO 83.38
12 34 45.0 3551 148 174 198 230 9 6 55.36
13 27 440.1 3678 188 225 261 306 12 2 74.60
14 22 52.5 4107 188
'"
261 306 13 4 65.19
IS IS 34.1 3495 138 ISS 171 192 19 13 5854
16 28 124.5 4055 208 255 300 358 13 1 75.98
17 22 138.3 3903 159 181 202 230 12 4 59.90
18 17 338.2 3468 141 161 180 205 9 5 65.75
19 IS 320.8 3873 137 156 177 198 IS 16 86.38
20 22 456.1 3192 171 208 243 289 10 3 64.14
21 28 225.0 4055 208 2SS 300 358 13 1 70.47
22 36 950.5 3395 156 185 212 247 10 4 57.97
"record length, DiDlscordanlslaUstlCS, ForothcrfaclorssceTablcS 2.
".
Figure 5·3 shows a dendrogram that effectively summarizes the results of the
application of clustering procedure on the set of data. The similarity level at any step is
the percent of the minimum distance at that step relative to the maximum inter-
observation distance in the data. A heuristic decision has to be made on the final number
of clusters (or regions). However, the pattern of how similarity or distance values change
from step to step as can be seen in Table 5-4. The step where the values change abruptly
may identify a good point for cutting the dendrogram. In this study, there is a significant
change of similarity level from step 20 to 21, dropping 10.66% from 56.96% to 46.3%.
The drops in previous steps are within the order of 2 to 5%. Hence, 3 clusters can be
associated with the cut off level at 56.96%. Similarly, 2 main clusters can be identified for
the next abrupt change going from step 21 to 22 with a cut-off level of 46.3%. From this
clustering exercise, there are two major cases (2 and 3 clusters) and two minor cases (I
and 4 cluster(s)). Further investigation on the homogeneity of these four cases are carried
out using simulations and statistical tests decribed earlier.
sirrilatity
---r---------;:::=====;~I
Sites or Observations
Figure 5-3 Dendrogram: A, R, TS, Tl0, TIO, TSO, LA, LO, SQ
'"
Table 54 Cluster Amalgamation Steps
Number of Similarity Dropin Distance New Number of sites
Step clusters level Similarity level cluster in new cluster
1 22 96.29 3.n 0.055 16 2
2 21 92.74 3.55 0.108 12 2
3 20 91.72 1.02 0.123 4 2
4 19 91.32 0.40 0.129 12 3
5 18 90.94 0.38 0.135 13 2
6 17 89.13 l.81 0.162 19 2
7 16 87.39 1.74 0.188 12 4
8 15 86.59 0.80 0.199 7 2
9 14 85.47 1.12 0.216 13 3
10 13 82.81 2.66 0.256 2 3
11 12 79.68 3.13 0.302 6 2
12 II 78.82 0.86 0.315 12 5
13 10 78.65 0.17 0.317 13 5
14 9 75.04 3.61 0.371 6 3
15 8 72.97 2.07 0.402 2 8
16 7 71.06 1.91 0.43 1 3
17 6 65.76 5.30 0.509 6 5
18 5 63.97 1.79 0.536 1 4
19 4 59.68 4.29 0.599 2 13
20 3 56.96 2.72 0.64 6 6
21 2 46.3 10.66 0.798 1 10
22 1 33.17 13.13 0.994 J 23
5.5.3 L-moments Approach
5.5.3.1 Discordant Statistks
None of the sets derived for Sarawak are found to be clearly discordant judging
from the computed discordance measure. Table 5-1 shows D.. when treating the whole of
Sarawak as a region. It can be seen that most of the values, except for site 9, are less than
",
the critical value of 2.632. Similar anaJyses for two-, three., and four-region options are
also carried out. None of the sites are found to have particularly high Dj with respecl 10
the regions proposed indicating that sites are not clearly discordant.
Table S-S Me Simulation Results for Four-Ciuster Option
Parameters of Fined Kappa Distnlmtion
Cluster I; a k h H
AI 0.9820 0.0695 -0.1537 -1.000 0.82
(1.3.4.5)
A2 0.9352 0.2112 -0.0401 -0.5868 8.59
(6,7,8,9,10, II)
A3 0.7805 0.3418 0.1574 0.4162 7.12
(2.12,15,17,18,19,22,23)
A4 0.4296 0.9447 0.7233 1.0894 1.31
(13,14,16,20,21)
Note. ( ) site numbers in each group
5.5.3.2 Homogeneity Measures
A fined Kappa distnbution for each of the proposed regions in question, as
shown in Table 5-5, is used in gencrnting series of similar record lengths for a similar
number of sites in a region. A very large number of realizations., say 10,000, are
simulated for each region. The results show that two of the proposed clusters from the
four clusters obtained from the initiaJ cluslering exercise have very high H values. By
removing sites 8 and 9 from Cluster 2, the H value decreases significantly. Sile 8 and 9
are known to have very steep slopes, with basin areas covering the highest peaks in
Sarawak. The slope characteristic unfortunately is not available for all the sites making it
unavailable as a fonnal factor in cluster analysis. However the plots of the moment ratios
under the sub-heading "Region An in Figure 5-5 show the outlying nature of these two
".
sites. The next step would be to consider combining clusters to fonn larger clusters.
Clusters 1 and 2 are combined Without sites 8 and 9. An acceptable H value of 1.56 is still
achievable even including site 2 and 15 from Cluster 3. The parameters used for the MC
simulations are shown in Table 5-6.
Table s..tJ Me Simulation Results for Two-Region Option
Region
Parameters of Fined Kappa Distribution
< k h H
A
(1,2,3,4.5,6, 0.9907 0.0798 0.0707 -1.000 1.56
7,10, II, 15)
8
(12,13,14,16, 0.5391 0.7477 0.5584 0.9145 2.02
17,18,20,21,23)
Note. ( ) site numbers In each group
Cluster 3 has very high H value of7.12. Site 19, which is a very steep hill basin,
is removed from Region B which is fonned by the combination of Cluster 3 and 4. Figure
5-4 shows the plot of L-moment ratios for the site 19 in the context of Region B. Site 22
is situated on a wide flood plain. which has many large storage areas reducing the peak
discharges. Its series is consistently lower than at the Site 20 located upstream. Its
removal from the group is desirable as the H value is significantly reduced. Region B is
then re-simulated which give a better H of around 2. The final delineation is shown in
Table 5-8 and Figure 5-7.
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Figure 54 Plots of L-Momeot Ratios for tbe Two Regions IIDd Sites Removed
Table 5-7 Homogeneity statistics at various steps of delineating regions
1 Stop 2 Stop
Cluster J Region A(1,3,4,5) 0.82 (1,2,3,4,5, 1.56Cluster 2 6,7,10,11,15)(6,7,8,9,10, II) 8.59
Cluster 3 Region 8
(2,12,15,17,18, 7.12 (12,13,14,16,17.
19,22,23) 18,20,21,23) 2.02
Cluster 4
(13,14,16,20,21) 1.31
Possible Mountainous Region C
(8,9,19)
Site 22 removed
Note. () sIte numbers m each group
Table 5-8 Final delineatioD of regioDs
10 Region A Basins n I, ,
" "
D,
I Telok Buing, Rejang 18 1399 0.0418 0.0343 0.0967 0.99
2 Mukeh, Rejang 17 479 0.1032 0.2101 0.1205 1.42
3 Kapil, Rejang 32 7188 0.0747 0.1442 0.2476 0.38
4 Benin, Rejang 19 5842 0.0882 0.0808 0.1795 0.11
5 Be1aga, Rejang 29 5121 0.0780 0.1543 0.2484 0.39
6 lnsungei, Limbang 19 1215 0.1058 0.0723 0.1243 0.78
7 Long legan, Baram 14 452 0.0675 -0.0769 -0.1266 1.74
10 Sibiu, Kemena 16 30 0.0824 0.0178 0.3612 1.37
II Terawan, Baram 17 594 0.0850 -0.1645 0.1327 1.66
15 Sebatan, Sebatan 15 12 0.0434 0.1229 0.0675 1.17
Weighted Average 2873 0.0776 0.0737 0.1631
Total Nalue 1% 0.01917
ID Region B Basins ,
" "
D,
12Bedup, Sadong 34 35 0.2233 0.1538 0.0420 0.64
13 Kpg Oit, Sarawak 27 439 0.1868 0.0633 -0.0053 0.20
14Batu Gong, Samarahan 22 14 0.1745 0.2555 -0.0381 1.42
16Boring, Sarawak 28 282 0.1645 -0.0023 0.0550 0.59
17Maang, Samarahan 22 185 0.1986 0.1008 0.1586 0.61
18Mcringgu, Sadong 17 82 0.1495 0.3719 0.3324 2.70
20Krusen, Sadong 22 407 0.1851 0.0569 0.0983 0.34
21 Buan Bidi, Sarawak 28 354 0.2314 0.1332 -0.0226 1.04
23Lubok Anlu 10 624 0.1167 0.1010 -0.0789 1.58
Weighted Average 247 0.1891 0.1287 0.0565
Total Nalue 210 0.03033
11 ean be seen from the exercise that in order to achieve homogeneity, a certain
trade-olThas 10 be made on the group size. Detail discussions on this aspect can be found
in Robson and Reed (1999). It is also noted that while an attempl is made to achieve
statistical homogeneity, the physical aspects are taken into considerations, at times
heuristically due to the lack of local information such as the slope factor. In fact, it be
reasonable to group the steep basins as another region. However, the number of sites is
limited to only three. well below the accepted minimum of seven sites to form a
homogeneous region (Bum and Goal. 2000).
5.5.4 Selection ofDistribution
Once the appropriate regions have been delineated, the selection of a suitable
probability distribution to fit thc classical with the assistance of the L-momenl ratios
diagrams. For the twa.region case (see Figure 5-5), it is found that Region A, which
include the north-eastern part of Sarawak. tends toward the Generalized Logistic
distribution while Region B. covering the western part of Sarawak. inclines toward the
Generalized Pareto distribution. The findings related to Region B are consistent with the
results as reponed earlier (Lim and Lye. 2000).
5.5.5 Goodness-of-Fit TestforSllrawak
The results of the goodness-of-fit test by simulation for the two regions of
Sarawak are shown in Table 5-9. The Generalized Logistic distribution is found to fit well
for Region A based on a IzDm"lof 0.259. well below the critical value of 1.64. The
Lognormal. Pearson Type Ill, and Generalised Extreme-Value (GEV) distribution are
also found to pass the test with I..-DJITI of 1.28, 1.38 and 1.52 respectively.
For Region B, it can be seen that only the Generalized Pareto distribution fitled
to the regionaJ L-moment ratios has IZD1STI"I.64, at 0.57. The next closest fits are the
GEV, Pearson Type III and Lognormal distributions, which have IZDl.tr1 00.64,3.65 and
3.67 respectively. 11 is rare to find the Generalized Pareto distribution to fit well to a
regional flood frequency cUlVe. However, the extremely wet equatorial rainforest
condition (e.g. two days in three are rain days), and the flat terrain of Region B may
justify the distribution which has an upper bound. The area has high flows in rivers very
frequently in a year and the specific discharges are high. Another factor that may explain
the absence of very extreme floods is that being on the equator, it is off the path of all the
typhoons which often bring about extreme stonn rainfalls in the Philippines and
clsewhere in South-east Asia. The findings related to Region B are consistent with the
results as reported earlier (Lim and Lye, 2000). Nevertheless, Robson and Reed (1999)
prefer to avoid the bounded distribution. In this situation, the next closest distribution that
best fits the regional data is used. It is the GEV distribution, which tends to give more
conselVativeresults.
Table 5-9 Results or the Goodness-or-Fit test for the L·momenl Approach
Generalised Generalised Generalised Pearson
Extreme-Value Pareto Logistic Lognonnal Type III
Region A
.~IST 0.1201 0.0199 0.1712 0.1269 0.1242
~w'l 1.52: 5.00 0.259 : 1.281 : 1.375:
Region B
.OIST 0.1355 0.0404 0.1805 0.1356 0.1277
IZ~'I 3.64 0.574 : 5.64 3.67 3.65
: These filS are acceptable as ~DlSTlsl.64
t Border line case
L-Moment Ratio Diagram - Regions A & B in Sarawak
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Figure 5-5 L-moment Ratio Diagram for Two-region Case
5.6 Regional Growth Curve
Once the delineated regions are shown to be homogeneous and suitable
distributions are identified for the respective regions, regional growth curves can be
developed based on the distributions. For this study, region A has been associated with
the Generalized Logistic distribution while region B the Generalized Extreme Value
distribution. Figure 5-6 shows the proposed regional growth curves fitted for the two
regions in Sarawak:
Region A: Qrl Q.. = 0.9990 - 1.0436 {I - (T-l) 0.07367 ) (5-10)
Region B: Qrl Qm =0.8961+4.6446 {l-[-ln (1_1I1)t·oos8 } (5-11)
where Qr is the flood quantile. Qm is the at-site median maximum discharge, and T is the
return period. For each site, the plolting position formula (i -Q.35)1n is used where i is
the rank of each standardized annual maximum discharge (divided by median) recorded at
the sile and n is the sample si7.t of the site. The standardized annual maximum discharge
data for the sites are plotted against the set ofplolting positions derived for the site. The
plotting positions are related to the Gumbel variate via the return period T.
The regressions of median maximum discharges on basin area are plotted for each
respective region as shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9. Ideally these regression
equations should be used when estimating the median annual maximum discharge for any
ungauged basin. However, the regression fit for region B is not desirable due to the poor
R2. An alternative approach is to use the regression based on all the available basins in the
two regions ofSarawak as shown in Figure 5-10 , with a regression equation of:
'"
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Figure 5·6 Regional Growth CUlVes for Sarawak
c.~
Q", = 2.312 Area om (R2 = 0.80) (5-12)
Beside basin area, basin slope is thc olher important physical variable (Dubreuil, 1986)
for tropical regions. The regression is expected to be bctter if the data on slopes are
available.
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5.7 Limitations of Regional Flood Frequency Analysis
In some major basins of Sarawak, representative gauging stations are absent. The
application of the regional growth curves to those areas is not recommended. For a state
occupying almost half of Malaysia's land mass, the number of gauging stations in
Sarawak is still below the standard density in stream gauging network as recommended
by WMO(I981). Hence certain large areas, such as the Batang Kemena areas, do not
have any credible representative gauged station. The uncertainty in flood quantiles would
be high in those oUl-lying areas.
The regional flood frequency analysis used assumes that the study area has
sufficient number of long-tenn river gauging stations. with the stations being optimally
''0
spread out in each of the hydrological regions. However, as noted in Lim and Lye (2000)
the western part of the study area has better coverage and network density as compared
with Ihe rest of the area.
5.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented a practical regional flood estimation procedure for
Sarawak, Malaysia employing the latest techniques in regional flood frequency analysis.
Although it is limited, bolh in terms of the spatial coverage of the gauged basins and the
record length, the identification of the two homogeneous regions is viable after testing for
homogeneity in a statistical sense. The selection of the appropriate frequency distribution
is also conducted based on a statistical test using Me. With due respect to the limitations
as discussed, the regional flood frequency results can be applied to non-tidally influenced
ungauged basins in Sarawak lying within or in proximity of an identified homogeneous
region. This effectively has taken eare of estimating the inflow conditions of upstream
sub-basins when evaluating floods in the TIZ using methods 10 be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6 Direct Frequency, Rating
Curve and Bivariate
Distribution Methods
Three of the six methods of flood estimation in the TIZ identified and briefly
described in Chapter 4 arc elaborated in this chapter. These are the Direct Frequency
Method. the Rating Curve Method and the Bivariate Distribution Method. Data series
obtained from Sarawak are analysed using these methods.
6.1 Direct Frequency Method
6.1.1 Basic Method
The Direct Frequency Method is the simplest of the six methods. This method
rests on the assumption that the annual extreme water levels are the resultants of all the
prevailing physical forces in the Til. Any water level series observed in the TlZ, Z(t), is
then considered a sequence generated by random physical processes.
The probability of occurrence of extreme water levels can be obtained
subsequently by traditional frequency analysis of extreme values. Even though there are
objections to this assumption, the method is still in use, primarily due to its advantage of
producing quick indications of the magnitude of design flood levels. Indeed, the method
is found to be acceptable at TIZ locations that are in proximity 10 the non-tidal areas,
where the interaction effects of tides have diminished.
Hourly water level series in the TIZ's of rivers in Sarawak were scanned for the
maximum level thus fonning the annual maxima series. The latter series were then
subjected to a host of frequency analysis and fitting routines, which were developed and
used in Chapter 5. Beside the conventional Method of Moment (MOM) approach, the L-
moment (LM) or the Probability Weighted Moments (PWM) approaches were also used
in parameter estimations for distributional fitting. A macro-enabled spreadsheet written in
Microsoft Excel gives the results of the goodness-of-fit (standard errors) for most
common types of distributions. By ranking the standard errors computed for each
distribution, the best distributions acceptable for various series were obtained. and
summarized in Table 6·1. The detailed results on the quantile estimations and the plotting
of the top three ranked distributions are shown in Appendix 81 and Appendix 82
respectively. In general, the Generalized Pareto is the best fitting distribution followed by
the GEV. Satok, Bam Kawa, Batu Kitang and Siniawan are four stations in the Sungai
Sarawak Basin located in order from downstream to upstream. However, since the
Generalized Pareto Distribution has an upper bound as discussed in Chapter 5, its usage is
avoided in the flood frequency analysis of the annual extreme series. It can be seen that
the standard errors of fils increases while moving from the downstream area to the
upstream area. The Satok station being closest to the estuaries has the least standard
errors of fil. It is also obvious that the three-parameter variants of distributions are the
distributions that fit well to all the series. There is no trend in the data series used. If there
is. it should be removed by a suitable de-trending method.
Table 68} Best Fitting Distributions for Water Level Series in the TIZ ofSarawak
(Standard b k t t Ie e1s are '110 mm above chart datum)errors are s ownm rae eS,waer v ,
Station Rank I RankZ Rank3
Satok Bridge Generalized Pareto Generalized Pareto GEV
MOM LM MOM
(58.7) (63.6) (70.0)
BatuKawa Log Gumbel GEV Pearson III
PWM LM LM
(94.7) (95.9) (98.5)
Batu Kitang Generalized Logistic GEV Log Gumbel
LM LM PWM
(259.2) (261.1) (261.1)
Siniawan Generalized Pareto Generalized Pareto Log Gumbel
MOM LM PWM
(296.2) (326.2) (330.7)
Sungai Merah Generalized Logistic GEV Log Pearson III
LM LM LM
(38.3) (39.5) (49.6)
Sungai Salim Generalized Pareto Generalized Pareto GEV
MOM LM LM
(76.0) (85.2) (94.5)
Marudi Generalized Pareto GEV Log Nonnal (2)
MOM MOM MOM
(1lS.8) (164.5) (165.9)
Table 6-2 Return Period Levels in the TIZ Determined by Direc:t Frequency Method
hartdat )( t I Iwaer evesaremma ovee um
Station Mean T=2 T=lO T=50 T"'100 T'"'ZOO
Satok 5.767 5.764 6.038 6.189 6.236 6.275
BatuKawa 6.182 6.209 6.706 6.964 7.048 7.123
BatuKitang 6.593 6.686 7.712 8.354 8.588 8.804
Siniawan 8.331 8.492 10.205 10.843 10.993 11.100
Sungai Merah 4.111 4.040 4.389 4.920 5.252 5.674
Sungai Salim 5.042 5.128 5.434 5.471 5.478 5.482
Marudi 4.590 4.537 5.2% 5.872 6.102 6.333
6.1.1 Limitations ofthe Direct Frequency Method
It is generally recommended to use long records for this method and Pugh (1987)
suggested at least 25 years for application in the sea conditions. However, as mentioned
in Chapter 3, it is very rare to find observed data in the TIZ. If this guideline is strictly
adhered to, virtually no analysis using the method can be carried out.
6.2 Rating Curve Method
The main objective of the Rating Curve Method is to associate a panlcular level
Z at a TIZ with a certain combination of the river discharge Q and the sea level H. The
method essentially derives a regression line for each convenient category of Z for the
associated group of Q-H data. To perfonn this method, three synchronous time series for
three locations are required: a water level station located in the TIZ, an upSlream
discharge observation station, and a sea-level station in Ihe open sea.
6.1.1 Application ofthe Rating Curve Method
There are two sets of data series in Sarawak Ihat satisfy the basic requirement of
synchronous observations. These synchronous series are the Buan Bidi - Siniawan -
Pulau Lakei series and the Serian - Gedong - Pulau Lakei series.
6.2.1.1 Lag time
The distance between a sea s!mion in proximity of a river estuary and a
corresponding station in the TIZ are in the order of 30 to 150 kilometers. Hence a lag time
has to be estimated based on an estimated propagation speed up the river. Alternatively,
the time series are lagged by a certain number of hours such that correlation coefficient
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for the lagged series is a maximum. For example, by virtue of the cOlTelation coefficients
as shown in Table 6-3, a 6 hour lag time was chosen to allow for the peak discharge at
Buan Bidi to be transcended in the TIZ at Siniawan. Using the same approach. the Pulau
Lakei series at the sea condition was lagged by 4 hours from the Siniawan series to allow
the effects of tidal propagation, especially the crest levels, to reach that locality.
Table 6-3 Correlation Coefficients of Lagged Series for Pulau Lakei and Siniawan
Lagged Time
(hours)
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
Correlation Coefficient
for Buan Bidi - Siniawan
0.4220
0.4354
0.4477
0.4579
0.4649
0.4680
0.4667
0.4612
Correlation Coefficient for
Pulau Lakei - Siniawan
0.0983
0.3468
0.5198
0.5749
0.4983
6.2.1.2 Pulau Lakei-8iniawan-Buan Bidi Series
At each hourly time step t. the water level at a TIZ station Siniawan, Z(t), is
associated with a pair of values Q(I-6) and H(t-4). By defining a suitable category of Z,
say at 4, 5, 6, 7 and >8 metres, the datasets of the corresponding Q and H associated with
each Z category are correlated and plotted (superimposed) in Figure 6-1. For the
convenience of the designers, a simplified version is shown in Figure 6-2. The regression
lines are not flat indicating that the stages at Siniawan are influenced almost equally by
the river flows and the tidal regimes.
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Figure 6-3 H-Q Curve at Gedong
6.2.1.3 Pulau Lakei-Gedong-5erian Scrie$
Another three-station group in western Sarawak is comprised of Gedong, a water
level obselVation station in the TIZ; Serian, an upstream discharge station, and Pulau
Lakei, a sea stalion. One year of simultaneous hourly data al the three sites were used.
Due to the presence of a significant gap in the original record, the Pulau Lakei water level
series was derived from published tide tables. By lagging the series at Gedong by three
hours, the correlation between Lakei and Gedong was found to be the highest at 0.90.
This high correlation indicates thaI the station Gedong is in proximity of the tidal active
zone rather than the river-regime zone. The data are plotted as shown in Figure 6-3. The
eurves are relatively flat indicating that thc influence of the river discharges is very
limited al this location.
6.2.2 limitations ofthe Rating Curve Method
Residuals of the fits are large and R2 of the fits are small (see Appendix B3).
The Rating Cwve Method suffers from some arbitrary choices: the lag-time between tides
in thc sea and at the TIZ, the selection of grouping of loci of Z, and the variant of
regression curves or trend lines used for fitting the loci of Z. Since the distance between a
typical discharge station and a station in the TIZ can be in the order of 30 to 15010n, the
amount of unaccounted lateral inflows from some sizeable tributaries can be very
substantial. When the records available for analysis are short, the derived H-Q curves are
not representative. Any further elaboration on the curves can be dubious.
6.3 Bivariate Distribution Method
The fluctuations of water levels in the TIZ of Sarawak are due to two major
processes: the fluvial flows from stonn runoff process and the tidal propagation from the
open seas. It is assumed that the fluctuation in the sea levels and the variation in the river
discharges are independent events. The interaction effect as felt in the TIZ is then
considered a joint probability effect that can be described by a bivariate distribution. In
places where sea surge is significant, the phenomenon has to be modeled either separately
as a process by itself or as a combined process with the tides.
6.3.1 Joint probability
As defined in Chapter 4. the sea-level H and the upstream discharge Q each has a
probability functionfiH) and g(Q) respectively. The distribution of Z in the TIZ is given
by
Z~h(H,Q)
and the probability of Hand Q is a bivariate distribution
p(H,Q) ~ f(H)' g(Q)
(6-1)
(6-2)
Using the relationship expressed in Equation 6-2 alone is not sufficient 10 calculate the
distribution of Z. However, from the Rating Curve Method, or from hydraulic modeling,
the loci ofZ can be derived and plolted on the H-Q plot. This satisfies the need to define
the funclion expressed in Equation 6-1.
6.3.2 Probability Density Functions
The first step of using the Bivariate Distribution Method is to derive the
probability density functions al the open sea condition and at a river discharge station
located outside the influence aftides.
6.3.2.1 SeaLevel
Sea-level probability density function is derived preferably from sea level
observations over a long period. The ideal record length is at least 18.6 years to cover all
the possible tidal fluctuations due to various tidal constituents including the longest Nodal
cycle of the moon (period of 18.6 years). The hourly data series observed at a
downstream position is subjected to frequency tabulation based on a certain bin width
selected and a suitable distribution that emulates well these bin data. The details about the
selection of bin width are treated in detail in Simonoff(1996).
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6.3.2.2 Discharge
The flood exceedance probability function derived from conventional flood
frequency analysis at the upstream discharge station can be used. Alternatively, when the
record is short, an hourly-based discharge distribution based on a long record can be
developed. The derivation using the latter approach is applied to a case in the TIZ in
Sarawak.
6.J.J Simulation Models
When sea level data is limited with only short records available, a harmonic
analysis is performed which produces a tidal model which can be fitted by a least squares
method. The fitted model is then used to simulate at least 18.6 years of hourly tidal
sequence. Frequency analysis can subsequently be perfonned to derive the tidal density
function.
6.3.4 Joint probability Method (JPM)
Pugh and Vassie(1980) introduced the lPM for extreme sea level computations
in the open seas. The situation is different from the TIZ with surge being a prominent
component. Surge and tides are considered as independent except in very shallow seas.
The probability density functions for sea levels (H), surge (S) and tidal (H.S) are
respectively represented by pJi,.),pi.) andp70, with the relationship:
(6-3)
The distribution function of hourly instantaneous sea levels (less than x) is then given by:
'"
(6-4)
Assuming hourly values arc independent. the distribution function of annual maxima
CII.,.) is related 10 Ffl.) by
(6-5)
where N is the nwnber of hourly observation in a year, laken 10 be 8766 on average. A
relationship to obtain the return period 7l..x) ofa level x was derived as:
I I I
T(x)=I_GII(x) = I~FHN(x) "" N(I-PI/(x» (6-6)
A correction factor 1- ql(XY Q2(X) was introduced to adjust for the dependent hourly data:
T(x)"" 1
N(I-Q2(x)!QZ(x»(1- PI/(x»
where q;(x} are the probability j consecutive levels are greater than x.
(6-7)
Deficiencies are found in the original proposed method. Tawn and Vassie(1989) proposed
changes mainly concerned with a suitable correction factor.
6.3.5 Adaptation a/the JPM
The JPM method is essentially a variant of the Bivariate Distribution Method.
However, it is specifically developed for sea levels in open sea conditions, and not
directly applicable to the TIZ where meteorological forcing is different. Storm surge is
not significant in the TIZ as compared to the effects of storm runoffs. However, the
method can be adapted for the TIZ with some minor modifications. In the case of a tidal
regime, the distribution is the same hut a lag lime has to be incorporated for the tide to
propagate up the river channels. For the river flow regime, the distribution has to reflect
the upstream inflow conditions, for whieh there is often data than for the surge
phenomenon in the open seas. Lag time is also important if the inflows, as well as the
water level regime in the TIZ, vary rapidly.
6.3.6 An Example ofthe Bivariate Distribution Method
The data of Pulau Lakei-Siniawan-Buan Bidi case as mentioned in Section
6.2.1.2 is used. Pulau Lakei sea level series are studied in Chapter 2 producing the
distribution of hourly sea levels. By frequency analysis of the 14 years of hourly sea level
series, an empirical probability density distribution is derived, as shown in Figure 6-4. A
class interval ofO.lm is used in deriving the distribution.
Buan Bidi discharge station record is 10 years in duration. Hourly discharge is
converted from hourly water levels recorded using an established rating eurve for the
station which was supplied by DID Sarawak. Similar frequency analysis is carried out
which produces another empirical density function as shown in Figure 6-5. The details of
the frequency and probability derivations are shown in Table 6-5.
Based on 14
years of hourly
data, class
intervalO.lm
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Figure 6-4 Probability Density Function of Sea Level at Pulau Lakei
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Figure 6-5 Probability density of Hourly Discharge III Buan Bidi
(Based on 10 years of hourly record; class interval 10 ml/s; lower plot with probabilities
in logarithmic scale)
Table 6-4 Buan Bidi Hourly Discharge and Pulau Lakei Hourly Water
Level Distributions
Discharge WalerLevel
at Buan at Pulau
Bidi (m3/s) Frequency Probability Lakei(m) Frequency Prohahility
0 8507 0.105208 0.1 36 0.000292
10 48929 0.605115 0.2 86 0.000698
20 12300 0.152117 0.3 149 0.001209
30 4129 0.051064 0.4 216 0.001752
40 1999 0.024722 0.5 333 0.002701
50 1236 0.015286 0.6 418 0.003391
60 754 0.009325 0.7 595 0.004827
70 537 0.006641 0.8 745 0.006044
80 369 0.004563 0.9 1003 0.008137
90 300 0.0037l I 1183 0.009597
100 246 0.003042 1.1 1299 0.010538
110 184 0.002276 1.2 1503 0.012193
120 154 0.001905 1.3 1745 0.014156
130 153 0.001892 1.4 1914 0.015527
140 131 0.00162 1.5 2076 0.016841
150 114 0.00141 1.6 2286 0.018545
160 101 0.001249 J.7 2359 0.019137
170 104 0.001286 1.8 2643 0.021441
180 9J 0.001125 1.9 2645 0.021457
190 78 0.000965 2 2738 0.022212
200 8J 0.001002 2.1 2807 0.022772
210 70 0.000866 2.2 2904 0.023558
220 58 0.000717 2.3 3216 0.026089
230 48 0.000594 2.4 3176 0.025765
240 43 0.000532 2.5 3344 0.027l28
250 40 0.000495 2.6 3508 0.028458
260 23 0.000284 2.7 3471 0.028158
270 18 0.000223 2.8 3531 0.028645
280 13 0.000161 2.9 3638 0.029513
290 7 8.66E·05 3 3422 0.027761
300 7 8.66E-05 3.1 3373 0.027363
310 8 9.89E-05 3.2 3451 0.027996
320 10 0.000124 3.3 3409 0.027655
330 7 8.66E-05 3.4 3442 0.027923
340 9 0.000111 3.5 3549 0.028791
350 I 1.24£-05 3.6 3784 0.030697
Total 80859 I 3.7 3746 0.030389
3.8 3783 0.030689
6.3.7 Derivation ofProbabilities
3.9
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.'
4.9
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
Total
3959
3857
3840
3684
3550
3281
2982
2627
2190
1739
1300
9'6
673
520
315
146
66
24
3
123168
0.032117
0.03129
0.031152
0.029886
0.028799
0.026617
0.024191
0.021311
0.017766
0.014107
0.010546
0.007999
0.00546
0.004218
0.002555
0.001184
0.000535
0.000195
2.43E·05
The following steps are used to derive the exceedance probabilities of water
levels in the TIZ using the Bivariate Distribution Method given that the probability
density functions of H and Q are established from observed series, and the function
h(H,Q) is derived by either the Rating Curve Method or hydraulic modelling.
(i) Select an interval of Q to obtain P(QI) the probability of Qi from the
discharge probability density function.
(ii) For each Z group. obtain the matching HI level in the sea condition
using h(H,Q) and the corresponding probabilities of H, P(H;).
(iii) For each Z group compute the joint probability(JP) of occurrence of
each H-Q pair as P(QI) P (Hi) and sum up the joint probability as
P(Z=ZJ).the probability of Z=2;. This satisfies Equation 6-].
(iv) Excecdance Probabilities of 2; = I - FH = {P(Z=2;) + P(Z=Zj+l) +
P(Z=2;+2)+ ..+ P(Z>Zn)} where Z>Zn is the last Z group. The interval
ofZ is 1 metre for this case. FH is defined in Equation 6-4.
(v) Calculatc the return period using Equation 6-7. For the present
purpose. a correction factor of 36.8. which is found in a later section
(7.5.1.5). is used.
The example used in Section 6.3.6 is investigated using this method and the
details of the computation can be seen in the spreadsheet as shown in Appendix B3. The
summary of the exceedance probabilities obtained is shown in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5 Exceedance Probabilities and Return Period of
Water Level Z at Siniawan (TIZ)
Exceedance
Probability (1- FH )
0.060
0.028
6.3.8 Limitations ofthe Bivariate Distribution Method
Discrete approximations are used in the computation of probabilities. This is
only possible after selecting an arbitrary interval of Q in the probability derivation of Q.
and this selection in tum predetennincs the value of H to be entered for selecting the
probability of H from the density function of H. The limitations of the Rating Curve
Method are also inherited when it is used in estimating h(H, Q). This is reflected in the
inability to define a much finer interval of Z, especially in the extreme upper tail end. It is
in this upper region that flood quantiles are assigned to extreme observed values.
6.4 Chapter Summary
Three methods that can be used for estimating design floods in the T1Z have
been presented and illustrated with examples in this chapter. The Direct Frequency
Method can be used when there are long-teon records available. The results can be
obtained readily since the effects of the underlying physical causes of floods in the TIZ
due to storms, surges, and tides are integrated into the record.
The Rating Curve Method can be used to produce regression curves that provide
preliminary assessment of water level in the TIZ given a set of H and Q values. The
curves may not be used in the final detailed design purposes since the regression curves
are likely to be inaccurate with large residuals and unacceptably low R2• However, the
curves can be useful in the Bivariate Distribution Method.
The Bivariate Distribution Method produces bivariate probabilities given that the
two underlying processes at work in the TIZ are independent and the surge effects are
ignored. With relatively short records, the probability density functions of tides and
discharges can be derived. The disadvantages of the method includes the limitation of the
Rating Curve Method if the relationship of h(H,Q) is used, and the arbitrary selection of
correction factor. Deriving I1.Q curves with a fine interval of Z, especially at very high
levels, is a challenge.
Chapter 7 Fourier Method
The flood estimation method for the TIZ which has been briefly introduced as
the Fourier Method in Section 4.5 is the main subject of this chapter. An idea that
originated from the harmonic analysis oflidal river records by Goring (1984) is adopted
and extended. The method is based on the premise thai since the flooding events in the
TIZ are caused by a certain combination of tides and fluvial discharges, the observed
water level series should cany the signatures of these generating processes. The tide
generation process is essentially detenninistic because the tidal forces arc idemifiable. A
number of unique frequencies related to the maximal effeclS of these forces are known.
The identification of these frequencies provides the foundation for using a decomposition
technique by digital filtering, a widely used tool in the field of electrical engineering.
7.1 Frequency Domain-Based Approach
An observed water level series in a TlZ, Z(t), is regarded as a results of a mixture
of tides and river flows. Since the tidal regime is relatively well behaved with hannonic
characteristics, it can be separated using the frequency domain-based technique of Fourier
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Transform. The flow-separation technique, which identifies the line spectra associated
with the high frequency tidal components, is performed on the river stage series observed
hourly at a station in the TIZ. The Fourier transforms identified for the low frequency
components are used to synthesize a time series that resemble a river series, R(t) using the
Inverse Fourier Transform(lFf). According to the schematic of the approach as shown in
Figure 4-4, an empirical probability density function associated with R(t) can be
established. Similarly, performing 1FT on the high frequency components can synthesize
a time series that resemble a tidal series, K(t). From this series, an empirical probability
density function can also be derived for the tidal series. Exceedance probabilities are then
derived from both probability density functions of the tides and river series using a joint
probability method that has been developed for sea conditions (see Pugh and Vassie
(1980), Tawn and Vassie (1989), Tawn (1992». Flood quantiles, LT, in terms of flood
levels, are then estimated for engineering design purposes based on the joint probability.
7.2 Fourier Analysis
Fourier analysis is the process of extracting frequencies and amplitudes that are
present in a time series. This powerful method is often used in the general process of
frequency identification. In order to pursue analysis and separation of tides from river
flow series in the interaction zone, the observed water level series Z(t) in the TIZ's of
Sarawak are first subjected to the Fourier analysis. let) values are transformed into a
Discrete Fourier Transform (OfT) series Zn(m) in the frequency domain using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). Identifying the unique frequencies in an observed series is
made even easier by taking a power factor on the OFT series., producing a Fourier Power
Spectrum.
7.2.1 Identifying Tidal Harmonics
Tidal hannonics theory as reviewed in Chapter 2 shows that each hannonic
component has a unique frequency that correspond to a certain configuration of tidal
forces. The water level H in a sea at any time I can be represented by
,
H(/):Ho+~Ak cos(utr-ak) (7-1)
where Ho is the mean sea level. At • Ok. and at are the amplitude. radial frequency of
constituent and phase of constituent k. The total number of constituent R varies according
to the location on the earth. In most places the constituents of the lunar semi-diurnal (M2),
solar semi-diurnal (52) and the lunar elliptic semi-diurnal (N2) are most dominant. The
signatures of these major constituents can be readily traced in the Fourier frequency
domain.
7.1.2 Fourier Power Spectrum
The identification of the different frequencies is best perfonned by inspecting the
power spectrum of the series. The spectrum estimation techniques available are
categorized as nonparametric and parametric. The nonparametric methods, which are
efficiently implemented by using the FFT. are the periodogram. the Barlett and Welch
modified petiodogram. and the 81ackman-Tukey methods. On the other hand, the
parametric approach uses parameters of an autoregressive model (AR) of the series to
derive the spectnlm. The general name of Yule-Walker method is given to the AR
method.
7.2.3 An Exflmple ofthe Identification of Tidal Components
Siniawan is a station located in a TlZ, 45 Jan from the mouth or the $arawak
River, Sarawak. Figure 7-1 shows the Fourier power spectrum or about 5 months or
hourly stages at Siniawan. There are dominant frequencies at around 29.0, 30.0, 15.0, and
13.9 degrcclhour which correspond to the M2, 52. K1 or 51. and 0 1 tidal species
respectively. The presence of tidal hannonics at around 43 and 58 degreelhour are due to
shallow water effects.
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Figure 7-1 Fourier Power Spectrum Identifying the Major Tidal
Frequencies at 5iniawan
By using the definition of Equation 2-29 and the corresponding amplitudes of
M 2, 82• K l, and 0 1, the F factor is found 10 be 471108 or 0.44. This indicates the tides are
mixed, and are mainly semidiumal. Although a longer series is required to detennine each
species with certainty, it is sufficient to note that that the major tidal frequencies are over
12 deg.lhour.
7.3 Tidal Signature Removal
7.3.1 Components o/Wllter Levels in the TIZ
The general observed water level Z(t) in the tidal interaction zone are assumed to
be a superposition of the different components as:
Z(t)::: Zo(t) + K(t) + R(t) + Set) + I(t) (7·2)
4{t) is the mean sea level which may be changing slowly with time, K(t) is the
component depicting the tidal dynamic processes, S(t) is a meteorological surge
component largely due to pressure variations in Ihe atmosphere, R(t) is a discharge related
C<lmponent due to the fluvial flows, and 1(/) is an interaction term due to the interaction of
fluvial flows and tides. Wind sel up can be a major factor in some places in the world.
Equation 7-2 is an extension of the general representation of sea-level in the open sea,
H(t), used by Pugh(J987):
H(t)::: Zo(t) + K(t)+ Set)
where there is no fluvial flow effects.
'"
(7-3)
In shallow rivers, the effect of atmospheric pressure changes can often be ignored
due to the limited mass of water as compared to the sea conditions. Surge effects
generated in the open seas. however. can propagate into the estuary at the same time as
tides. In places with open seas that have small surge component, such as the case of the
study area as found in Chapter 3. Equation 7-2 can be simplified to
Z(t) .. Zo(t) + K(t) + R(t) + I(t) (7-4)
If all the readings are corrected to a mean sea level datum. or MSL datum, and the mean
sea level remains constant. Equation 7-4 becomes
Z(t) .. K(t)+ RU) + I(t) (7-5)
In the Fourier Method, I(t) is assumed to be present amongst the stochastic components of
R(I) and K(t). Hence thc Equation 7-5 is simplified to:
Z(t) "'K(t)+R(t) (7-6)
7.3.2 Methodologies in Tidal Signature Removal
In evaluating the surge in the sea conditions. the removal of tidal signature can
be carried out using a tidal harmonic analysis routine \0 identify the amplitudes and
phases of the various tidal components from the observed sea level series and to use them
to reconstnlct a pure tidal time series. However. this approach cannot be applied directly
to the riverine conditions. Godin (1999) found that damping induced by bottom friction of
the Upper Saint Lawrence River creates a non-linear distortion of the signal. Beside
friction. the interaction effect of tidal and the outgoing fresh water also modify the tidal
amplitudes. All these effects vary in accordance with the location in the tidal interaction
zones. Owing to these deficiencies, the direct application of the harmonic constants for
tidal reconstructing in the TIZ is not used.
One of the other potential separation methods is the filtering method. II also
makes use of the technique of identifying tidal harmonics. The following sub-sections
describe the filtering aspects and the details of the method.
7.3.3 Digital Filten'
A digital filter is defined as some sort of device that takes in an input signal A(r)
and produces an output signal B(t). The usage of digital filters can be found in many
fields in science and engineering. The simplest filter is a linear filter. The filter is
considered linear and invariant if the output is related to the input by a convolution:
B(t) = V(t)·A(t) (7-7)
Thc function Vet) is an impulse function. In the Fourier or frequency domain, this
becomes
FB(w) = G(w)FA(w) (7-8)
where G(w) = FV(w) is the transfer function of the filter, and w is the frequency.
An example of nonlinear filter is a limiting filter. Truncation of a signal is done
whenever it goes below for a certain fixed minimum or exceeds a certain maximum
value. Another class of filter is the dynamic filter that is designed to fit the expected noise
behaviour by altering their characteristics in response to the signal. Although they can be
very effcctive, they are not invariant by virtual of their definition.
A linear filtcr is still a preferred choice due to the preference for its invariant
characteristic. Mask filters that let through some frequencies and stop others are the most
common filters among the linear filter class, and this is the type that will be used for the
purpose of tidal signature removal. The transfer function G(w) takes the value oro and l.
The effect of a mask filter on the Fourier spectrum of a signal like the river stage is to
remove certain frequency bands above f. where G(w) = O. The filter can be expressed
mathematically as
It ([S/,)
G(<»j'jo ([>/,) (7-9)
Hence a low-pass filter that lets through some frequencies below some critical
frequency and block off the higher frequencies typical of tidal signature is the simplest of
the mask filters that can be used. Other types of mask filters that are more robust are the
band-pass filtcr (consisting ofa low-pass and a high-pass filter). band-stop filter (opposite
of band-pass), and comb filters (consist of multiple band-pass or band-stop fillers).
7.3.4 Filters for Tidal Studies
Many filters are developed in the process of studying tides in sea conditions such
as those proposed by Godin (1972), Walters and Heston (1982), and Dijkzeul (1984). In
most of these cases, low frequency components were not their prime subject. However,
Thompson (1983) proposed a set of low pass filters for studying low frequency motions
in the oceans. Tides are considered a strong "high-frequency noise" in sea-level records.
Goring (1984) used a low pass filter to separate tides from the rivcr series at a few river
'"
ports in New Zealand. The main objective was to obtain the amplitudes and phases at
those locations for tidal forecasting.
7.3.5 LOW-PllSS Filter
The major tidal constituents are identified to be above 12 degreeslhour (Easton,
1977). By allowing low frequencies to be associated with the river flows and higher
frequencies identified with the tides, the Fourier spectrum of the obselVed series in a TIZ
can be split into two. Back transforming from the Fourier space by the inverse Fourier
Transform allows two time series to be synthesized.
A MATLAB program is written as shown in Appeudix A3 that allows the
processing and analyzing of the data series. The algorithm for the Low Pass Filter process
is:
Assign the cut off frequency Fe =12 degrees/hour.
2. Read data series x and detcrmine the length of scries n.
3. Derive OFT ofx using Fast Fouricr Transform.
4. Compute the index of OFT, ea "" (n x Fe)/360, that coincide with the
frequency Fe. The indices of OFT start with I at the lowest frequency.
5. Assign the OFT's with indices that arc less than ea as due to the river
flows.
6. Pad the rest of components with zeros to make up fir, a sequence of OFT.
7. Invert fir to get the filtered river series ytr using the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform.
8. Invert the time scale related to ytr.
9. Assign ca +1 until n as the number ofDFT associated with tidal series.
10. Pad the component from I to ca with zeros to make up fit, a sequence of
DFT.
11. Invert fit to get the tidal series ytt using the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transfonn.
12. Invert the time scale related to ytt.
13. Save ytr and ytl as series related to river flows and tides for further
analysis.
7.3.6 Applications ofLow-pass Filter
Filtering was done on most of the data series available at stations found in the
tidal interaction zones of Sarawak.. These stations arc listed in Table 7·1. Some of the
filtered scries arc plotted as sho~ in Appendix CI. Figure 7·2 shows the rcsult of
applying the low pass filter to the same Siniawan series used in Section 7.2.3 and back
transfonning the split spcctrum at around 12 dcgrceslhour. With all the available data at
Siniawan separated. conventional probabilistic methods as described in the next section
can be used to derive the associated flood quantiles.
Table 7·1 Stations in the Tidal Interaction Zones in Sarawak
Station Name Corresponding Sea or Corresponding Discharge Stations
Downstream Station (Upstream)
Satok Pulau Lakei Kpg Git, Buan Bidi
BatuKawa Pulau Lakei, Satok Kpg Git, Buan Bidi
Siniawan Satok, Batu Kitang Buan Bidi
Batu Kitang Pulau Lakci,Satok KpgGit
Gcdong Pulau Lakei Serian
SgSalim Pulau Lakei Kapit, Ng Mukeh
SgMerah Pulau Lakei Kapit, Ng. Mukeh
Marudi Miri Long Terawan, Long legan, Lio Matu
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Figure 7-2 Results of Low Pass Filter Method at Siniawan
7.4 Extreme Level Frequency Analysis
Let PR{.) denote the probability density function of the filtered river series R(t)
and Pid..) represent the probability density function ofthc filtered tide series K(t). Lei r be
the instantaneous value of the filtered river series R(t). Since Z(t) "" K(t) + R(t) , the tidal
level would be Z-r and the probability density function for the total observe<! level Z in
the TIZ is a combination of the probabilities of the filtered tides and river series expressed
mathematically as:
(7·10)
The probability of exceedance for a particular water level" in the TIZ is the cumulative
distribution function Fzf..,,)
F,(q)' fp,(Z)dZ
,
and the probability of non-cxecedance of "is given by
The entire probabilities have to be unity giving
(7-11)
(7-12)
(7-13)
For the purposes of engineering design, the return period T ofa level "in the TlZ is then
defined as:
T (q)' F,I(qJ' I-d,(q)
'50
(7-14)
Derivation of the probability density functions, however, is dependent on the sampling
interval of the maxima series used. Two intervals arc conveniently chosen: hourly and
yearly. The choice entails two separate sets of procedures in deriving the joint probability
and quantiles estimations.
7.4.1 Joint probability 0/Annual Extreme Series
Annual maxima of the filtered river series and tidal series are treated as two
separate series. Flood frequency analysis used in Chapter 5 and 6 to derive flood
estimates on a single station basis can be adapted for the frequency analysis of the filtered
series. The probability density functions p,n..) and P~.) can be estimated by fitting a
suitable extreme event distribution function to each of the annual maxima series. The
distributions typically used for the river discharge series such as Log-normal, GEV,
Generalized Pareto and Generalized Logistics are the possible candidates. Once these
fitted distributions are available, the estimation of the distribution of annual extreme
levels in the TIZ, Pz(Z), as in Equation 7-9, can be derived by a Monte Carlo (Me)
Simulation procedure. If the distribution fitted to the river maxima series R",tu is a Log-
normal distribution, given by
(7-15)
and if a normal distribution fits well to the tidal series, K(t),
(7-16)
then the following Me simulation procedure can be used:
(i) Generate a random number between 0 and 1. Obtain the corresponding
nonnal variatc ZI from the cwnulative nonnal probability distribution
function.
(ii) Compute an extreme river level using exp(pR+ aRz\)
(iii) Generate another random number and obtain the corresponding nonnal
variatez2asin(i).
(iv) Compute an extreme tidal level usingPr+ C1rZ2
(v) Compute the sum of the total level Z by superposition.
(vi) Repeat step (0 to (v) for a large number of times, say 10000 times to
obtain 10000 simulated years ofcombined levels.
(vii) Rank the simulated sequence and obtain the empirical frequency
distribution of the combined levels.
The main obstacle with this approach is the difficulty of finding a sufficiently
long observed water level series in the TIZ, as discussed in Chapter 3, such that an
appropriate distribution can be fitted.
7.4.2 Joint probability ofHourly Series
Hourly series are becoming readily available from stations that are equipped
with automatic recorders and hence using the hourly series is a natural option. It is noted
in Chapter 2 that Pugh and Vassie (1980) used some hourly series of tides and surges in
the sea conditions ofT U.K. to compute the joint probability of combined levels and
derived the quantile estimates. The advantage of this approach is that a short but intensely
sampled water level series can be used. However, the main hurdle of this approach lies
with the difficulties in associating the hourly extremes with the return period, which is
often expressed in armual interval in most engineering design.
Considering hourly samples, and assuming that hourly values are independent,
the distribution function of the annual maxima Gz(') is related to Fz(.) by
(7-17)
where N is 8766, the number of hourly observation in a year (with adjustment for leap
years). Theretum period Tzofa level,., in the TIZ is then given by:
(7-18)
A correction factor 1- ql("'V qz("') can be used to adjust for the dependent hourly
data resulting in the expression:
(7-19)
where qi("') denotes the probability that i consecutive levels are greater than,.,. Pugh and
Vassie (1980) found the correction factor if used resulting in marginal adjustment of the
quantile levels as compared with the magnitude of the extreme levels.
Deriving an approximate P,,{.) from the observed data series of sea tide levels
has been discussed and applied in Chapter 3 and 6. The observed series are discretely
sorted at certain fine intervals or bins for frequency or histogram analysis. If the data
series are of sufficient length, recommended to be greater than 18.6 years to cover a full
tidal cycle, the tidal density function can be approximated by the discrete empirical
density function. If the tidal series is short, the series is fitted with the hannonic function
and an l8.6·year series can be simulated. However, the latter method of simulation
applicable to the sea conditions is not strictly applicable to the fihered tide series obtained
in the TIZ. From a hydraulic perspective, it is well known that the bed friction factor can
dampen the propagation of tides up a relatively shallow river. An empirical tidal density
function is thus preferred for the TIZ.
Deriving a probability density function from an observed hourly discharge series
has been used in Chapter 6. This similar approach can be used for deriving an
approximation of the p,n..) from the filtered river series R(t). However, the independence
assumption is not valid for the hourly river levels. The levels thai are exceeded during the
same extreme storm events are likely to be counted more than once. The correction factor
l{ 1}) is the reciprocal of the mean time spent above a particular level '7 on each excursion
above this level. Pugh and Vassie (1980) found that I-dependent process is adequate to
described the surge process in the seas, and the correction factor
( 7.20)
was justified as most surges do not last more than one high water (of tides). However,
stonn runoffs in the rivers are often last longer. The river levels tend to stay above the
high tidal levels even more frequently as the zone of concern shifted upstream. A
procedure to estimate the average number of hours that surges in the sea exceed an
extreme level can be found in Tawn and Vassie (1989). Equation 7-18 is generalized as:
(7·21)
This procedure may be adapted for analysing the effects of storm runoffs in the
TIZ. Nevertheless, there arc many issues yet to be resolved, and amongst them are:
(i) The number of stOtnl per year to be used in abstracting extreme
sequence; for the surge data in the sea, five storms per year was reported
to be optimum by Smith (1986) and Tawn (1988).
(ii) The appropriate threshold level to estimate the correction factor ~'1); for
the surge data in the sea, a rough guide provided by Tawn and Vassie
(1989) is to choose the threshold such that the total number of hourly
exceedances is equal to the product of the number of years, the number of
independent extreme storms per year, and 1/[('1)'
7,5 Example oftbe Extreme Level Frequency Analysis
Siniawan is one of the stations that was analyzed using the filtering steps
producing two separate series that relate to the tides and the river flows. The complete
plots of the series are shown in Appendix Ct.
7.5.1 Annual Maxima Series
The method as described in 7.4.1 was applied to the Siniawan series. Table 7-2
shows the annual maximum of the two separate series as R_. and K....... Although the
series are short and far from the ideal length of 25, the methodology used is the main
purpose of this illustration. Filling ofdistributions were performed and the best was found
for each of the fillered series.
7.5.1.1 Riverseries
The best-fit distribution for the extreme filtered river series, in tenns of the least
standard errors of fit, is the Generalized Pareto distribution. The fil is accomplished by
using the L-moment procedure. The quantiles are given by:
( 7.22)
where T is the return period or lip. The estimates of parameters &, a and k are 4.2286,
3.6298 and 0.9815 respectively.
It is interesting to note that Generalized Pareto distribution was found earlier in
Chapter 5 as the appropriate regional flood frequency distribution for the non-tidal zones
in wcstern Sarawak. The station Siniawan is downstream of the Sungai Sarawak, which is
in the same homogeneous region.
Table 7-2 Annual Maximum Levels at Siniawan Based on Filtered Series
Year K,\ln RMu ZM..
1992 2.829 7.360 10.223
1993 1.547 5.305 7.215
1994 1.534 5.524 7.080
1995 2.601 7.278 10.099
1996 2.012 6.039 8.007
1997 1.205 5.011 6.224
1998 2.385· 6.286 8.698
1999 1.416· 4.626 6.077
2000 2.855· 7.115 9.971
• These are In the post-barrage condition and hence are not conSidered III the
detennination ofthe probability density functions.
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75.1.2 Tideseries
The best-fit distribution for the corresponding filtered tidal series is the GEV
distribution using the MOM. The estimates of parameters &, a and k are 1.6919.0.5939
and 0.1552 respectively for
(7-23)
7.5.1.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation procedures as described in Section 7.4.1 were used,
making use of the gencric Equations 7-21 and 7-22. The annual probability of
exceedance, p, was simulated by a random number between 0 and I which gave rise to a
return period T associated with the series. A listing of the program used for this particular
simulation is shown in Appendix A4.
After running 10,000 number of simulations. the results were abstracted and
shown in Table 7-3. The ranges of the flood levels are within reasonable limits as
compared with the observed series. The comparisons with other methods are to be
discussed later.
7.5.1.4 ACFandPACFofHourlySeries
The autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF)
of the filtered river series are plaited in Figure 7-3. It can be dedueed that the hourly
filtered river series are highly dependent, as the ACF does not decay rapidly. The
adjustment factor for dependence must be used.
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Figure 7-3 ACF and PACF of Filtered River Series at Siniawan
Table 7-3 Design Flood Levels at Siniawan Estimated Using
Empirical Distribution Simulated by Me Using Distributions
Fitted to Filtered Annual Maxima Series
Return Period T Z,
8001 9.136
10 9001 9.634
50 9801 10.464
100 9901 10.755
200 9951 11.050
i = Index of simulated annual maxima sequence(sorted in
ascending order, number of years simulated N=IOOOO)
The distribution of river series without any adjustment is shown in Table 7-4
The variability is relatively high in the upper extreme end as seen in the logarithmic plot
of the pdf. Moreover, it docs not allow the possibility that a flood level may exceed the
maximum observed level.
7.5.1.5 Correction Factor and Smoothing Upper Tail ofDislribution
A correction factor used to adjust for the dependence in hourly data was studied
by Pugh and Vassie (1980) and Tawn and Vassie (1989) as noted earlier in Section 7.4.2.
A similar technique is used to estimate the correction factor t( 1]) for the Siniawan filtered
river series. A program is written 10 scan the river series as shown in Appendix AS. The
results are shown in Table 7-4. It can be seen that based on the criteria of 5 stonns per
year, based on surge statistics ofTawn(1989), the total number of hourly exceedance that
approximately equal the products as shown in column (4) of Table 7-4 is at a threshold
level 1] of 4.7 and 0,1(1'}) of 30.3 hours. Column (4) is the product of the number of year
(m), the number of stonn per year (u). and 0"1(1]). However, based on the observation of
the Siniawan series, the average number of slorms per year with level exceeding the
astronomical high water is around 20. Hence based on this new criterion, column (5) of
Table 7-4 is computed leading to a threshold level '7 of 4.2m and 36.8 hours for 0.1being
chosen. The filtered river series is then subjected to a filtering process to obtain
independent extremes by identifying storms that exceed the threshold level, 4.2 m in this
example. The maximum within each individual stonn is extracted to fonn a point in an
extreme series. The extreme series is ordered with the r largest selected such that
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Table 7-4 Correction Factor (J(I1) (or Different Tbreshold Level 11
y gt
u = No. of stonn per year
Tbreshold Meanf}"(I1) Total Number of mxu x (J"(17) mx u x (J- (11)
Level '](m) (hours) Hourly Exceedance u =5 u =20
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)
4.0 53.3 9484 1866 7462
4.1 42.8 6640 1498 5992
4.2 36.8 4854 1288 5152
4.3 31.4 3267 1099 4396
4.4 33.2 2354 1162 4648
4.5 31.4 1851 1099 4396
4.6 32.4 1460 1134 4536
4.7 30.3 1213 10<;1 4242
4.8 31.1 995 1089 4354
4.9 31.4 847 1099 4396
5.0 32.9 724 1152 4606
5.1 34.3 652 1201 4802
5.2 34.7 590 1215 4858
5.3 32.3 517 1131 4522
5.4 35.6 463 1246 4984
5.5 32.0 416 1120 4480
5.6 41.2 J7l 1442 5768
5.7 38.2 344 1337 5348
5.8 44.0 308 1540 6160
5.9 38.6 270 1351 5404
6.0 29.4 206 1029 4116
6.1 39.5 158 1383 5530
6.2 34,8 \J9 1218 4872
6.3 39.0 117 1365 5460
6.4 33,7 101 1180 4718
6.5 24.0 72 840 3360
6.6 31.5 63 1103 4410
6.7 29.0 58 1015 4060
6.8 26.5 53 928 3710
6.9 24.0 48 840 3360
7.0 21.0 42 7J5 2940
7.1 17.0 34 595 2380
7.2 11.5 2J 403 1610
7.3 5.0 5 175 700
7.4 0.0 0 0 0
Note: m No, of ear 6 for record len h
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Figure 7-4 pdf of Hourly Filtered River Serif' Sioiawan 1992-1997 and tbe
Smoothing oflhe Upper Tail Using Gumbel Distribution
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(7-24)
with r = u x m. where u is the number of stonns per years, as recommended by Tawan
and Vassie(1989). A full listing of the r largest extreme series is shown in Appendix C2.
Assuming that Gumbel extreme value distribution fit these r extreme values, the
parameters ofthe river series RmtU.
can be estimated by
(7.25)
(7-26)
For the Siniawan filtered river series, the estimated paramelers of a and J.l are
03965 and 6.0744 respectively. Using the same relation of hourly dependent sequence
with respect to annual sequence, the fitted Gumbel distribution is related 10 the
distribution of the hourly filtered river series Fl!...) by
(7-27)
where N = 8766, the number arhours in a year, m=6 for the record used, and 0=1/38.6.
Explicitly for very extreme levels that are beyond the recorded level, i.e. for '7>"... the cdr
is given by
( 7-28)
Hence, the density function for very large '7 is approximated by
'"
( 7-29)
The fitted distribution allows a smoothing of the upper tail of the empirical pdf as shown
in Figure 7-4. This allows the probabilities of extremes well beyond the recorded levels to
be reasonably estimated.
7.5.1 Filtered Tide Series
Having derived the density function of filtered river series, the next step would
be to derive the pdf for the filtered tides. lbe joint probability method outlined in Section
7.4.2 can then be used.
Figure 7-5 ACF and PACF of Filtered Tide Series at Siniawan
After filtering from the observed series by the Fourier low-pass filter, the series
is checked for its correlation structure to continn that the series is indeed behaving like a
tidal series. The ACF plotted in Figure 7-5 shows a sinusoidal fluctuation with a cycle of
12 lags. The PACF has two initial significant spikes that finally decayed. These indicate
that the tidal cycles with regular period are present.
The descriptive statistics of the hourly sequence K(t) is shown below:
Descriptive Statistics: K(t)
Variable
K(t)
,
3273"1
Minimum Ma"im= Q1 Q3
-2.62643 4 .195"16 ~O. 63"188 0.62510
StDev SEMean
0."168"1"1 0.00425
From the inspection of these statistics, it is postulated that a nonnal distribution
may be suitable in describing the hourly data. A nonnality test based on Anderson-
Darling test was carried out with the plot shown in Figure 7-6. The test showed a p-value
of less than 0.0005, meaning that there is evidence to suggest that the data do not follow a
nonnal distribution. In fact this test is not appropriate because most large samples such as
this, with N=32737, would likely to fail the test. A plot of the empirical density function
based on hourly-observed series is shown in Figure 7-7. The bimodal feature is typical of
the tides in the sea as presented in Chapter 3. Apparently the tidal regime is very well
preserved at Siniawan although it is located upstream at 45 kIn from the river mouth.
Several other distributions types are fitted but none is found suitable. In this context, the
empirical density function derived using hourly data are to be considered for a Me
simulation at hourly interval. This is described in details in the next section.
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7.5.3 Me Simulation ofHourly Sequence
The pdfof both the tides and river series were derived using hourly data. Hence,
it was appropriate that the simulations of sequences were carried out at hourly intervals.
The process used is similar to the method used earlier in deriving the annual sequence
except that empirically derived and adjusted pdfs were used instead of the fitted
distribution.
Since the river series are governed by stochastic processes, the extension of the
upper tail beyond the maximum observed level was achieved by filting the Gumbel
distribution to the r largest extreme series. The probabilities were adjusted, by
insignificant amounts, to ensure that the total of probabilities sum to one. Appendix C3
shows the empirical probability density function for both the tide and river series, which
were used as lookup tables in the MC simulation. The listing of the program for carrying
out this lengthy simulation is shown in Appendix A6. The results of the MC simulation
involving 1000 yean; of hourly sequence are shown in Table 7-5. The results give similar
but slightly lower quantiles as compared with the results of the annual extreme method
given in Table 7-3.
7.5.4 Other Considerations
shows the method's ability to continuously obtain the river series at Siniawan
despite the fact that a river barrage has been built at 23 kIn downstream ofSiniawan. The
barrage is described in detailed in Sharp and Lim(2000). Because the barrage is opened
frequently for flushing purposes during low tides, some altered fonn of tidal series can be
'"
resolved by the Fourier fillering method. For future flooding probabilities, sufficient
length of the altered series can be used to derive the pdf of the tidaJ intrusion in post
barrage condition. For the example series used, the filtered tidal series in the post barrage
condition (after Febuaryl998) is not used as the tidal regime has changed. On the other
hand, the filtered river series in the post barrage condition can still be used as the water
levels are affected mainly by the upstream stochastic processes that remain unchanged.
Table 7-5 Design Flood Levels at Siniawan Estimated by Me
Simulation At Hourly Interval
Return Period T Z,
801 8.868
10 901 9.182
50 981 9.783
100 991 10.020
200 996 10.330
I Index ofSimulated annual maxIma sequencc(sorted III
ascending order, number of years simulated N=IOOO)
7.6 Discussions on the Fourier Method
In general, there are many deficiencies of the Fourier analysis, which have been
widely discussed in the literature. In fact there were many attempts to alleviate these
deficiencies. Window Fourier Transfonn or Short-Time Fourier Transfonn was one of the
revised methods (Gabor,1946; Allen and Rabiner, 1977; Portnoff, 1980).
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F'igure 7-8 Continuous River Series in Post·Barrage Conditions
According to thc Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, time and frequency energy
concentration are restricted. Fourier Transform deals with the frequency localization well
and neglect the time aspects. While transforming into the frequency domain as a whole,
the time information is lost. It is unable to provide much information about the
occurrence of spike or discontinuities, which can be very crucial in time-resolution
sensitive cases. Indeed, the inherent deficiencies in the Fourier Transform have motivated
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the search for a general alternative method of data analysis - wavelet methods- which are
to be discussed in the next chapter.
The fillering process camed out has been limited to the use of a low-pass filter.
Further studies may be conducted to examine the sensitivity of refining the filter. Comb-
filter may also be used ifthc spc<:ifie site has sufficiently long record (18.8 years) with
good time resolutions.
7.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a new design flood estimation method which endeavours to
separate the effc<:ts of the two underlying processes and assigning the probabilities of
occurrence separately and then calculating the joint probability. The method is applied
directly to assess the flooding frequencies at the location of interest without much prior
knowledge about the physical conditions. The method makes use of hourly data and is
very practical for situations where only a very short length of observed records exists,
e.g., 6 years f?r the Siniawan series. Me simulation has been utilised to derive the joint
probability of the two underlying regimes. The method has an advantage of keeping a
long-tenn record of the filtered river series, which is not affected by the alteration of the
tidal propagation processes in the downstream areas, e.g., construction of a barrage.
Fourier analysis in general has the inherent disadvantage of poor time localization, and is
unable to resolve the existence of spikes and discontinuities in time series very well.
Despite these disadvantages, the method itself has laid the groundwork for yet another
elegant, new method, the Wavelet Method, elaborated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8
8.1 An Exciting New Tool
Wavelet Method
The Fourier low-pass filter method as discussed in Chapter 7 provided a good
start, but it is not satisfactory due to the lack of a good separation algorithm and
robustness in considering the localization effects due 10 the non-stationary nature, in
terms of frequencies. of tides that interact with river flows. Thero arc many successes of
practical applications using wavelet transform method as a replacement method for the
traditional Fourier transform method in all fields of science. A wavelet analysis method is
an excellent mathematical tool that emerged in the late 1980's, while the original idea of
Fourier Transform that expresses a periodic function using an infinite sum of periodic
complex exponential functions dated back to 1822. Being a new statistical and
mathematical tool, the wavelet transfonn is a promising technique for use in the TIZ.
In this Chapter, a wavelet analysis method, applicable to flood frequency
analysis in the TIZ, is developed and tested. The resulls, in terms of lidal separation, are
very encouraging. The methodology proposed is a totally new approach in design flood
estimation method for the TIZ.
8.2 Wavelets Transform
8.2.1 Time Series and Wavelet Analyses
The basics of wavelets in general were introduced in Chapter 2. A brief preview
of the proposed Wavelet Method is found in Seclion 4.6. The application of wavelet
methods in time series analysis is the focus of this section. The essential tenns and
symbols to be used in later parts of the Chapler are defined herein.
8.2.1.1 Wavelet DecompositioD
Mullilcve1 decomposition using wavelets allows signals or time series to be
decomposed into coefficients of approximations and details. Essentially, the signal is
analyzed at different frequencies with different resolutions. Not every spectral component
is resolved equally. Multi-resolution analysis as such is designed to give good time
resolution and poor frequency resolution al high frequencies and good frequency
resolution and poor time resolution al low frequencies. This approach makes sense
especially when the signal in hand has high frequency components for shon durations and
low frequency components for long durations
8.2.1.2 Scale
The scale parameter in wavelet analysis is similar to the scale used in geographic
maps. As in the case of geographic maps, small or high scales correspond to a non-
detailed global view, and large or low scales correspond to a detailed view. Similarly for
wavelets, low frequencies (high scales) correspond to global infonnation of a signal,
whereas high frequencies (low scales) correspond to a detailed information of a hidden
pattern in the signal that usually lasts a relatively short time.
8.2.1 Comparison with Fourier Transform
There are two main reasons why Fourier Transform(FT) is losing its popularity
in many areas of signal processing. The first reason is that IT provides the average
frequency content over the entire signal, unacceptable to many applications. The other
shortcoming is the inability of FT to handle non-stationary signals. Chui (1992) traces the
attcmpt of Gabor (1946) to partially eorreet these deficiencies by introducing a windowed
FT. The following subsection examined these two factors in details and explains how
wavelets can overcome these deficiencies.
8.2.2.1 Localization
The deficiency of Fourier transfonn lies with the inherent poor localization
characteristic. In transfonning to the frequency domain. time information is lost, i.e., it is
impossible to tell when a particular event took place. A wavelet transform draws its
strength from its potential ability to localize the time-frequency coherent energy in a
given signal in the time-scale plane (Teolis. 1998). By choosing a wavelet that is well
localized in time and lor frequency, the corresponding wavelet transfonn will exhibit the
same localizing ability. Time localization and frequency localization are in fundamental
conflict, governed by an uncertainty principle well known in quantum meehanics called
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (Messiah, 1961). This principle has been used in
describing the incompatibility of frequency and time mathematically (Daubechies, 1990;
Teolis, 1998). Hence a suitable wavelet can be selected based on the objective of the
signal to be processed.
8.2.2.2 Stationarity
Stationarity in signal processing mostly refers to the state of the frequency in
signals. If the frequency changes over time, the signal is said to be non-stationary. Fourier
transfonnation is inadequate for dealing with non.stationary signals. Most signals contain
many nonstationary or transitory characteristics: drift, trends, abrupt changes. and
beginnings and ends of events. These characteristics are often the most important part of
the signal. and Fourier analysis is not suited to detecting them. On the other hand, wavelet
possesses the varying dilation characteristics and hence is able to handle the variation of
frequencies in a signal.
8.3 Wavelet De-noising
One of the successful applications of wavelets is in the field of non-parametric
statistical estimation (Bruce and Gao, 1996). Wavelet de-noising can be regarded as a
major breakthrough in wavelet application pioneered by Donoho and Johnstone (1994). It
is a powerful tool developed in the domain of wavelet analysis, providing a
nonparametric estimation of the function f using orthogonal basis. A general suppression
method is fonnulated based on the fundamental principal that noise is incoherent with
respect to a set of wavelet functions. In general, a smoothed signal.f{t) is obtainable from
a signal s(t) by
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(8-1)
where ?(t) represents noise such as the white noise N(O,l) and u is the noise level.
8.3.1 De-noising by Wavelet Shrlnkage
The principle of wavelet shrinkage used effectively in wavelet de-noising was
developed by Donoho and Johnstone (1994. 1995). The method called WaveShrink
consists oflhree steps: applying discrete wavelet transfonn, removing noise by shrinking
wavelet coefficients towards zero, and finally applying the inverse discrete wavelet
transfonn. The method shows great promise and further developments are carried out by
Nason (1995) using cross-validation; and Ogden and Panen (1996) developed a
threshholding scheme which is known to be dala-dependent.
For a signal s, the wavelet transfonn with j levels produces wavelet detailed and
approximation coefficients dl> d2•••..•d), QJ. The detail coefficients at different scale
levels are shrioked towards zero via a function &(x) such that the new detail coefficients
becomes 0"<1, (d, ), .... 0l.,a, (d J ) where c==.1.O". ). is the threshold while (J is an
estimate of the scale of the noise. Thcse dctail coefficients are reverse transfonned to
obtain the smooth estimate.
There are ccnain choices of the threshold J. that can achieve optimal estimate of
fit) with a minimum number of assumptions about the underlying nature of the true
function F. In statisticaltenns, there is a minimax risk over a broad class ofthe underlying
functions. The method also possesses a locally adaptive bandwidth such that the
WaveShrink estimates are provided based on smaller bandwidth for the localized abrupt
changes and wider band for smooth portion of a signaL
There are thus four major adjustment aJlowed to execute the de-noising of a
signal:
I. type of wavelet for analysis
2. shrinkage function &(x)
3. rule in computing the threshold)1
4. rule in estimating the scale ofthe noise or noise level Uj
Each of the four adjustments are further discussed below.
8.3.1.1 Type of Wavelet
The selection of the wavelet has to be selected to match the characteristics of the
signal to be analysed. There are no hard and fast rules for selecting a wavelet to use for an
analysis (Bruce and Gao, 1996). The main factors to watch oul for are the smoothness and
spatial localization of the wavelet, which are detennined primarily by the support of the
wavelet. There are also other trade-off factors such as vanishing moments, frequency
localization, symmetry, and orthogonality. In general, a wavelet with a higher number of
vanishing moments can better represent higher degree polynomial signals; a smoother
wavelet has better frequency localization properties.
8.3.1.2 Shrinkage Function
There are soft and hard shrinkage functions defined respectively by
1/ _JO iflxlS;).
o A(x)-lx ifl.ti>l
(8-2)
(8-3)
Statistically the soft shrinkage function is preferred as il is continuous. shrinking
values above the threshold. II concurs very well with the principle thaI noise affects all
wavelet coefficients. However, in a situation when reducing the bias in estimation is of
great concern, the hard shrinkage function is used. Bruce and Gao (1995) reviewed the
differences and provided a semisoft shrinkage to remedy the drawbacks of both.
8.3./.3 The Threshold Rule
A universal threshold Aj is one of the option that can be used for thresholding the
coefficients. This is given by:
(8-4)
where n is the sample size. The universal threshold is good where a very high degree of
smoothness is desired wilh largest thresholds. The other choice is minimax threshold for
hard and soft shrinkage computed by Dohono and Johnstone (1994) for a range ofsamplc
sizes. The method minimizes the upper bound on the asymptotic risk, giving smaller
threshold than an universal method for a given sample size, and resulting in less
smoothing.
8.3.1.4 Scale oftbe Noise
Three rules can be specified for selecting the scale of the noise"/
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A single scale factor using the finest scale detail coefficients d l
such
(8-5)
2. A single scale factor using all the detail coefficients d lo ••d.J such
that
(8-6)
Although the estimate of scale can be more accurate since all the
coefficients are usc, it may be influenced by the signal (Bruce and
Gao, 19%).
3. A separate scale factor for each level such that
(8-7)
Conceptually this approach is good for characterizing signals with
noise that varies from level to level.
8.3.1.5 Other Controls
There are other controls that may be used:
Setting all the coefficients at fine scale resolution to zero
2. Providing an individual choice of the vector of vertical thresholds and
noisescaJes
8.4 De-noising Flows Series in TIZ
The process of river flows at any time is stochastic in nature while the tidal
fluctuations are relatively detenninistic based on the knowledge of the periodic lunar-
solar effects. The superposition of the tides and river flow series is not linear due to the
hydraulic factors in mixing processes. However, the width of the window is changed as
the wavelet transfonn is computed for every single spectral component, which is probably
the most significant characteristic of the wavelet transfonn, would enable the dynamic
factor to be explained.
Wavelct analysis mcthod is known to be excellent in handling localization and
discontinuities. Streamflows are typically varying at a rate slower than the tidal
fluctuation. The tidal fluctuations at higher frequency, typically evident at lower water
level, are treated as 'noise'. The tidal series in the open seas are coherent as it was seen in
Chapter 3. It has an almost Gaussian distribution with some fixed periodicities. However,
as the tide propagates upstream it begins to posses some irregularities due to lag effects
caused by channel frictions and the interaction effects due to the river flows. Based on the
assumption that the tidal effects in the TIZ are non-coherent just like noise, the smoothed
or approximation component can be treated as the underlying function.
The wavelet de-noising approach, namely the WaveShrink method, is applied to
most of the water level series observed in the nz of the study area. A program written in
MATLAB is shown in Appendix A7. Various options as described in Section 8.3 are to
be chosen by the user.
8.4.1 Preliminary Assessment ofWavelet De-noising
Figure 8-1 shows the results of a wavelet de-noising performed on an hourly
water level series observed at a slation caned Batu Kitang situated in a TIZ. Casual
inspection of the series reveals that the tidal range is in the order of 4.5 to 5 metres. Some
bumps can be observed which ride well above the fluctuating tidal noise. These bumps
located at around 2400th hour (from the beginning of series) are attributed to the river
flows. A smooth function obtained by wavelet de-noising is ploncd over the signal. The
actual peaks well above the tide levels are perfectly replicated while the undulating
portion is estimated. It can be seen thai the lidal component is not significant at the peak
of the extreme events. The interaction effects by tides near the peaks are negligible. One
therefore attribute those peaks to the river discharges. With the same rigor, the method is
also able to separale those intermcdiate peaks with magnitude closer to the maximum
high tides such as one around 550lh hour. The smooth funclion represents a de-noised
series, which can be used for selecting the peak events at a preset interval, say one year as
in conventional flood frequency methods.
8.4.2 Assessment ofDe-noising Performance
The performance ofthe de-noising can be assessed based on three criteria:
the goodness of fit in the range >Hmax
2. the distribution of the tidal noise derived from the noise series
3. the correlation of the de-noised series with a flow series at an upstream
gauged station
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Figure 8-1 Results of Wavelet De-noising witb Distinct Peak, Hmax - 6.0m
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Figure 8-2 Results o(Wavelet De-noising Without Distinct Peak
Heuristic inspection, which can be very effective for eliminating some obviously
poor de-noising, is used as an initial screening process. The method is akin to the plotting
of functional fits in regression model.
Another segment of the same series is shown in Figure 8·2. For this case the
tides and river effects are almost the same. The de-noising algorithm is also able to yield
a reasonable estimate of the underlying smooth function based on an initial visual
inspection.
The wavelet method certainly out-perfonns other methods of smoothing
algoriduns such as LOESS, double exponential smoothing, etc. Figure 8-3 show an
example of LOESS while Figure 8-4 shows a double exponential smoothing. The LOESS
cannot distinguish the peak while the exponential smoothing is fitling a line through most
points.
8.4.3 Application o/Wavelet De-noising on a Full Series
Siniawan series used in Chapter 7 was also subjected to a wavelet de-noising
procedure. The procedure with the best de-noising options, resulted in the dc-noised
series shown in Appendix Dl, were established after several exploratory attempts. Owing
to the importance of de-noising options selection, the topic is discussed fully in Section
8.7 where sensitivity analyses are also dealt with.
Loess
Figure 8-3 LOESS of Batu Kitaog Data Segment 18:2000-2999 hr (using SPLUS)
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Figure 8-4 Double Exponential Smoothing of Batu Kitang Dala
Segment (e2) 18:2000-2999 hr (using MINITAB)
The selected options used for the de-noising are as follows:
o wavelet type: Daubechies 4 ( Db4)
o decomposition level: 4
o thresholding: soft
o thresholding rule: universal
o scale of noise: separate scale rule for each level (or min)
8.4.3.1 Multi-Level Decomposition
The ability of wavelet to decompose a signal into multiple levels is unique.
Figure 8-5 through Figure 8-8 shows the de-noised series for various levels of
decomposition for a segment of the hourly water level series at Siniawan (close to 3
months) using Daubechies 4. A major flood was recorded in the January month.
At Level 3, the de-noised series maintains some significant tidal signatures,
especially within the tidal range of about I to 6m (see Figure 8-5). Level 6 can be ruled
OUI, as the peaks are not reproduced well enough (see Figure 8-8). Hence among the
oplions available, Level 4 and 5 arc the closest in reproducing the peaks.
The peak values shown are all with reference to the time of the peak values
found for the segment of de-noised series. It may not correspond to the peak of the
original series.
Other types of wavelets and level of decomposition are also investigated. The
results are shown in Appendix 09 for comparison purposes. The same typical segment of
data from Siniawan is used in all the cases.
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Figure 8-5 Wavelet De-noising Using Decomposition at Level 3, Universal Sort
Threshold, and Rescaling by Level-dependent Estimatiou of Noise
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Figure 8-6 Wavelet De-noising Using Decomposition at Level 4, Univenal Soft
Threshold, and Rescaling by Level-dependent Estimation of Noise
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Figure 8-7 Wavelet De-noising Using Decomposition at LevelS, Universal Soft
Threshold, and Rescaling by Lcvcl-dcpendent Estimation of Noise
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Figure 8--8 Wavelet De-noising Using Decomposition at Level 6, Universal Soft
Threshold, and Rescaling by Level-dependent Estimation of Noise
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8.5 Distribution of De-noised Series
Once the series has been satisfactorily de-noised, the classical methods of flood
frequency analysis as discussed in Chapter 5 are then applied to the series. There are two
componcnts to be considered, the river series and the tidal series, and the combinatory
effects can be assessed similarly by the joint probability approach as discussed in Chapter
6 and 7. However, there are some differences that warrant some specific treatments. The
foremost concern is the varying levels of tidal noise.
Other pertinent issues arc the distribution of tidal noise and the maximum range
at which tides become ineffective. The distribution of the de-noised river series is treated
as described in Chapter 7, considering the hourly dcpendence aspects while deriving the
pdf and cdf from the hourly series.
8.5.1 Tidal Noise Distributions
In Chapters 3 and 7, it was noted that the tidal amplitudes in the sea condition off
the coast of Sarawak are distributed almost normally. The tidal noise series Tn has very
different characteristic of distribution when compared with the filtered tidal series found
using the Fourier method. The interaction effects of tides and river flows have certainly
contributed towards a diminishing tidal magnitude when the hydraulic momentum effect
of rivcr flow is very prominent as in a high flow or peak discharge event.
8.5.1.1 Statistics of Tn
Some basic statistics about the distribution of Tn is as follows:
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Variable
To
Variable
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N Mean Median
46780 0.00001 0.00962
Maximum 01
2.22576 -0.60844
TrMean
0.0026S
Q3
0.61072
StDev
0.725S9
SEMean
0.00335
A box plot in Figure 8-9 shows that Tn has a symmetric distribution wilh a
mean of zero and a quartile range of ±O.61. Hence it is likely that the noise is similar to
the Gaussian white noise.
Figure 8-9 Box Plot of T.
Figure 8-10 Histogram of Tn, with Normal Curve Superimposed
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However, a histogram with a nonnal curve superimposed in Figure 8·\0 shows
that the overall distribution of Tn is not exactly Gaussian. There still exists a bimodal
characteristic typical of the semidiumal tides.
8.5.1.2 Distribution of Noise with Respect to tbe De-noised River Series
Figure 8-11 shows a typical distribution of the tidal noise 1~ at different levels of
the de-noised river series Rd. As expected. the noise series is scattered most around the
lower de-noised levels where tidal effects are felt most. The plot also shows high variance
at lower de-noised level and a trend of diminishing tidal noise at the upper levels. It is
obvious that the excursion into the extreme high level is not as frequent as the lower
level, typical ofriverllows.
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Figure 8-11 Distribution of Tidal Noise With Respect to De-noised Levels at
Siniawan
For estimating the magnitude of tidal noise, a simplistic approach whereby a
certain maximum level, called tidal threshold Hrrax• was assumed beyond which the tidal
effect has diminished. For the example of the de-noised series obtained from Siniawan,
IJ.....x was estimaled at 6.Om. A more elaborate approach was to investigate the noise
distribution at each discrete de-noised level. For the example, a discrete interval of I m
was used for the series, which ranges from 2.3 to 1O.6m, making a total of9 intervals. For
each discrete de-noised level interval, a nonnal distribution was fitted to the associated
noise levels. The results of the fits are shown as in Appendix 03. It can be seen that at
some of the discrete intervals, the nonnal distribution filS very well. The best fit occurs at
around 5 m, the most frequent de-noised level. The fits are poor at the extreme ends
where sample sizes are small. A tendency of the tidal noise levels distributed as Gaussian
is likely as more points are observed. Figure 8-12 shows the mean of Tn for different
discrete de-noised level Rd. In the most frequent range of 3 to 6m, the mean is zero within
the 95% confident interval. The highest level of Rd at 11 m shows the greatest deviation
from zero. Figure 8-13 shows a distinct exponential decrease in standard deviation
moving from the low de-noised level to the highest level. The detailed values of the
means and standard deviation at each discrete de-noised level are tabulated in Table 8-1.
8.5.1 Distribution ofDe-noised River Series
An empirical cdf of the de-noised river series Rd can be derived from the
distribution of the series at hourly interval. Deriving an appropriate empirical cdf is the
prime objective of this section.
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Figure 8-13 Standard Deviation of Tidal Noise (Sigma) at Discrete De-noised Levels
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Tahle 8-1 Mean and Standard Deviation at Various De-noised Le\'el
Rd
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Mean Standard deviation
-D.lIS! 0.999
0.000518 0.7675
0.000106 0.7295
-0.0054 0.5113
-0.0215 0.4376
0.0919 0.3431
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FigureS-14 ACF and PACF of Rd
8.5.Z.I Time Series Diagnostic
Figure 8-14 shows the ACF and PACF of the de-noised river series. ACF shows
that the hourly series are correlated, as it does not decay rapidly. PACF shows there are
significant spikes at the first few lags. These are typical features of the hourly river series
as noted in Chapter 7.
8.5.2.2 Theta and the r largest Storm
The treatment of the dependency in filtered hourly river series R was shown in
Chapter 7. A correction faclor () and the number of stonns per year were required in an
adjustment technique applied to the de-noised river series R.I. The r largest stonns were
chosen after studying the average number of stonns per year shown in Appendix D4. A
full listing of the r largest stonns is shown in Appendix D5.
Figure 8-15 shows the plot on which the threshold level for the r largest stonns
can be selected. The crossing-over of the plot of the number of hourly exceedance and the
factor of m x u x e·1 marks the threshold level for the r largest stonns, which occurs at
about 4.0m in this example. The mean number of storm per year, u, approaches a constant
value of 37 at the crossing-over point
A listing of a program that is used for scanning the de-noised series for deriving
the factor of 0.1 and the number of stonn per year is shown in Appendix A8.
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Figure g..15 Selection of Threshold Level for the r largest Storm
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Figure 8-16 Approximation of Upper Tail by Gumbel Dislribution
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Figure 8-17 Upper Tail Extension in Details
8.5.2.3 Approximation of Upper Tail of the pdf of R.
An approximation of the upper tail of pdf of R" based on the fitting a distribution
to the r largest storms was shown in Chapter 7. The same technique was used in the
derivation of cdf from the de-noised river series. Figure 8-16 and Figure 8-17 show the
plot of the approximation of the upper tail using a fitted Gumbel distribution to the r
largest storms. A cdf of R" was derived using this approximation for extending the upper
tail beyond the observed nmge of R". The complete tabulation for the pdf and cdf are
shown in Appendix D6. The tabulation of cdf are used a~ a lookup table for Me
simuJations to be described in the next section. The sum of the ordinates of the extended
pdf is adjusted marginally to unity. A heuristic judgment was made in limiting the
extension of the upper tail. For consistent results. the cdf in all other cases were extended
such that the probability of non-exceedance in the tabulation was in the order of at least
8.6 Extreme Level Frequency Analysis
Once the characterization of the de-noised series associated with river flows R"
and the noise series associated with the tides Tw were completed, the next step was to
detetmine the flood quantiles.
8.6./ Models/or Deriving Flood Quantiles
Two models are deemed possible in characterizing the tidal noise with the
objcctive ofderiving flood frequency analysis. Model A assumes an exponential decrease
in the tidal noise as the de-noised level increases while Model B assumes that there exists
a threshold level H",,,,, above which the tidal noise is negligible. The rationale for both
models are based partly on the pattern of observed data as seen in Figure 8-13 and Figure
8-13. Model B is based on the priori that tidal dynamic influence will be physically
diminished beyond a particular water level elevation. The algorithms applicable to both of
the models are presented in the following sections.
8.6.1.1 Model A: Exponential Decrease in Noise Level
I. Compute the means and variances for tidal noise at each discrete interval ofthe
dc-noised level Rd. It is assumed that the noise is notmally distributed at each
of the de-noised level with varying means and variances (and standard
deviations).
2. Derive the pdf and cdf estimates of the de-noised lev.cls from the observed
hourly series. Adjustments are made to the hourly dependence effects.
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3. Perfonn Me simulations for n years with the following steps:
a. Randomly generate a random number between 0 and I for each
simulated hour.
b. Search the table of cdr of the de·noised level RJ and obtain a
generated value for the hour.
c. Search for the mean J1 and standard deviation (1 at the discrete R"
level by using the lookup table of mean and standard deviation
derived in step I.
d. Generate a noise level using a nannal distribution with the selected J1
anda.
e. Obtain the it~ hourly simulation Z; by Ihe addition of the noise level
obtained in step (d) with Ihe de-noised level obtained at step (b).
f. Repeat step (a) to (e) until i = 8766x n are accomplished.
4. Sort the generated hourly data and derived the flood quantiles based on the
empiricalcdfofZ.
The above algorillun is represented in a flow chart as shown in Figure 8·18. A
MATHLAB program that uses the algorithm is shown in Appendix 9.
No
End
Figure 8-18 Flow Chart for Me in Model A
Figure 8·19 Flow Chart ror MC in Model 8(2)
8.6.1.2 Model B: A Threshold Level H..... ExislS
This model can be applied in two alternative ways:
Model 8(1): Using the model to derive an annual maximum series and apply
traditional flood frequency analysis
Model 8(2): Using the model in a MC simulation 10 derive an hourly sequence
for many years and estimate flood quantiles using the simulated
empiricalcdf,
For Model B (1), the following algorithm is proposed:
1. Estimate H...... the maximum tidal amplitude based on the probability density
function of the tidal noise or scatter plot of the tidal noise.
2. Search the de-noised series R,( for an annual pcaks Hp and check with Hma•.
3. If Hp > Hmn., the peak is accepted as the extreme level for the year since the
interaction effect is weak and negligible.
4. If Hp < f/...., the interaction effect is significant. Obtain the corresponding
tidal amplitude to be added from the noise series.
5. Abstract the annual maximum tidal amplitude Am corresponding to Hp level.
6. Perform traditional flood frequency analysis on the adjusted peak series:
a. Fit a distribution to the annual maximum series ofH p•
b. Fit a distribution to the annual tidal maximum amplitude Am.
c. Perform a joint probability computation by using MC simulation
making use of the fitted distributions. Annual results for a large
number of years are hence derived.
d. Derive flood quantiles from the simulated annual peak series.
For the Model B (2), an algorithm similar to the Model A except that llmu is
used. The proposed algorithm is as follows:
I. Estimate Hrnax the maximum tidal amplitude based on the probability density
function of the tidal noise or scatter plot of the tidal noise.
2. Perform computation of mean and standard deviation for tidal noise at
discrete interval of the de-noised level RI! below H_~. It is assume that the
noise is normally distributed at each de-noised level with varying values of
mcan p and standard deviation CT.
3. Derive pdf and cdf estimates of Rd from observed hourly data. Adjustments
are made to the hourly dependenee effects.
4. Perform Me simulation for n years with the following steps:
a. Generate a random number PI between 0 and I as the probability of
non-exceedance for eaeh simulated lk hour.
b. Search the cdfof the de-noised level for a level that correspond to the
probability value Pl.
c. If Rd > Hmax, assign Zi = Rd and skip to step (g). otherwise generate
another random number P2 between 0 and I.
d. Search for the mean and standard deviation at the discrete RI! level
using the lookup table of mean and standard deviation derived in step
(2).
e. Generate a noise level using a normal distribution with the selected
mean and standard deviation.
f. Obtain the ,.ttl hourly simulation Z; by the addition of the noise level
obtained in step (e) with the de-noised level obtained at step (b).
g. Repeat step (a) to (f) until i = 8766x n are accomplished.
5. Sort the generated hourly data and derived the flood quantiles based on the
empirical cdf of Z.
Between the two approaches applicable. the latter method of Model B(2)
involving Me simulation is preferred as it is suitable for short observed records. The
method of Model 8(1) is only appropriate when data series are of considerable length.
often recommcnded to be more than 18.6 years for any analysis of tidal series (Pugh.
1987). Model 8(2) is referred later in this Chapter simply as Model B. A MATLAB
program that uses Model B is shown in Appendix AI O.
8.6.2 Application ofFlood Frequency Analysis
80th the de-noised series ofSinawan water level series and the tidal noise series
were subjected to the techniques of flood frequency analysis developed in Section 8.6.1.
The results of characterizing the distribution of the series in Section 8.5 were used.
Various models of generating flood series using Me were examined using the cdfs of Rd.
the means and variances of Tn. and a threshold level for the non-tidal range H",,,,,. Table
8-2 shows the tabulation of the flood quantiles obtained, using Model A and B. Model B
gives slightly higher flood quantilcs as compared with Model A. Ratios of the flood
quantile levels to the maximum recorded level in a six year period is also shown in the
table. The ratios are not high which are typical characteristics of floods found in the tidal
Table 8-2 Flood Quantiles LT at Siniawan Derived by tbe Wavelet Metbod
Return Period LTUsing Model A LT Using Model B
(Years) (mean, variance)
(m)
(Hmax=6m)
(m)
Model A
11.04 11.54 1.08 1.13
11.90 12.41 1.16 1.21
10 12.57 12.93 1.23 1.26
SO 13.91 14.06 1.36 1.37
100 14.17 14.30 1.38 1.40
200 14.26 14.40 1.39 1.41
Note:
I. Option u"d ;, wavelet de-noising of the series w"' by
Daubechies 4 at decomposition level 4, soft thresholding using
universal rule and scale factors for noise at different level.
2. L~. was the maximum observed level,
"
10.24m, of the
Siniawan series with a record length of 6 years.
8.7 Sensitivity Analysis of De-noising Factors
One of the main drawbacks in any mathematical simulation that produces results
with no direct physical observations for comparison, is the validation process. And this is
the case for comparing the results of the estimated flood quantiles derived by using
simulation methods. In fact, even the traditional flood frequency analysis in the non-tidal
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zone using statistical and probabilistic inferences, too. suffers from the same problem. To
alleviate this drawback. a sensitivity analysis is perfonned to check the major factors that
influence the outcomes. All the factors discussed in Section 8.3.1 concerning wavelet de-
noising factors influence the tidal noise. Factors that are considered in de~noising process
are the type of wavelet. the shrinkage function. the thresholding options, and the scale
factor on noise. among others. The sensitivity of the results to these factors was therefore
assessed and described in the following sub-sections.
8.7.1 Type ofWavelet and Decomposition Levels
The type of wavelet and the decomposition level are the most important factors
found in the initial graphical inspections in Section 8.4. The type of wavelet has been
limited to the Daubechies family of wavelets as these are the type suitable for studying
responsive series such as tides. Table 8-4 shows al1 the basic statistics of various de-
noised series Sa obtained by using different options of wavelet type and decomposition
levels which are in the suitable range as found in the initial plots in Section 8.4. The
statistics of the observed series at Siniawan arc also listed for comparison purposes.
All the plots of the statistics. with the various types of wavelet used. are shown
in Appendix D7. The most significant statistic affected by the type of wavelet used is the
range. maximum and minimum. The maximum statistics is the most important factor for
flood estimation purposes. The plot of maximum versus various type of wavelet used is
highlighted and shown as Figure 8-20. It is observed that the option at level 4 produces
the highest possible maximum level while moving from level 3 to 6, with the exception of
wavelet Daubechies Type 5. The other plots shown in Appendix D7 also show that the
means, varianees and inter quartile ranges are not sensitive (a the type of wavelet being
used. However, these later statistics may not be meaningful as the number of sampling
points is large, at 46780. The scatter plots of tidal noise are shown in Appendix 08.
Table 8-3 Statistics of Various De-noised Series Obtained by Different Options as
Compared with the Observed Series at Sinlawan
Way. L Mean Var. QI Median Q3 IQR Mini. Maxi. Range Skew K"rt
Observed
3.7789 0.963 3.039 3.780 4.441 1.403 0.98 10.24 9.26 0.78 2.75
Db' 3 3.7787 0.544 3.351 3.699 4.080 0.730 1.39 10.33 8.93 2.28 11.92
Db3 4 3.7789 O.44t 3.410 3.669 3.982 0.571 2.08 10.86 8.78 3.22 18.76
Db' , 3.7792 0.407 3.426 3.664 3.979 0.553 2.26 10.75 8.50 3.27 19.48
Db3 6 3.7795 0.364 3.434 3.690 3.980 0.545 2.56 9.96 7.40 3.23 19.76
Db4 3 3.7789 0.531 3.358 3.698 4.074 0.715 1.79 10.25 8.46 2.39 12.60
Db4 4 3.7789 0.437 3.409 3.664 3.971 0.562 2.10 10.64 8.54 3.25 18.91
Db4 , 3.7789 0.405 3.423 3.674 3.969 0.547 2.30 9.78 7.48 3.22 18.70
Db4 6 3.7799 0.358 3.436 3.689 3.991 0.556 2.55 8.88 6.32 3.08 17.47
Db' 3 3.7788 0.523 3.362 3.695 4.060 0.698 1.32 10.42 9.10 2.46 13.02
Db' 4 3.7787 0.437 3.4tO 3.661 3.975 0.565 1.68 10.06 8.38 3.25 18.67
Db' , 3.7792 0.405 3.424 3.671 3.980 0.556 1.90 10.44 8.54 3.30 20.11
Db' 6 3.7798 0.362 3.438 3.684 3.994 0.556 2.13 9.43 7.31 3.09 17.52
Db6 3 3.7788 0.5t6 3.367 3.692 4.051 0.684 1.67 10.13 8.46 2.53 13.46
Db6 4 3.7789 0.437 3.411 3.659 3.977 0.566 1.76 10.77 9.01 3.29 19.26
Db6 , 3.7790 0.408 3.420 3.665 3.979 0.559 2.00 10.48 8.48 3.29 20.05
Db6 6 3.7789 0.364 3.434 3.691 3.982 0.548 2.02 9.77 7.75 3.20 19.49
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Figure 8-20 Maximum Statistics of De-noised Siniawan Level Series by
Different Types of Wavelet and Decomposition Levels
8.7.2 Flood Quanti/es
The foregoing section of looking at the basic statistics of de-noised series may
not yield much insight as far as the flood estimation methods are concerned. The direct
approach of looking at the flood quanliles is more meaningful, although more elaborate
efforts are required. Beside the type of wavelet and decomposition level factors, two
modelling methods for deriving the flood quantiles from the two separated series of Sd
and T~ are also considered
From the observation in Section 8.4, Daubechies 4 and 5 are the closest
contenders in de-noising the water level series in TIZ. Decomposition at level 3, 4 and 5
are amongst the best choices. Investigation on the effects of these factors is summarized
in Table 8-4. For each option, a MC simulation of hourly data up to 1000 years are
carried out, which takes approximately 14 hours to run on a computer equipped with a
CPU of Pentium II 450 MHz and RAM of 192MB.
Table 8-4 ComparisioD of Flood Quantiles Obtained by Various Wavelet and
Frequency Modelling Options
Option D4l4 D4l4 D4L3 D4L3 D3L4 D3L4 OSl4 D5L4 D5L5 OSL5 D4l5 D4l5
A B A B A B A B A B A B
D,"
Level
Model A
T=2 11.04 11,54 10.16 10.\0 10.37 10.SO 10.75 10.72 11.30 11.17 11.51 11.27
1=5 11.90 12.41 10.27 10.26 10.92 11.45 11.49 11,49 12.08 11.87 12.27 12,11
1=10 12.57 12.93 10.34 10,29 11.92 11.92 11,97 11.97 12.59 12,53 12.76 12.63
1=50 13,91 14.06 10.85 10,85 13.01 13.01 13.10 13.10 13.75 13,53 13.89 13.82
1=100 14.17 14.30 11.05 11.05 13.29 13.29 13.39 13.39 14.02 13.86 14.24 14.13
1=200 14.26 14.40 11.15 11.15 13.41 13.41 13.52 13.52 14.13 14.10 14.37 14.26
Note: Dau = Daubechies Wavelet type. Level = De<::omposition level, Model - Frequency
model, Model n with Hmax=6m, T ERetum period
A quick comparison of the flood quantiles shows that the options using
Daubechies 4 wavelets with decomposition up to level 4 and 5 give the highest values
while the option of Daubechies 4 with decomposition level 3 gives the lowest. This can
be seen clearly as in Figure 8-2 land Figure 8-22. The option Daubechies 3 with level 4 is
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in between. It is also observed that the decomposition level plays a greater role as
compared 10 the type of wavelet. The choice of Model A or B is not important except
when Daubechies 4 with decomposition levels of 4 and 5 are used.(see Figure 8-23).
Overall, the option of Daubechies 4 with decomposition level of 4 gives the most
conservative results. In flood frequency analysis, there is often an affinity to opt for the
methods that give more conservative results. Without exception. the Daubechies 4 wilh
decomposition level 4 is the preferred wavelet de-noising option to be used for flood
frequency analysis in the tidal interaction zone.
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8.8 Chapter Summary
A new approach in for estimating design floods in a TIZ has been presented. It is
based on a nonparametrie wavelet de-noising method. Initial inspection oCthe plots ofde-
noised series using various wavelet types. thresholding methods and options in de-noising
has pointed to the Daubechies 4 decomposed up to the fourth level as the most suitable
combination in solving the problem of separating tidal signatures from river flow series.
Subsequent treatments of the de-noised series to derive flood quantiles were also
developed in close association with the appropriate characterization of Ihe noise and de-
noised series. Intensive computation was used in the Me simulations. Sensitivity
analyses were perfonned giving some insights into the effects of using various major
wavelet de-noising options. The flood quantiles derived by the most suitable wavelet de-
noising options were compared. Daubechies 4 with decomposition at level 4 gives the
most conservative results.
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Chapter 9 Summary
This thesis has reviewed and analyzed six different methods that can be used to
estimate design floods in tidal interaction zones (TIZ). In addition. subsidiary issues
related 10 the study area such as the regional flood frequency analysis for the non·tidal
zones, and the characterization of tidal phenomena in the estuaries or open sea areas are
also examined. This chapter summarizes and consolidates the major findings afthe thesis.
The final conclusions and recommendations are presented in the next chapter.
9.1 Design Flood Estimation Methods in TIZ
Design flood estimation methods for use in tidal interaction zones are assessed
and presented. Some of the methods arc modified from earlier works while others are
newly developed in this thesis. These methods are
L Hydrodynamic Modelling Method (Reviewed herein)
2. Direct Frequency Analysis (Reviewed herein)
3. Rating Curve Method (Reviewed herein)
4. Joint probability Method (Reviewed herein)
5. Fourier Method (Further developed herein)
6. Wavelet De-noising Method (New method developed herein)
9.2 Hydrodynamic Modelling Method
The Hydrodynamic Modelling Method is one ofthc major methods used in many
major river engineering projects. It centres on the use of the St. Venant equation to
describe the hydrodynamic processes. which are modelled progressively at a certain fixed
time step. In cases where the flood flows are confined in the main channel, and lateral
flows are negligible, one-dimensional modelling is sufficient. Two-dimensional
modelling is necessary for wide flood plains. Even though it is a detcnninistic approach
which requires a lot of resources such as in data collection. surveying, data processing
and analysis. the results obtained are nonnally attached with some probabilistic
assumptions due to the many combined cases of input factors. The method can be very
efficient when flood simulation on a basin-wide seale is demanded. On the contrary, if the
quantile of an isolated location is required, especially for many small projects. this
method is cumbersome. and it is often beyond the resources of the project. For this study,
this method is not further elaborated. as there are extensive references to the subject in the
literature.
9.3 Direct Frequency Method
It has been shown that the Direct Frequency Method can be effective when
applied in the upper reaches and as well as out in the open seas, where the flow conditions
or levels are purely influenced by a single phenomenon. Annual maximal flood series are
used as in a traditional flood frequency analysi~ which involves the fitting of a suitable
probability distribution. The application of this method in the TIZ is not recommended
since the basis of the assumption is not well founded. The method is suitable for a single
process and is not appropriate for a two-process joint event as in the TIZ, which involves
meteorological forcing events in the river and the astronomical forcing events in the open
sea. However, for a quick baseline check, this method docs provide some initial answers.
9.4 Rating Curve Method
The Rating Curve Method involves fitting regression lines to relate the
discharge, Q, at the upstream inflow locations with the sea levels, H, in the estuaries or
the open sea. Superficially this method may sound simple and good for a quick
estimation, however, it suffers from very poor correlations between Hand Q. The large
variance may be due to unaccounted factors, such as the tributary effects. time
synchronization problem and lag effects. If it is properly established, the results can be
superseded by the Joint probability Method or JPM. The simple relationship makes it
useful in simple real time flood forecasting purposes. Although it is not recommended for
any serious design application, the method may serve its purpose for initial checking of
quantile estimations.
9.5 Bivariate Distribution Method or JPM
The Bivariate Distribution or Joint Probability Method is good for the estuaries,
where the effects of river flow is minimum. 11 relies heavily on the availability of data at
three locations: upstream, downstream, and the TIZ. By using the pdfs of the
distributions of discharges at the upstream inflow location and water levels at the
estuaries or at the open sea, the probability of non-exceedance associated with the
discharges and water levels at the boundaries can be estimated. By using further
information obtained elsewhere, such as the H-Q relationship from the rating curve
method, a join! probability distribution can be computed for the TIZ by using the
marginal distributions. Theoretically this method is well defined, but in practice it still
depends on the correlation ofH-Q to define the final joint distribution. The correlation is
usually ill-established as discussed earlier.
9.6 Fourier Method
The Fourier Method is adapted and developed further in this study for the TIZ. It
is based on the knowledge of the characteristics of tides which have higher frequencies
than the river flows. A low pass filter in the Fourier domain is used to separate the slow
frequency components from the higher frequencies. A newly developed computation
procedure is used to derive the flood quantiles from the filtered series involving the use of
a correction factor to adjust for hourly data. By adopting a set of Monte Carlo procedure,
an ensemble of annual peaks can be simulated using an extended cdf or the filtered river
flow series. Although it is less precise about the interaction effects of the tides and fluvial
discharges by assuming the superposition of the tides and river series. the method has its
merits in terms of the principle of separating the tidal from the river flow series. It also
has the advantage that it can be applied directly to an isolated location of interest. This
method lays the foundation for the next method using wavelets since the techniques used
for flood quantile determination arc adopted in the wavelet method.
9.7 Wavelet De-noising Metbod
The wavelet De-noising Method is a completely new approach for design flood
estimation in the T1Z. The water level series is subjected to a set of decomposition
techniques. which effectively filter out the tidal influence as noise. The de-noising
technique consistently detects the time evolution of the frequency content of data at all
time scales. \I separates tidal and river flows, similar to the Fourier Method, but the main
difference is that it uses a wavelet, which has the ability to shrink or expand, as opposed
10 the fixed sine or cosine function available in Fourier domain. The distribution of both
two series is derivable after some adjustment for the correlation effects of hourly data.
Two models are developed to extract flood quantiles using Me simulations. One
of the advantages of this method is that it is applied to the point of interest and does not
require great efforts in gathering vast amount of data and infonnation. The method is
promising because of the superiority of wavelets in handling non-stationary tidal effects
at the TIZ.
9.8 Comparison oftbe Methods
After the detailed assessment of the various methods in Chapter 5 through 8, it is
now possible to compare several of these using the same water level series at Siniawan, in
the TIZ of Sarawak. Malaysia. The comparison of the results using several methods
considers other factors beyond just the flood quantiles. This is because in a flood
estimation exercise one may never know the true flood quantiles exactly, especially when
the data series available is short.
9.8.1 Comparison in Terms ofFlood Quantiles
A straight comparison of various methods by the flood quantiles estimated using
various methods is possible, although some choices have to be made pertaining to the
selection of the best option available within eaeh method. Table 9-1 shows all the flood
quantiles at Siniawan derived using various methods. A plot of the results is shown in
Figure 9-1. Two historical flood levels are obtained by level surveying after the floods in
1963 and 1976. The frequency analysis on the rainstorms that caused the extreme floods
showed that the return periods for the January 1963 and January 1976 rainfalls are of the
order of lOO- and 25· year respectively. The observed flood peak levels at Siniawan in
these two floods are also plotted in Figure 9·1. It can be seen that the wavelet method
produces flood quantiles within close range of these great floods. The method of Wavelet
(04L4·) gives the most conservative results. 04L3 and D414 refer to the ease of wavelet
de·noising using the Daubechies wavelet Type 4 with the decomposition level set at 3 and
4 respectively, as described in Section 8.7.1. The Model B (denoted by·) is used in
obtaining the flood quantiles from the de-noised series. It is interesting to note that the
Fourier Method gives the lowest flood quantiles and hence it can be used as a check on
the lower limits of the quantile estimates for other methods. Overall, the Wavelet Method
appears to perform well in flood quantile derivation, although some further fine tuning
may be required.
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Table 9-1 Flood Quantiles at Siniawan Derived Using Various Methods
Method T=2 T=IO T=50 T=IOO T=200
Direct Frequency 8.49 10.21 10.84 10.99 11.10
Fourier (Annual) 9.14 9.63 10.46 10.76 11.05
Fourier (Hourly) 8.87 9.18 9.78 10.02 10.33
Wavelet (D4L3*) 10.16 10.34 10.85 11.05 11.15
Wavelet (D4L4*) 11.54 12.93 14.06 14.30 14.40
Historical Flood Caused by Return Period Rainstonns
FloodofI963(T", 100) 13.71
Flood of 1976 (T", 25) 11.32
Note: (I)Flood quantiles are presented as the water levels in MACD. (2)· refers to
Model B. (3) The return periods T (years) of historical floods are estimated by the
frequency analysis of rainfall.
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9.8.1 ComJUlrison in terms ofEJJOrl Required
The effort required for a flood estimation exercise can be broadly defined as the
time and resources required in deriving the best possible estimates. These include the
processes involved in gathering of all the available information and data to satisfy the
needs of the method. However, it does not include conventional data gathering over a
long-term basis, as it is normally the jurisdiction of a particular agency or a government
department to conduct that over a long-temt basis. The broad comparison on the data and
information requirement for various methods can be seen in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2 Comparison of Data and Information Required for Various Method
Method Sea TIZ Upstream Others
Station Station Station
WL WL Q
Direct Required
Frequency
Hydrodynamic
Rating Curve
Joint probability
Fourier
Wavelet
Required Required Required River morphology,
cross-sectional and
flood plains survey
Required Required Required
Required Required Required
Required
Required
Note: WL.=o Water level series; <F Discharge series
9.8.1 Assumption.s ofthe Methods
The interaction effect of tidal and fluvial discharges is one of the fundamental
factors for consideration in the comparison. There is a varying degree of assumption
about the interaction effects as can be seen lisled in Table 9-3. On the other hand, the
stationary effects of tides are assumed with the exception of the wavelet method. The
stationary assumption about tides is not valid whenever the river fluctuations affect the
tide propagation into the estuary. In addition, the stationary assumption about the mean
tide level is not well founded in the context of the current perceived global wanning
phenomenon, which may result in the rise of the mean sea level (and hence the mean tide
levels).
Table 9-3 Comparison of Major Assumptions for Various Method
Method Stationary Intcraction Effects
Tidal Series
DircctFrequency Assumed
Hydrodynamic Asswned
Rating Curve Assumed
Joint probability Assumed
Fourier Assumed
Wavelet NOI
assumed
No interaction
Full interaction effect considered by solving St.
Venant equation
Effects indirectly taken care ofby the regression of
H-Q at various Z levels
Superposition of extreme events by likelihood, using
rating curves
Superposition of extreme events by likelihood, using
simple additive model
Superposition of extreme events by likelihood, using
varying level of noise at various de-noised levels
9.8.4 Ideal Record-Length ofData Series
The length of the water level series or discharge series available is crucial in
choosing the appropriate flood estimation method. For satisfying statistical coherency, the
failure to meet the lowest limit may prevent the usage of a panicular method. Table 9-4
shows the ideal record-length of data series to be used in various methods. In order to
cover a full tidal cycle, 18.6 years is recommended in Chapter 2. For the frequency
analysis of annual peak discharge series in the non-tidal zone, it is recommended to have
series of at least 25 years. From the tabulation, it can be seen that the loint Probability,
the Rating Curve, and the Hydrodynamic Modelling Methods are more demanding than
the Direct Frequency, Fourier and Wavelet Methods are less demanding as far as the ideal
record-length of data series or implicitly, data availability, is concerned.
Table 9-4 Ideal Data Length for Various Methods
Metbod Sea TlZ
Station Station
WL WL
Upstream
Station
Q
Direct Frequency 18.6 years, hourly
Hydrodynamic 18.6 years, hourly 18.6 years, hourly 25 years
Rating Curve 18.6 years, hourly 18.6 years, hourly 25 years
Joint probability 18.6 years, hourly 18.6 years, hourly 25 years
Fourier 18.6 years, hourly
Wavelet 18.6 years, hourly
'"
9.8.5 Special Comparison between Fourier and Wavelet Methods
The differences between Fourier and Wavelet Methods can be seen graphically
by comparing the results of fillering performed on a data series. Figure 9-2 show a typical
set of results obtained by applying both methods.
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The most significant difference is the plots of the tidal series or noise. Fourier
Method gives results that are not realistic at the periods of high fluvial flows. The tidal
noise series as derived by the Wavelet Method. however, shows progressive reduction in
tidal noise as the fluvial flows increases. This concurs very well with the physical
expectation that the tidal effect diminishes as the fluvial process increases. In fact this
major difference in results presents the single most important reason why the Wavelet
Method is the preferred method.
A complete set of similar filtering results using the two methods are shown in
Appendix CI and DI.
9.9 Recommended Method
The Wavelet Method as presented is recommended as the best based on the
following attributes:
I. More robustness due to the good time-frequency localization characteristics as
compared to the Fourier Method. The ability to recognize the tidal effects and
separate them from the streamflow stage hydrograph is much more robust.
2. More consistency in output - the tidal noise series is consistently separated out
while the variation of distribution over the entire range of de-noised level has
implicitly taken care of the interaction effects of tidal and fluvial discharge,
3. Fast algorithms - fewer coefficients arc needed in wavelet decompositions than in
Fourier transfonn; this can be important for the decomposition of a lengthy data
record.
4. The wavelet method can handle non-stationary series - the constant effect of some
series is not a problem with the wavelet analysis. There is no assumplion made on
the stationary nature of the tidal series, which may be changing due 10 the rise of
the mean sea levels.
9.10 Limitations of the Recommended Method
There are some known limitations concerning the recommended methods as
listed below.
The new methods developed, mainly the Fourier and the Wavelet Methods, are
logically sound although an absolute verification of the quantiles estimated may
be impossible (the lrue quanliles are never known). Comparison of the results of
the various methods and sensitivity analysis may help 10 reduce the uncertainty.
2. The local flow condition at a site may be changed drastically, such as the
imposition of a certain major change to the river morphology in proximity, e.g.,
a river barrage..This may affect the results using methods that rely on the
analysis of historical data series. Care must bc exercised in selecting the data
series that are free from such disturbances.
3. The data series available in the study area arc relatively short and some series do
not fuUy satisfy the ideal dala record-length criteria. Another unfavourable factor
is that some discontinuities arc found in the records. For practical purposes, Ihe
short gaps are filled with Ihe mean level of the observed series 10 minimize the
number of discontinuity.
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9.11 Upstream and Downstream Boundary Conditions
While the main objective of this thesis is to compile and develop the methods for
the estimation of design floods in the TIZ, the upstream and the downstream boundary
conditions arc required in order to earry out some of the methods. The upstream
requirement is the design flow, detennined from the regional flood frequency analysis.
The downstream requirement is the characterization of the tidal phenomena.
9.11.1 Regional Flood Frequency Analysis/or the Non-Tidal Zones
Two homogeneous regions were found for Sarawak based on the cluster analysis
initially and the subsequent derivation of heterogeneity statistics using the L-moment
approach. Monte Carlo simulation tests have indicated that the Generalized Logistie and
the Generalized Pareto distributions are appropriate for Region A and B respectively.
However, the next closest fit by the Generalized Extreme Value distribution for Region B
is adopted instead of the Generalized Pareto distribution, which has an upper bound. A
regional growth curve is developed for each of the region, which enables the derivation of
flood quantiJes for any ungauged basin in the non-tidal zone ofSarawak:.
9.11.1 Characterization o/Tidal Phenomena
The flow conditions in the sea or estuaries of all the rivers in Sarawak are
predominantly tidal, which has caused the rivers to have extensive tidal interaction zones.
The tidal species is mainly semidiumal in the coastal waters of western Sarawak.
Progressively, it becomes a mixture of semidiurnal and diurnal in the sea off Brunei, to
northeastern Sarawak. The distribution of tidal levels is not exactly nonnal due to the
bimodal characteristics of the semidiumal tides. This implies that the empirical
distributions are preferred in simulation purposes.
In the TlZ. the characteristics of tides are not changed drastically as compared
with the stale in the sea or estuaries. The bimodal characteristics of the semidiumat tides
are still noticeable in the distribution of the filtered tidal series obtained by Fourier
Method and the tidal noise series obtained by the Wavelet De-noising Method. Indirectly,
this serves as an indication of the success in separating the tidal components from the
observed water level series in the TlZ.
Chapter 10 Conclusions and
Recommendations
10.1 Conclusions
The estimation of design floods, both in the non-tidal and tidal zones, remains an
important element in the planning and design processes of many civil engineering
projects. The Hydrodynamic Modelling Method, which is based on simulation of flow
conditions in a TIZ, is comprehensive but it does not assign probabilities of events by
itself. Relational methods. such as the Rating Curves Method and Bivariate Method have
been used, but generally both suffer from the deficiencies of poor regression fits. The
Direct Frequency Method is not strictly applicable as it is meant for the univariate case. It
may be used when hourly data series longer than 18.6 years are available. It is shown that
the Wavelet De-noising Method, a new approach utilizing wavelet theory and Monte
Carlo simulation, pennits the derivations of fiood quantiles in a modest and consistent
manner. The Fourier Method is another new method, which. too, gives the direct
solUlions to the specific site in Question and employs Monte Carlo simulation. but the
results are lower in magnitude than those obtained from using other methods.
From the compilation of the existing methods, the development of two new
methods, and the subsequent confinnatory studies carried out in this study, the following
specific conclusions can be made:
I. There have been no comprehensive compilation and streamlining of the flood
estimation methods applicable to the TIl. This thesis has addressed this specific
area in a comprehensive manner.
2. A new methodology using wavelet method is developed. It has the advantage of
providing flood estimates at the point of interest provided the observed series in
the vicinity is available. In comparison with the hydrodynamic method, it requires
much less efforts and avoids the weak assumptions about joint probability at
different sites. Theoretically, it is superior to the simple additive model such as the
Fourier method. Using an extended pdf, an approach by Monte Carlo simulation
has made the derivation of flood quantiles possible.
3. Type 4 of the Daubechies wavelet family with the decomposition level set to 4 is
found to be an acceptable combination that serves to perfonn de-noising on the
data series found in the study area.
4. The Fourier method is also developed and it is recommended as a check on the
lower bound of flood quantiles. Being an additive model. it does not consider the
interaction effects explicitly. As compared with the direct frequency method. lhis
method is an improvement as it considers the tidal and fluvial processes
separately. It lends 10 give less conservative results as compared with the wavelel
method.
5. The Direct Frequency Method perfotTI1s well in the upper reaches, where the
fluvial flooding is dominant. It requires the leasl effort and can be used as a quick
check on the magnitudes of the other methods. In order to have credible results, at
least 18.6 years of data series is required - a difficult criterion to meet in Sarawak.
6. The Joint Probability Method used for the sea level analysis by coastal engineers
is extended 10 the Til. It has a good theoretical basis but in practice it suffers
from thc difficulties in obtaining a credible H.Q relationship to allow the
computation of the joint probability. Synchronous series at three locations is
required for this method- another difficult criterion to be met.
7. For a single river channel with no major side tributaries, the Rating Curve Method
is applicable provided there are synchronized series available at three locations.
One caveat to watch is that Ihe large scallers of the Q-f/ plot may prevent the
derivation of the loci of Z at the TIl distinctively.
8. The installation of a long-tenn observatory network for water levels at major
towns and cities in the TIl should be promoted. Data in the TIl are scarce or of
poor quality. Most of the methods for flood estimation in the TIl use water level
data at hourly or finer time intervals. The urge to know the long tenn effects of
climate change on the coastal waters and estuaries including the TIl will certainly
demand these data sets for accurate assessment. A current shift in the attention of
some researchers on global climate change to quantifY the change based on a
micro-environment such as a river basin instead of the global circulation model is
a sign that more data in the TIZ will be in great demand.
9. Hydrodynamic models have been used in large scale studies and engineering
design. Continuous simulation of the inflows or rainfall requires some
assumptions of the combinatory effects. It also has the disadvantage of demanding
great efforts in data collection. For large-scale studies, this method will continue
to be use<!.
to. The regional flood frequency analysis of the non-tidal zones in Sarawak has
concluded that two hydrological homogeneous regions, with a possible third
mountainous region, exist in Sarawak. The best distributions to describe the
arulUal flood series for the two identified regions are the Generalized Logistic and
the Generalized Extreme Value distributions.
II. The tides in the coastal waters of Sarawak are mainly semi-diurnal. The bimodal
characteristic of the tides can be seen in the filtered tidal series obtained by the
Fourier Method and tidal noise series obtained by the Wavelet De-noising
Method. This can be regarded as an indirect indication of the success in the
separation of the tidal component using the two methods.
Overall. the alternative methods for design flood estimation in the TlZ are
developed and illustrated by applying most of the methods to some data series obtained
from Sarawak, Malaysia. Some existing methods arc modified. The whole approach in
the design flood estimation in the Til is streamlined, based on the availability ofdata and
requirements. Comparison of some of the methods is carried out, and sensitivity analysis
is perfonned whenever possible. The methods and results presented are thus very useful
for estimating design floods in any other river basins with similar extensive tidal
interaction zones.
10.2 Recommendations
The use of wavelet method is recommended for estimating design floods in the
TLZ of Sarawak, especially for isolated locations where data series are short.
Hydrodynamic models are to be used in relatively large scale projects. The characteristics
of the boundaries conditions, presented as the regional flood frequency analysis and tidal
distributions in Sarawak. are recommended to be used in association with the method
chosen.
During the course of this research, certain topics that were found to be of interest
that warrant some further in-depth studies. These are listed and briefly discussed as
follows:
Choice of Wavelet Configurations
There are many choices of wavelet configurations and each has its unique
characteristics. A specific wavelet can be tailored purely for the de-noising of
tides in the TIZ for the analysis of tides. In order to narrow down the ideal
wavelet options, one may employ the design of experiment (DOE) approach. For
assessing the perfonnance of each wavelet option. a relation of water level in the
T1Z with the discharges upstream as done by Jay and Flinchem(l997) may be
explored and modified.
2. Selection of Distribution for Noise
The noise distribution over the de-noised levels may not follow the normal
distribution. The data series available were too short to confirm with certainty
the underlying distribution. Further investigation can be perfonned on other river
series, such as the tidal rivers in Canada, US and Europe, which has much longer
records.
3. Design of Filter fOT Fourier Method
The filter used for separating the tidal series from the river series in the Fourier
Method is based on a low-pass filter. There are more elaborate filters, which may
be tailored to refine the separation technique.
4. Wavelet Method and H)'drometric Network
The use of network analysis method may be employed in tandem with the
wavelet method to study the spatial relationship between a network of water
levels stations that are located in proximity. The results may assist in the
planning of an optimum network for the purpose of long-term water level
observation in the TIZ.
5. Sea-Ie\'el Rise and Estimating Design Floods
Sea-level rise has been a hot issue, as it is perceived as a direct effect of the
global wanning phenomenon. The marginal rise in the sea level may affect the
rise in the fiood levels in the TIZ. The effect may be amplified. However,
without solid research in this area it is nOI possible to quantify with certainty Ihe
increased risk in fiooding. Using the methods as developed in this thesis,
coupled with a concerted effort in gathering data series, a new research area can
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be developed to study the effects on the increased risk of civil Struelures located
inlheTlZ.
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1. Data Format from DID Sarawak
The data obtained from DID Sarawak consisted of two main types:
Time-dependcnt data
2. Data in tables
The water level data belongs to the time dependent type. These data are generated from
digitising programs that required the data processing personnel 10 identify all the maxima
and minima, together with any other major points on the automatic water level recorder
charts. The data points are event·based rather than at fixed time intervals.
2. Water Level Text File Processing Using EXCEL
Text file obtained from DID Sarawak are required to be processed prior to be used by the
analysis programs. Due to the column oriented nature of the text files, Microsoft EXCEL
is used in the initial recognition and checking purposes. Editing works are done such as
the removal of header lines, any empty cell representing '00' in time is added, '00' in the
year column is changed to "2000", etc.
3. Gap Trealmcnt and SpUlting of Series
DatareadSection30.m
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This program is written 10 remove the unwanted gap marking code of "-2700000"
intended for the processing programs installed at DID Sarawak Individual segment of
data are saved and renamed by the program. A file extension of "OUT" is used.
%DATAREADSEGION30.M
%READING FILE OF DID WATER LEVEL AFTER TREATMENTS IN EXCEL
%Input file name format: file in tab-ddimited text
% fname+lds.txt·useExcelforconvert,changing
% 99 to 1999,ooto 2000,_to 0 (hour, min\lle)
%Ouput file name format
% 1. fname-f..out in-Ascii for each segment
% 2. !name.sse file segments' starting and endirog date-time
%Output figures on screens
%
dear all
% Define input file name
fname='Satok'
in='.txt'
fnamel=strcat(fname,in)
% READ COlUMN DATA AS WATER LEVEL, YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND
[w,y,mo,d,h,m,s]=textread(fnamel ,'%f%u %u %u %u %1.1 %1.1');
N=datenum(y,mo,d,h,m,s); %data now in dale Nand water level w
n=O; %number of no good lines
c=leroglh(w);
%COUNT THE NUMBER OF NO GOOD LINES
% Not counting data line that are marked -27000 for missing gap
fori:::1:c
ifw(i)<O;
n=n+1;
fprintf('IOgapsmarkat%f\n',i)
elseifw(i»2lXXXXl &. w(i+l»2lXXXXl;
n=n+2;
i=1+1;
fprintf('2gaps markat%f\n',i)
eJseifw(i»2001XX>
n=n+l;
fprintf('lgapsmarkal%f\n',i)
""eo'
25'
%ERASE ROWS OF wAND NWITH MISSING DATA
k=c-n; %noofrowsofgooddata
i= 1; %counter of rows of original data
Ell, I)=1 ;EVII,1)=NII)
j=l; %counteroIEand8/
%OEFINE
%E= Error index, EV =Error Time Value
%E(l,.) EV(l,,) begin 01 segment
%E(2,.) EV(2,.) end of segment
..milei<=c
ifw(i)<O;
j=j+l;
E(2,j-l}=i-l; EV(2,j-l)=N(i-l) % to mart end 01 last good data
E(lJ)=i+l;EV(l,j)=N(i+l) % to mart begin 01 next good dala
i=i+l;
elseil w(i»200000 Ii w(i+1»20ססoo;
j=j+l; %tomarkindexolgap
E(2J-l)=i-l; EV{2,j-l )=N(i-l) % to mart end 01 last good data
E(1,j)=i+2;EV(lJ)=N(i+2) % to mark. begin 01 next good dala
i=i+2;
elseifw{i»200000;
j=j+l; %to mart index 01 gap
E(2J-l)=i-l; EV{2,j-l)=N(i-l) % to mark end of last good data
E(l,j)=i+l;EV(lJ)=N(i+l) %to mark begin 01 next good data
i=i+l;
eke
i=i+l;
"'"
"'"E(2,j)=i-l; EV(2,j)=N(i-l) %to mark very end 01 good data
%MISSING GAPS BETWEEN 8/=ERRDR VAlUE E=JNDEX OF ERROR
forp=l:length(E)
fprintf{'%3.Of From: %-205 10 %-205 \n',p,datestr(EV(1,p)),datestr(EV(2,p)));
"'"
% WRITE SEGMENT STARTS AND ENDS
fname3=slrcal(fname,'.sse')
1id=lopen(fname3,'w')
fprintf(fid,' Data Segment Starting and Ending Date-time at %-205 \n\l'l',fname);
lorp=I:length(E)
fprinlf(fid.'%3.Of From: %-205 to %-205 \n' ,p,datestr(EV(1,p)),datestr(EV(2,p)));
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"'"fclose(fid)
%PLOTIING 4 ON 1FIGlJIE
%lfnoplottingrequiredsetpling=O
pling=l;
ifpting==1;
kl=length(E);
k2=(k1/4}; %round 10 the no of 4x fig
k3="(kl);
k4=(k2-k3)/0.25:
ilk4==O:
k5=k3;
,'"
k5=k3+1;
"'"m=O
forq=1:k5
ifq<k5;
k6=4;
."k6=k4;
"'"figure(q)
forr=1:k6
m=m+l
subplot(2,2,r)
plotlNIE( I ,m),f(2,m)),w{E(l ,m)£{2,m)))
hold on
title([fname':'int2str(m)));
datelick('x',26};
,,'"
"'"figure(q+l}; %plot overall
N9=N(E(1,1)£(2,1)):
W9=w(Ell,1):E(2,1));
fori=2:kl;
N9=[N9;N(E(I,i):E(2,i))]:
W9=[W9:w(E(1,i):E(2,i))):
",d
pIOI(N9,W9}
xlim([Ol))
datetick{'x',26); %26fory/m/d
title(['ObservedWalerlevelal'fnamell;
y1abel('Slage in mm above chart datum'}:
% SAVE INDIViDUAl SECTION IN ASCII FILES
fori=1:k1;
fname4=slrcal(fname,int2str(i),'.out'}
N1=(N('{I,ij,'{2,i)))';
Wl=(w(E{l,i):E(2,i}))';
y= [N1,W1 1;
lid = fopen(fname4,'w')
fprinlf{fid,'%f"!of\n',Y):
fclose(fid)
dearY
,,'
,,'
4, Hourly Interpolation by Spline Fitting
Interhour30.m
This program allows batch processing of"OUT" files containing the original data in split
segments of hourly data. A spline-fining function is used. The output files are given the
file extension "HLY".
%lnterhour30.m
% USE INT£RPOLATION30 TO GET HOURlY DATA AND
% following datareading program
%Nfordatenumwforcorrespondingwaterlevel
%zindexforeachhour
%W interpolated hourly water level
%Outputhourtydatast()(e<!in'.hlytextfile
% variable: file name :fname change no1
% numberofintel'\'al:ichangeno2
% Input files are offname-i-.out of 2 columns
% <datenum> <water level>
%Ouput files are of fname-i--.hly
% <datenum> <water level>
dear all
fori=1:59 %tobechangednol <=numberofsegments
fname='Siniawan'
inl='.out'
outl='.h~'
fnl=strcal{fname,inI2slr(ij,inl}
fn2=strcal(fname,inI2str(ij,outl)
[N,w]=textread(fnl,'%f%f');
%Sel zindex for hourly
,=N{lp/'''N{,od);
'running spline fitting'
%10 be changed 002 <= name of stalioo
%SPUNE FlmNG OUTPUT HOl.J{LYVAlUES
forj=1:1ength{z)
WG)=inlerpl (N,w,zG),'spiine'); %spline Iilling command
""'interpend'
%5avinglile,WandzarertHivector
% Yisasinglevectorwith allernate values of Wand z
Y=[W;z];
lid = fopen(fn2,'w'}j
fpriort(Iid,'%I%IIo',Y);
",ose{'d)
'saving ended'
dearNwzYW;
""
S. Further Analysis
Once processed, the hourly data are used in various analysis programs such as Checking
Surge, Fourier MClhod, and Wavelets Method.
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MATLAB Program for Cbecking Surge
%Checking Surge Effects at PuJau Lakei - READTIDElakei.m
%To read ASCII files of Malaysian National Mapping Department
%and read in the predicted tide from text file
%UReading dummy matrix
%wTidalwaterlevei
%inoofday
%j line CQunl for each day
%Ihourcummulative
%khoorofday
%N number associaled with hour-time
dear
% READING COLUMN TEXT FILE Of PREDICTED TIDES IN SINGLE COLUMN
[p]=textread('lakeipredict88.txl','%f);
% READING RECORDED TIDES IN ASCII FILE LINE BY LINE
% The lext file has repetitions of 26 lines of daily dala
% 1>l and lasl lines are not l\our1ydala and are to be discarded
U=dlmread('lakeiobserve88raw.txt',',');
1=1
c=length(U)
fori=1:cl26
j=2;
fork=1:Z4;
m=(i-I)'Z6+j;
w(I)=lJ(m,l);
j=j+l;
1=1+1;
,,'"
,,'"N=l:l-l;
% OBS ARE THE OBSERVED TIDE LEVELS AND PRE ARE THE PREDICTED nOE LEVELS
Qbs=w'.{l00; % adjust for unit from em to metre
Pre=p;
Diff=Obs-Pre;
% SAVING FILES
save ('p1akSS','Obs':-ASCIi');
save ('Diffplak88','00f':-ASCII');
%PLOT RESIDUALS, STATISTICS
figure(2)
piot(N,'ff);
~abel('ResiduafLevel (Metre)')
xlabel('Hours')
title('ResiduailevelsalPulauLakeiin 1988')
sldev=Sld(Diff)
skew=skewness(Diff)
kurt=kurtosis(Diff)
me=mean(Diff)
figure(3)
histfil(Diff,25);
xlabel('ResiduaJ Level (Metre)')
title('Frequency Distribution of Residaal Leve!sat PuJau Lakei in 1988')
AppendixA3
MATLAB Program for Low-Pass Filtering in Fourier
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AppendixA3
MATLAB Program for Low-Pass Filtering in Fourier Method
% FOURIER METHOD -SPECTRUM, FILTERING AND DISTRIBUTION
% Run Filtering after OFT and harmonics
%Magnitude and Phase of Transformed Data
%Need Hourty data series
cleara!l
% INPUT NUMBER OF SEGMENTS(nf) TO PROCESS FOR STATION NAME(ns)
nf=24
ns='$iniawan'
% READING UrTO nfOF DATA SEGMENTS
forfl=l;nf;
fname=strcat(ns,int2str(fl))
in=',hly'
fnamel =slrcat(fname,in)
% ADJUST FOR CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN DEGREES/HOUR
fc=12
% READING INPUT FILE WITH TIME SERIES X
[x,tJ=textread(fnamel,'%f%f};
%TO ADJUST FOR UNIT Of MM TO METRE
x=x.{l000;
% SET LIMIT OF PlOT FOR FREQ
wl=O;
w2=180;
n=!ength(x)
%PLOT ORIGINAL TIME SERIES ON THE TOP OF FIGURE 1
Hgure(l)
subplot('position',{O.10,80.850.125])
p1ot(t,x};
y1abel{'Stagem')
litle('Timeseriesplot')
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datetick('x',2):
hold off
%Replace x-axis ticks with 6 digit date labels
%onlyforthelstcacomponents
%pad wilh zeros
% concatenate
% PLOT PLOITING FOURIER POWER SPECTRUM AT BOTTOM OF FIGURE 1
[p,v]=periodogram(x);
% CONVERT ANGULAR SPEED FROM RAOfHOUR TO DEGflEEfHOUR
vd=v*360/(2*pi);
""""'l('position',IO.l 0.1 0.85 0.61J
semilogy(vd,p)
title('Fourier Power Spectrum- Boxcar Wifld<:w..ing')
xlabel('FreqtJenCydegree/hour')
~abel('Power')
grid on
win = hann(n);
[F'xx,w)=periodogram(x,win};
wd=w*360/(2*pi);
% FILTERING OF DFT COMPONENT
% REMOVE PARTS DUE TO TIDES AT FREQUENCY >CAOF THE OFT
ft=fft(x); %OfT of x
ca=round(lerogth(x)*Fd360};
ftJ=lt(l:ca);
z=zeros(l,length(x)-<:a);
ftr=[ftr'z];
% INVERT OFT TO GET FILTERED SERIES AS RIVER SEAlES
ytr1=real(ifft(ltr));
% INVERT TO CORRECT TIME SCALE (BACK TO FRONT)
fori=l:leogth(ytrl};
ytr(i)=ytr1(length(ytrl}+1-i);
,,'"
% PLOT ORIGINAL SERIES ON TOP OF IN FIQ)RE 12
figure(12);
subplot('position',[O.10.600.850.35])
plot(t,x);%p1ot original time series
y1abel('Slagem')
title('Original TIme Series Plot')
datetick('x',2};% Replace x-axis lickswilh 6 digil date labels
grid on
hold off
% PLOT TAANSFORMED BACK RIVER SERIES IN BOTTOM OF FIGURE 12
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subplol('posilion',[O.l 0.050.850.45])
plot(t,ytr)
strl=['River Series with Tides Removed at ',fnarnel];
title(strl);
datetick('x',2);
y1abel('Slagern')
grid on
% GET FILTERED TIDAL SERIES
ltt=ft{ca+1:Iength{x));
zt=zeros(l,ca);
ltt=[ztl1l'];
%only for al1er ca components
%pad with zeros%,-
% INVERT OFT TO GET FILTERED TIDAL SERIES
yttl=real(ifft(111));
% INVERT TO CORRECT TIME SCAlE (BACK TO FRONT)
lori=l:length(yttl);
ytt(il=yttl(Ieng1h(~111+1-il'
end
% PLOT ORIGINAL SERIES ON TOP OF FIGURE{13);
subplo!{'position',[0.10.600.850.3S])
plOI(!,x); %pIotoriginailirneseries
y1abel('Stagern')
title{'Original TIme Series Plot')
daletick('x',2); %Replace x·axis ticks wilh 6digil date labels
grid onhold,.
% PLOT TRANSFORMED BACK TIDAl SERIES IN BOnOM OF FIGURE 13
subplot(,position',[0.10.050.850.451)
p1OI(t,ytt)
strl=[TKIal Series with River Effects Removed at ',Inamel];
title(slrl);
daletick('x',2);
y1abel('Slagern')
grid on
% CHECK DISTRIBUTION BY PLOniNG IN FIGURE 14
figure{14)
sUbplOI(,position',[0.10.60.850.351)
histfit(ytr,25);
slrl=[,Frequency Distribotionol"Discharge level" at ',fnamel];
litle(strl);
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subplot('position',[O.l 0.1 0.850.351)
histfit(ytt,Z5);
strl=['Frequency Distribulion 01 'Tidal Level'at ',fname11:
tiUe(str1)'
xlabel('level Above Chart Datum (m)')
% SAVE FILE
% ytrandyttarerC1Nvector,tacolumnvector
%YlasinglevectOl'withalternatevaluesofytrandt
Yl=[ytr;t'];
Y2=lytt~'I;
outl='.ytr';
outZ='.ytt';
fnamel=slrcat(fname,outl);
fnameZ=strcat(fname,out2);
lid = fopen(fname1:w');
fprio'lfid:%f%f\n',Y1);
fdose(fid)
fid= fopen(fnameZ,'w');
fprintl(fid,'%f%f\n',YZ);
fclose(fid)
'saving ended'
clearxtY1Y2ytrytt
""
%THE FOllOWINGS ARE BRIEF NOTES ON FOURIER TRANSFORM RELATED COMMANDS
%PERIOOOGRAMS
%[Pxx,w] = periodogram{x) returns the power spectral density (PSO) estimate
%Pxx of the sequence xusing a periodogram. The power spectral density is
%calculated in units of power per radians per sample. The corresponding vector of
%frequencies wis computed in radians per sample, and has the same length as
%Pxx. Areal·valued input vector xproduces a lull power one-sided (in frequency)
%PSD {by default)
%FFT
%In general,the length Nof the FFT and the values of the input xdelermine the length
%of Pxx and lhe range of normalized frequencies. For this syntax, the (defaull) lenglh N
%of the FFT is the larger of Z56 and lhenext pcl'Ner of two greater than the length olx.
%Real·valuedlnput
%Lenglh of Pxll=(N/2)+1
%Range of the Corresponding Normalized Frequencies= [0, Pi]
%SPECIFYING THE LENGTH OF THE FFT WITH THE INTEGER NfFT.
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%If rlfft is empty vector [],it takes the default value for NJisted abo\Ie
%The length of Pxx and the frequency range tor wdepend on nfft and the values of
%the input x.
% nfft lengthofPxx Rangeofw
%Real-valued Even (nfftf2+ 1) [O,pi]
'/oReal-""" Odd (,fit + 1)/2 [ O,~ I
%If nfft < length of x, x. *v.indow is wrapped modulo nfft.
%II nlft > length 01 x, x.°v.indow is zero-padded to compute the FFT.
%[Pn,I] = periodogram(x,v.indow,nfft,ls,'range') or
%[Pxx,w] = periodogram(x,window,nfft,'range') specifies the range of
%frequency values to indude in I or w. This syntax is useful when x is real.
%WlNDOW CAN BE:
%bartlett, b1adonan(preferred parametric}, chebwin, hamming,
%hann(same as hanning as mentioned in Brigham for leakage),
%kaiser,triang
%'RANGE' DETERMINING THE FREQUENCY RANGE, CAN BE EITHER:
%'onesided': Compute the one-sided PSDover the frequency ranges
%specified for real x. This is the default tor real-valued x.
%'twosided': Compute the two-sided PSD over the frequency range [O,fs}.
%This is Ihe default for complex-valued x.
%lfls is emply vector, (].lhefrequencyrangeis [0,1).
%lfnofsspecified,thefrequencyrangeis[O,2pi).
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AppendixA4
MATLAB Program For Me Simulation ofJoint Probabilities for
Annual Extreme Series
%Me SIMUlATION FOR JOINT PROBABILITY OF TIDES AND RIVER LEVELS
% 1. Filtered river follows GPA for Siniawan
%2. Filtered tidal series follows Gf\I tor Siniawan
el=4.2286:
a1=3.6298;
kl=O.9815;
e2=1.6919;
a2=0.5939;
k2=0.1552;
n=1oooo;
fori:::l:n;
pl=rarKl;
p2=rand:
R(i)=el+(allkl)'(l-(l/pl)"-kl);
K(i)=e2+{a21k2)'(1-(-Iog{p2))Ak2);
Z(i)=R(i)+K(i);
end
'=""'1'):
%SAMPI£/RETURN PERIOD
p5=n/5;
pl0=n/l0;
p50=n/50:
pl00=n/l00;
p200=n/200;
%QUANTILE FROM EMPIRiCAl 015T
Z5=Z(n-pS+l)
110=Z(n-plO+1)
Z50=Z(n·p50+1)
Zl00=Z(n-pl00+1}
Z200=Z(n-p200+ 1)
fnamel='Sin-jprn-four.outl';
lid =fopen(fnamel,'W');
fprinlf(fid,'%f\n',Z);
fclose(fid)
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Appendix AS
MATLAB Program for Deriving Correction Factor
]n Hourly River Series (Fourier Method)
% EVALUATING THETA: CORRECTION FACTOR FOR HOURlY STORM DATA
%theta=reciproca! of the mean time spent above a level eta
%on each independenl excursion abcwe this level
dear all
%READ INPUT FILE
[R]=textread('siniawanRiv.txt','%r);
k=O
%reading column text file
%lOOP #1 FOR All POSSIBLE EXTREME ETA=T
forl=4:0.1:7.5;
k=k+l;
j=O;
(=0;
x=o;
thela=O;
fori=l:length(R)
ifR(i»=t
theta=theta+l;
x=l; %inexceedancemode
elseilx==l
(=(+1; %noofexceedance
j(c)=theta;
p(c)=rna:o:(R(i~theta:i)) %maxima in each storm
x=o;
thela=O;
,'"
x=o;
theta=O;
,,'"
,,'"
me(k}=rnean(j);
ne(k)=me(k)"c;
,,'"
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Appendix A6
MATLAB Program for Me Simulation of Joint Probabilities for
Hourly Series
%Me SIMUlATION FOR JOINT PROBABtUT'f OF TIDES AND RIVER LEVELS
%Siniawan Wilh Hourly data
%1. Filtered river pdf smoothed by Gumbel extreme in annual
%2.Filteredtidalseriesfollowsempiricalhourly
clear
% READ CDF TABlES
[ptvt]=textread('li'H:::df-value.lXt','%f%f');
[prvr]=textread('rh-cdf-value.bll','%f%r);
cdft=[plvt];
cdfr=[prYfJ;
%GENERATE FOR NYEARS
n=1000;
f()(j=l:n
%GENERATE FOR MHOURS IN EACH YEAR
m=876G;
fori=l:m;
pl=rand:
p2=rand:
R(i)=interpl(cdfr(:,1),cdlr(:,2),pl); % lookup table
K(i)=interpl(cdft(:,1),cdft(:,2),p2);
Zh(i)=R(i)+K(i);
eo'
Zij)=max(Zh) %abstract maximum 01 year
'one year dooe'
eo'
Z=sort(Z):
%SAMPLE/RETURN PERIOD n YEAR
p5=n/5;
p\O=n/lO;
p50=nJ50;
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pl00-"'n/l00;
p200-"'n/200;
%QUANTILE FROM EMPIRiCAl OI$T
ZS-"'Z(n-pS+1)
Z10-",Z(n-plO+1)
ZSO=Z(n-pSO+1)
Z100-",Z(n-pl00+1)
Z200=Z(n-p200+1)
fnarne1='$in-jpm-lour-hour.ou!1';
lid =lopen(fname1,'w');
lprinlf(fid,'%f\n',Z);
lclose(fid)
Appendix A7
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%number of signal segment. see for i= l:ns statement
%counler
AppendixA7
MATLAB Program for Wavelet De-noising to Determine River Flow
and Tidal Noise Series
%PROGRAM OENQI51NG FOR MULTIRESOlUTION DECOMPOSITION OF 5
%and de·nosing using wavelels Iransforms
%obtain: approximation at II level
%input hourly level
%adjust: different wavelets and level of decomposition
%output: plots of de·noised series, files on series, stat.
dear all
%DEFINE FILE SY$TEM
ext1='.hly'%inputfileextension
OUll=',bmp'%coefficientoulputfilel
out2=',ydr'%denoisedriverseries
oUI3=',yno'%tidalnoiseseries
OUI10='.sta'%statisticalouputfile 10
out4=',ssd'%totaJsequenceofdenoisedseries
OUI5='.sno'%totalsequenceofdenoisedlidesseries
out6='.sss' % total sequence of original series
lname='Siniawan' % to be changed no 3
%PRINT DETAILS YES=l NO=O
pdetail=l
%TO BE CHANGED
n5=18
ctr=O
%NAME fOR STAT FILE
fnamel0=slrcal(fname,outl0);
fidl0= fopen(fnamelO:w');
%AlL MATRICES ASSIGN
NO=[J;Ssd=[J;Sss=[J;
%FOR EACH DATA SEGMENT
for"i=l:ns
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ctr=ctr+l
Inl =strcal{lname,int2str(i),extl) %input file name
ifi==l
% PRINTING HEADINGS
fprintf(fidl0: Segment == Max == ==== MaxTime ==== ==Mean == ==StDev.==
==Skew== ==Autol== ==size==\n\n')
fprintf(fid10:\n\nResultsof Oenoising\n');
fprintf(fid10: Station; %s\n\n',fname};
eo'
% READ INPUT FILE, SSIGNAl, NTIME IN TIME CODE
[s,N] =Iextread(fnl:%l %r);
Is=length(s);
st=strcat{datestr(N(1),20},';',datestr(N(1),15));
et=strcat(datestr(N(Is),20),' :',datestr(N(ls),15));
%CONVERT TO METRES
s=s./lOOO;
%DE-NOISING PROCESS OF AONE-DIMENSIONAL SIGNAL USlNG WAVELETS
th='sqtwoklg' % «===== Thresholding by:
%'rigrsure' use the principle 01 Stein's Unbiased Risk(quadratic loss function},One gets an
% estimate of the risk for a partkular threshold value t.
% Minimizing the risks in t gives a sele<tion 01 the Ihreshold value.
%'sqtwolog' for universallhreshold. uses a flJled-lorm threshold ~elding minimax performance
% multiplied by a small factor proportional to 1og{length(X)).
%'heursure' rs an heuristic variant 01 the lwo previous options. Asa result, if the signal
% to noise ralio is very small, the SURE estimate is very noisy.
% If such a situation rsdetected,thefixedformthreshold is used.
%'minimaxi' lor minimax thresholding. uses afixed threshold chosen to yield minimax performance
% for mean square error against an ideal procedure. The minimax principle is used in
% stalislics in order to design estimatQrS. Since the de·noised signal can be
% assimilated to the estimator of the unknown regression function, the minimax
% estimator is the one that realizes the minimum of the maximum mean square error
% obtained for the worst fuoction in agiven set.
% Threshold selection rules are based on the underlying model y = I{t) + e
% where e is awhite noise N{O,l). Dealing with unsealed or norHrtlile noise can be
% handled using resealingoulptJI threshold
% HARD OR SOFT THRESHOLD
som='s' %«===== Thresholding hard or soft
%SOfT OR HARD THRESHOLDING SEE <Wll-lRESH>
scal='mln' %«===== Multiplicative threshold sealing:
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%'one' for no rescaling
%'s!n'for rescaling using asingle estimalion of level noise based on first-!eveI eoefficients
%'mln' for rescaling done using level-dependenl estimation of level noise
%LEVEL OF DECOMPOSITION
x=6 %«=====Levelxofdecomposition
%WAVElET TYPE
Wl='dbS' % «===== Wavelet type 5chosen
% Daube<hies:'dbl'or'haar','db2', .. ,'db4S'
% Coiflels:'eoifl', ,'coifS'
% Symlets: 'sym2', , 'sym4S'
% Discrete Meyer: 'dmey'
% Biorlhogonal:'biorl.l', 'bior1.3', 'bior1.S','bior2.2', 'bior2.4', 'bior2.6', 'bior2.8'
% 'bior3.1','bior3.3','bior3.S','biof3.7','bior3.9','bior4.4','biorS.S','bior&.8'
% ReverseBiorthogonal:'rbio1.t','rbio1.3','rbiOl.5','rbio2.2','rbi02.4','rbio2.&','rbi02.8'
% 'rbio3.!', 'rbioB', 'rbio3.S', 'rbio3.7', 'rbio3.9', 'rbi04.4', 'rbioS.5', 'rbi06.8'
%FIND FIRST VAlUE IN ORDER TO AVOID EDGE EFFECTS
deb=s(l):
%DE-NOISNG
[sd,CXO.LXD]=wden(s-<leb,th,sorh,scal,x,Wl);
%denoise using soft fixed fOfm thresholding, scaling 'no'
%and unknown noise (non-white) option, level x, wavelet WI
sd=sd+deb: %adjust baek the first s(l)
%NOISE- TIDE5- OOIGINAL
noise=s-sd;
Cl=(Nnoise];
(2=[N"'J:
Cl=[NsJ:
%APPEND SERIES TO FORM TOTAL SERIES
Noi=[Noi;C11;
5"'=[5"':(2}:
Sss=[Sss;C3];
% IDENTIFY MAXIUM OF SO AND FINO CORRESP OF OTHERS
[sdmm9]=max(sd);
tsm=N(m9); %time eorr to max of original signal
sm=s(m9);
sdm99=[' 'num2str(sdm,4) 'm denoisecI'J;
sm99=[' 'num2str(sm,4) 'm original'l:
'"
%PlOT COMPARE ORIGINAL AND DE-NOISED SIGNAl
ifpdetail==l
figure(i)
pt1 =strcat([fname ' Hourly Water Level'], 'Segmenl:',inf2slr(i): Start',st: End:' ,eI)
pt2=strcal('De-noising byWavelel:',wt: Rescale:',scal: Threshold:',lh: Oe<:ompo Level :',inIZslr(x))
subplot(2,l,l);p1ot(N,s); litle(ptl);y1abel('Level (m)');grid on;hoId on;
p1ot(N,sd:-w':lineWidth',Z.5);p1ot(N,sd,'-r':lineWidlh',1);%whiteline and black on lop
axis([min(N),max(N),-lnf,max(s)+O.51);
datelid('x',ZO);
text(tsm,sm,['\bullet']);
lext(tsm,sm,[' \leftarrow'sm99]);
hold off;
subplot(Z,l,Z);plot(N,sd); li!fe(ptZ);y1abel('Level (m)');
axis([min(N),max(N),-lnf,max(sd)+O.5]);
datelick('x',ZO);
lexl(tsm,sdm,['\bullel']);
lext(lsm,sdm,[' \leltarrow'sdm99]);
grid on;
,,'"
%SAVE PLOTS OF SERIES IN BMP
fn2=strcal(fname,intZslr(i):_',wt:_',intZstr(x):_',sorh:_',th,'_',scal,outl)
saveas{gd,fn2);
%SAVING DENOISED SO AND NOISE SERlES
Yl=[N';sd'];
YZ=[N';noise'];
printtofile =1;% no prinling =1
ifprinttofile==O;
fnZ=strcat(fname,intZstr{i),'_',wt,'_',int2s!r(x),'_',SOfh,'_',th:_',scal,ouI2);
tn3=s!rcat(fname,intZstr(i),'_',wt,'_',int2str(x),'~',SOfh,'_',th,'_',scal,OUI3);
fidZ= fopen{fnZ:w');
fid3= fopen{fn3,'w');
fprin!f(fidZ:%f%f\n',Yl};
fprintf(fKl3:%f%I\n',Y2);
fclose(fidZ);fdose(fid3);
oed
'saving ended'
%REGISTER STATlsncs
n=lenglh(sd);
04=round(n/4);
rk=xcov(sd,n4,'coeff');
rlsd=rk(n4);
m
%PRINT SAVE STATISTICS IN FILE -.STA
fprintl(fidl0,'%s\n',int2str(i));
fprintf(fidl0,' Origin %6.21 %s %6.21 %6.2f\n', ...
sm,daleslr(tsm,O),mean(s),std(s));
fprintf(fidl0,' Denoised %6.21 %s %6.21 %6.21 %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f\n\n\n',...
sdm,datestr(tsm,Ol ,mean(sd),std(sd),skewness(sd),r1sd,n);
,od
fdose(fidl0)
%SCATTER PLOT OF NOISE WITH DISTN OF i TO ns SERIES
figure(500)
[H,AX,BigAx,P] =plolmatrix(Ssd(:,2),Noi{:,2));
set(gcf,'CurreotAxes',N..(l,I))
xlabel('De-ooisedWater Level (m)'l
y1abel('Tidal Noise x (m)');
fn8=strcat(fname,'FJg500.bmp');
saveas(gci,fn8);
%(H,AX,BigAx,P] = plotmatrix(...) returns a matrix 01 handles to the ootects
%created in H, a matrix 01 handles to the individual subaxes in AA, a handle to a big
%(invisible) axes that IJames the subaxes in BigAx, and a matrix of handles for the
%histogram plots in P. BigAx is left as the current axes so that a subsequent title,
%xlabel, or y1abel commands are centered with respeclto the matrix 01 axes.
%sel(gcf,'CurrentAxes',axes_handle) both make the
%axes identified by the handle axes_handle the current axes.
%PLOT CUMUlATIVE DISTN OF i TO ns SERIES
figure(501)
[h,stats] = cdfplot(Noi(:,Z))
hold on;
xx =·3:.1:3;
plot(xx.normcdl(xx),'r.-');
ptO=strcat{[fname' TJClal Noise edt']: Dash=Normal');
litle(ptO);
xlabel('Tidal Noise x(m)');
hold off;
ln9=strcat(fname,'Fig50 l.bmp');
saveas(gci,ln9);
%SAVE TOTAl JOINT SERIES
lnl1=slrcat(fname,ooI4);%denoised
lnlZ=strcat(lname,ouIS);%noise
tnI3=slrcal(tname,out6);%original
111 = fopen(lnll,'w');
112 =fopen(lnlZ,'w');
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113 =lopen(fn13,'w');
fpriotl(f11:%I%,,"'S",');
lprinlf(flZ,'%f%f\n',Noi');
fprintf(f13,'%f%f\n',Sss');
fcIose(f11}
!close(f12)
fclose(f13)
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AppendixA8
MATLAB Program For Deriving Correction Factor for Hourly Data,
Number of Storm per Year. r Largest Storm and Fitting of Distribution
% EVALUATING THETA: CORRECTION FACTOR FOR HOURLY STORM DATA
%theta= reciprocal of the mean time spent above a level eta
%oneachindependenlexcursionabovelhislevel
dear all
(N, R]=textread('siniawan.ssd':%f %r); %reading column lext file
k=O;
% FIITING PROCESS OPTION
% after choosing storm value and t, fit distribution by assigning ps= 1
ps=O %a5si9n 1for fining distribution or 0 for none
ifps=O
%PROCESSING ALL POSSIBLE EXTREME ETA=!
fort=2.6:0.1:11.0; % assign for all ranges
k=k+l;
j=O;
(=0;
x=o:
theta=O;
fori=l:lerlgth(R)
iIR{i}>=t
theta=theta+l;
x=l; %inexceedancemode
elseilx==1
c=c+1; %noolexceedance
Ns(c)=N(i); %dale-time of storm
j(c)=thela;
p(c)=max{R(i-theta:i)); %maxima in each storm
x=O;
Iheta=O;
,,,,
x=O;
theta=O;
ood
ood
me(k)=meanij); %mean of theta-'
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r.e(k)=me(k)"c;
%STORM PER YEAR
[Y,M,D,H,MI,Sj = datevec(Ns};
SD=hist{Y);
msl(k)=mean(SD};
,""
me'
oe'
msl'
,""
ifps==1
%FORCHOSENtVAlUE
1=4.1
k= 1;
j=O;
c=O;
x=O;
theta=O;
fori=l:lenglh(R)
ifR(i}>=t
theta=theta+l;
x=l;
dseifx==l
c=c+1;
Ns(c)=N(i);
j(c)=thela;
p(c)=max(R(i-lheta:i));
x=O;
theta=O;
.'"x=O;
theta=O;
"'d
eod
me(k}=meanO);
ne(k)=me(k)"c;
%STORM PER YEAR
[Y,M,D,H,MI,SJ =datevec(Ns);
SD=hist(Y);
msl(k)=mean(SO);
m,'
%lolal no hour exceeding=theta-1 xno of storm
%get date-time of storms
%no. ofstOflll In each year at Ihis level
%mean 00 storm al each level k
%start fitting process
%assign t=4.0
%inexceedancemode
%noofexceedance
%time of storm
%maxima in each storm
%mean ofthela-1
%total no hour exceedir-.g=lheta-1 xno of storm
%get year etc back
%no. of storm in each year at Ihis level
%mean no storm al each level k
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,,'
msJ'
%BITING r EXTREME VALUE DlSRTIBUTION
%Gumbel dist
u=21; %assign #stOfm per year
m=6; %assign no of dala year
r=u·m;
s=length(p);
p=sort(p);
forq=l:s;
pp(q)=p(,-q+l);
"'"pm=pp(l:r);
forh=l:r
sJ(h)=('/c)'(pm(h)-pm(cJ);
"'''pm'
sigma=sum(si)
mu=sigmaolog(r)+pm(r)
"'''
'"
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Appendix A9
MATLAB Program For Me Simulation and Flood Quantiles
Determination by Model A Using Characteristics of Wavelet De-noised
Series and Tidal Noise
%Me SIMULATION AFTER WAVELET DE-NOSING- FOR JOINT PROBABILITY OF
%TIDES AND RIVER LEVELS
%Siniawan With Hourly data
%Simulation assume
% 1. De-nosied river pdf smoothed by Gumbel extreme in 31VlUa!
%2.TIdaINoiseseriesgeneratedbyvaryingnormaldistribution
clear
% READ CDF TABLES
[prvr]=texlread('cdCRn.txt','%f%f);
(Rn Mu Sigma] =teKlread('meansigma.lXt' ,'%1 %1 'fer);
(dfT={prvrj:
parak=[Rn Mu Sigma];
% GENERATE FOR NYEARS
n=l000;
forj=l:n
%GENERATE FOR mHOURS IN EACH YEAR
m=8766;
Iori=l:m;
pl=rand;
p2=nol"mmd(O,1); %random normal variate (mean 0, sid 1)
R(i)=interpl(cdfr(:,1),cdfr(:,2),pl); % lool\uplable
Rr=round(R(i));
mu=inlerpl(parak(:,1),parak(:,2),Rr);
sigma =interpl{parak(:,1),parak(:,3},Rr);
K(i)=mll+sigma*p2;
Zh(i)=R(i)+K(i);
,,'"
Z(j)=max(Zh) %abstract maximum of year
j
'one year dol"le'
,,'"
Z=sort(Z};
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%SAMPLE/RETURN PERIOD NYEAR
p2=n/2;
p5=n/5;
pl0=n/l0;
p50=n/50;
ploo=n/loo;
p2oo=n/2oo;
%QUANTILE FROM EMPIRICAL DI5T
U=Z(n·p2+1)
Z5=Z(n-p5+1)
Z10=Z(n-pl0+l)
Z50=Zjn-p50+1)
Zl00=Z(n-ploo+l)
Uoo=Z(n-p2oo+ 1)
%$AVEFILE5
fnamel='SinModelAexp,out1';
fid= lopen(fnamel,'w');
fprintl(fid: Results 01 Model Aexponential decrease simulation T=2,5, 10,50,100,200 \n\n');
fprintl(fid,'%1 %1 %f %1 %1 %f\n'2U..5;l..10250;l..100,U00);
Iprintl(fid,' Results 01 simulation T=2,5,IO,50,l00,200 \n\n');
fprintf(fid,'%f\n'l);
Iclose(fid}
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Appendix AIO
MATLAB Program For Me Simulation and Flood Quantiles
Determination by Model BUsing Cbaracteristics of Wavelet De-noised
Series and Tidal Noise
%MODEL BMe SIMULATION AFTER WAVELET DE-NOSING- FOR JOINT PROBABILITY Of
%WITH HMAX THRESHOLDING TIDES AND RIVER LEVELS
%~niawanWlthHourtydata
%Simu!ation assume
%l.De-nosiedriverpdfsrnoothedbyGumbelextremeinannual
%2. Tidal Noise series generaled by varying normal distribution
clear
%DECl..AflE THE THRESHOLDING LEVEL
Hmax=6.0
%READ CDF TABLES
[prvr]=textread('cd'-Rn.txt','%f%f');
[Rn Mu Sigma]=lextread('meansigma.lXt','%f%f %t');
cdfr=[prvr]:
parak=[RnMuSigma]:
%GENERATE FOR NYEARS
n=1000;
lorj=l:n
%GENERATE FOR mHOURS IN EACH YEAR
m=8766;
fori=l:m;
pl=rand:
R{i)= interpl(cdfr(:,1),cdlr(:,2),pl):% lookup tab!e
ifR(i}>Hmax;
Zh(i)=R{i);
"'"Rr=round{R(i));
p2=nonnrnd(O,1); %random normal variale (mean 0, sId 1)
mu=interpl(parak(:.1),parak(:,2),Rr);
sigma = intel'pl(parak(:,1),parak(:,3),Rr};
K(i)=mu+sigma"p2;
Zh{i}=R(i)+K(i);
""
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eo'
ZOI=m,,(Zh)
j
'one year done'
eod
Z=""'(Z);
% FILE OUTPUT
fnamel='B-Sin-hour.oull';
lid =fopen(fnamel,'w');
%abstract maximum of year
%SAMPlE/RfTURN PERIOD NYEAR
p2=n/2;
p5=n/5;
pIO=nfIO:
p50=nf50;
pl00=n{l00;
p200=nf200:
%QUANnlE FROM EMPIRICAL 0151
l2=Z(n-p2+1)
Z5=Z(n-p5+1)
l10=Z(n-plO+lj
l50=Z(n-p50+ 1)
ZlQO=Z(n-plOO+l)
llOO=Z(n-p200+1)
fprintf(fid: Results of Model Bsimulation 1=2,5,10,50.100,200 \n\n');
fprintf(lid,'%f %1 %f %1 %1 %1\0';I.2J,.S:z.10,Z50;l.1001200);
fprintf(lid: Results of simulation T=2,5,10,50,100,200 \n\n');
fprintf{fid,'Z\rl');
fpriotf(fid:%flo'l);
fclose(lid)
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Table B1-1 Direct Distribution Fitting for Annual Mu:ima Series at Salok
Di!itrlblitlonType No. or Metbod Standard Rank Method
Para. Error bySE Rtrerenee
Normal MOM 2 MOM 72.00 ,
Normal LM 2 LM 73.74 7 Hoskin
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 71.88 5
Co rmal (2) LM 2 LM 77.94 lO Hosking
Lognormal (3) MOM 3 MOM 76.60 9
Co ormal{3)LM 3 LM 83.08 15 Hosking
Gumbel or EVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 83.44 17
Gumbel or EVI(2) LM 2 LM 89.16 21 Hosking
LogGumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 86.79 20
LogGumbel (2) PWM Oir 2 'WM 92.65 23 H,o
LogGumbel (2) LM Iud 2 LM 93.67 24 Hosking
LogGumbc:l (3) MOM 3 MOM 83.59 I' H,o
Lo Gumbcl{3) PWM 3 'WM 78.11 12 Heo
Pearson 111 MOM 3 MOM 76.51 •
Pearson III LM 3 LM 81.51 13 Hosking
L Pearson III MOM Oir 3 MOM 127.58 25 R.o
LogPcarsonlllMOMlnd 3 MOM 70.04 , ",0
Log Pearson III PWM 3 'WM 83.27 I' R.o
Generalized Pareto MOM 3 MOM 58.65 I
Generalized Parelo LM 3 LM 63.62 2 Hoskin
GEVMOM 3 MOM 69.95 3
GEVLM 3 LM 78.07 II Hoskin
Lo istieMOM 2 MOM 82.87 14
LogislicLM 2 LM 85.lg 19 Hoskin
Generalized Lo istic LM 3 LM 90.55 22 Hosking
Quantile Estimates
DlstrlblltlonTypeand IMethod RetllrnPerlod RankNo. or Parameter 2 lO
"
lOO bySE
GeneralizcdPareloMOM 3 MOM 5750 6065 6159 6175 1
GcncralizcdPareloLM 3 LM 5742 6076 6194 6217 2
GEVMOM 3 MOM 576' 6038 6189 6236 3
Log Pearson III MOM Tnd 3 MOM 5757 6036 6225 6295 ,
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 5764 6032 6199 6259 5
Normal MOM 2 MOM 5768 6030 6188 6244 ,
Normal LM 2 LM 5768 6040 6203 6261 7
Pearson III MOM 3 MOM 5759 6034 6217 6283 •
Lognormal (3) MOM 3 MOM 5759 6034 6214 6281 9
Lognormal (2) LM 2 LM 5764 6041 6214 6276 lO
GEVLM 3 LM 5891 6171 6370 644' 11
LogGumbelLM 3 LM 5746 6054 6275 6356 12
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Table 81-2 Direct Di~tribution Fitting for Annual Maxima Series at Datu Kawa
DistrlbutlonT}·pe No. or Method Standard .." Method
Para. Error b)'SE Reference
Normal MOM 2 MOM 106.77 10
Normal LM 2 LM 108.91 II Hoskin
Lognonnal(2) MOM 2 MOM 117.59
"Lognormal (2) LM 2 LM 125.12 18 Hoskin
Lognonnal (3) MOM 3 MOM 127.68 19
Lognormal (3) LM 3 L'I 99.14 7 Hoskin
Gumbel or EVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 164.94 20
Gumbel or EV1(2) LM 2 LM 174.87 21 Hosking
LogGumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 183.99 22
LogGumbel (2) PWM Oir 2 PWM 191.29 23 Hm
LogGumbel (2) LM lnd 2 LM 198.96 24 Hoskin
Lo Gumbel (3) MOM J MOM 94,71 I lim
LogGumbel (3) PWM J PWM 95.93 J lim
Pearson III MOM J MOM 102.08 ,
PearsonlllLM J LM 98.52 4 Hosking
Log Pearson III MOM Dir 3 MOM 214.42 25 ..,
Log Pearson 1lI MOMlnd J MOM 98.87 5
."LogPearsonlllPWM J PWM 98.91 6 ..,
Generalized Pareto MOM J MOM 119,53 16
Generalized Pareto LM J LM 12LS3 17 Hosking
GEVMOM 3 MOM 111.97 12
GEVLM 3 LM 95.92 2 Hosking
lAl isticMOM 2 MOM 116,38 IJ
lAlgisticLM 2 LM 118.60 I5 Hoskin
Generalized lAlgistic LM J LM 103m 9 Hosking
Quantile Estimates
Distribution Type and
jMethod
Return Period Rank
No. or Parameter , 10
'"
100 bySE
lAlgGumbel (3) MOM 3 MOM 6109 6706 6964 704' I
GEVLM 3 LM 6500 6818 6933 696<1 2
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 6132 6711 6886 6916 J
PearsonlllLM J LM 6131 6696 6911 6976 4
Pearson III MOM Ind J MOM 6101 6713 6991 7083 5
Log Pearson III PWM J PWM 6131 6693 6897 6955 6
Lo normal (3) LM J LM 6232 6702 6928 6998 7
Pearson III MOM J MOM 6204 6707 6981 7071 ,
Generalized lAlgistic LM J LM 6127 6694 6983 7087 9
Normal MOM , MOM 6183 6723 704' 7163 10
Normal LM , LM 6183 6738 7072 7190 II
GEVMOM J MOM 6175 6739 7051 7148 12
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Table BI-3 Direct Distribution Fitting for Annual Maxima Series at Batu Kitang
DistribullonType No. of Method Standard Rank Melhod
Para. Error bySE Referen«
Normal MOM 2 MOM 268.90 ,
Normal LM 2 LM 272.15 8 Hosking
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 318.83 15
Lognormal (2) LM 2 LM 334.57 I' Hosking
Lognormal (3) MOM 3 MOM 316.38 I'
Lognormal (3) LM 3 LM 267.35 , Hoskin
Gumbel orEVi(2) MOM 2 MOM 365.15 17
Gumbel or EV1(2) LM 2 LM 383.88 21 Hosking
LogGumbel {21 Mm.f 2 MOM 449.91 24
LogGumbel (2) PWM Orr 2 PWM 439.64 23 Hw
LogGumbel (2 LM Ind 2 LM 486.73
"
Hosking
LogGumbd (3) MOM 3 MOM 365.30 18 Hw
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 261.10 3 Hw
Pe:m;on JII MOM 3 MOM 273.07 9
PearsonIilLM 3 LM 268.03 , Hoskin8
Log Pearson III MOM Drr 3 MOM 427.76 22
."Log Pearson 111 MOM Ind 3 MOM 272.13 7
""Log Pearson III PWM 3 PWM 278.76 10
."Generalized P~toMOM 3 MOM 366.73 19
GeneralizedParetoLM 3 LM 368.90 20 Hosking
GEVMOM 3 MOM 283.63 13
GEVLM 3 LM 261.09 2 Hosking
Logistic MOM 2 MOM 280.09 II
LogisticLM 2 LM 282.91 12 Hosking
Generali.J:ed Logistic LM 3 LM 259.22 I Hosking
Quantile Estimates
DISlrlbutlon Type and IMethod Return Period RankNo. of Parameter , 10
"
100 bySE
Generalized Logistic LM 3 LM 6686 7712 8354 8588 I
GEVLM 3 LM 7284 7990 8250 8311 2
LagGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 6696 7754 8143 8234 3
Lognonnal(3) LM J LM 6696 7732 8235 8392 ,
PearsonlllL.\t: J LM 6695 7720 8201 8346 ,
NonnalMOM 2 MOM 6593 7783 8500 8753 ,
La Pearson lli MOM Ind J MOM 6639 7769 8352 8537 7
NonnalLM 2 LM 6593 7806 8537 8795 8
Pearson IU MOM 3 MOM 6641 7747 8350 8548 9
Lo PearsonlllPWM 3 PWM 6711 7682 8064 8162 10
Logistic MOM 2 MOM 6593 7718 8586 8946 II
LagisticLM 2 LM 6593 7766 8672 9047 12
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Table 81-4 Direct Distribution Fitting for Annual Maxima Series at Siniawan
DistrlbutionT)-pe No. of Method Standard Rank Method
Para. Error bySE Rtferenee
NonnalMOM 2 MOM 405.26 10
Normal LM 2 LM 426.98 12 Hoskin
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 539.08 17
Lognormal (2) LM 2 LM 587.90 18 Hoskin
Lognormal (3) MOM ) MOM 507.55 I'
Lo normal (3) LM ) LM 380.62 8 Hosking
Gumbcl orEVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 623.21 I'
Gumbel or EVI(2) LM 2 1M 679.74 21 Hosking
LogGumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 831.46 2J
Lo Gumbel (2) PWM Drr 2 PWM 831.84 24 H~
LogGumbel (2) LM Ind 2 1M 950.13 2S Hosking
LogGumbel (3) MOM ) MOM 623.55 20 H~
LogGumbd (3) PWM ) PWM 330.74 ) Hoo
Pearson HI MOM ) MO:vl: 386.14 ,
PearsonHlLM ) LM 372.02 7 Hosking
L Pearson III MOM Dir ) MOM 719.54 22 "0
Log Pearson lIT MOM Ind ) MOM 350.14 5 "0
L PearsonJlIPWM ) PWM 361.47 6 "0
Generalized Parelo MOM ) MOM 296.23 1
GcneralizcdParelOLM 3 1M 326.15 2 Hosking
GEV MOM ) MOM 412.62 11
GEVLM ) LM 330.83 4 Hosking
Logistic MOM 2 MOM 485.25 14
LogisticlM 2 LM 505.65 15 Hosking
GenenllizedlogisticLM 3 LM 429.74 Il Hosking
Quantile Estimates
DiSlribution Type and IMethod Rl'turnPl'rlod RankNo.ofParametl'r 2 I'
"
100 bySE
Genenllized Parelo MOM 3 MOM 8548 10103 10245 10255 1
GenenlJizedParl'lOLM 3 1M 8548 10194 10350 10360 2
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 8492 10205 10843 10993 3
GEVLM 3 1M 9441 10590 11018 11119 4
Log Pearson III MOM Ind 3 MOM 8364 10200 11207 11538 5
Log Pearson III PWM 3 PWM 8486 10141 10844 11034 ,
Pearson III LM ) LM 8490 10150 10937 11175 7
Lognormal (3) LM 3 1M 8492 10169 10989 11245 8
Pearson III MOM ) MOM 8416 10110 11017 11312 ,
Nonnal MOM 2 MOM 8331 10174 11285 11677 10
GEVMOM 3 MOM 8305 10232 11296 11625 11
NormalLM 2 LM 8331 10284 11461 11876 12
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Table Bl-S Direct Distribution Fitting for Annual Mnima Series at Sungai Merah
DislributionType No. of Metbod Standard Rank Method
Para. Error bvSE Reference
NorrnalMOM 2 MOM 97.19 23
NormalLM 2 LM 95.87 19 Hosking
1.<> ormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 90.52 18
Lognormal (2) L.\t: 2 LM 98.76
"
Hoskin
Lognormal (3) MOM , MOM 58.17 11
Lognormal (3) LI\f 3 LM 50.80 4 Hoskin
Gumbel or EVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 61.52 I'Gumbel or EVI(2) LM 2 LM 61.79 14 Hosking
Lo Gumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 56.03 7
LogGumbel (2) PWM Dir 2 PWM 56.58 8 H,o
LoJoRjumbel(2)LMIOO 2 LM 56.81 9 Hoskin
Lo Gumbel 3) MOM , MOM 54.25 6 H,o
Lo Gumbel (3) PWM ) PWM 63.11 16 H,o
Pearson III MOM ) MOM 57.60 10
PearsonTITLM ) LM 51.76 5 Hoskin
L Pearson 1II MOMDir , MOM 63.01 15 "'0
Log Pearson III MOM 100 ) MOM 75.15 17 "'0
to PearsonIllPWM ) PWM 49.62 , "'0
Generalized Parelo MOM ) MOM 97.44 24
Generaliud Pareto LM ) LM 60.97 12 Ho.'
GEVMOM 3 MOM 96.90 22
GEVLM ) LM 39.45 2 Hosking
LogislieMOM 2 MOM 96.81 21
LogistieLM 2 LM 96.68 20 Hoskin
Generalized toll:i~lic LM ) LM 38.25 1 Hosking
Quantile Estimates
Dlslrlbutlon Type and IMethod Return Period RankNo. of Parameler 2 10 5<1 100 bySE
Generalized to iMic LM , LM 4040 4389 4920 5252 1
GEVLM ) LM 4177 464<1 5289 5662 2
LogPearsonlllPWM , PWM 4040 4407 4818 5009 )
Lo normal (3) LM , LM 4032 4425 4931 5190 4
Pearson lIT LM , LM 4039 4403 4793 4966 5
LogGumbel (3) MOM , MOM 4047 3875 3842 3838 6
Lo Gumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 4067 "19 4753 4902 7
Lo Gumbel (2) PWM Dir 2 PWM 4065
""
4767 4920 8
LogGumbel (2) LM Ind 2 LM 4066 44" 4766 4918 9
PearsonlllMOM , MOM 4051 4426 4781 4931 10
to normal (3) MOM , MOM 4061 "18 4761 4915 11
Generalized ParelO LM ) LM 4027 4447 4897 5100 12
'"
Table 81-6 Direct Distribution Fitting for Annual Maxima Series at Sungai Salim
Distribution Type No. of Method Standard Rank Method
Par•• Error b SE Rdertnet
NonnalMOM 2 MOM 120.07 II
NormalLM 2 LM 123.05 14 Hoskin
Lognonnal (2) MOM 2 MOM 128.04
"Lognormal (2) LM 2 LM 142.24 17 Hoskin
Lognonnal (3) MOM ) MOM 155.47 19
Lognormal (3) LM ) LM 110.75 9 Hosking
Gumbel or EVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 162.27 20
Gumbel or EVI(2) LM , LM 171.74 21 Hosking
to urnbcl (2) MOM 2 MOM 174.29 22
LogGumbel (2) PWM Dir 2 PWM 181.36 2J H~
LogGumbd (2) LM Ind , LM 186.88 24 Hosking
LogGumbel (3) MOM ) MOM 102.64 , H,.
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 94.61 . H,•
Pearson 111 MOM 3 MOM 113.30 10
Pearson III LM 3 LM 106.73 8 Hosking
Lo PearsonlllMOMDir 3 MOM 213.27 25 ...
Log Pearson III MOM Ind 3 MOM 104.34 • ...
LogPearsonllIPWM 3 PWM 105.52 7 ...
Generalized Pareto MOM 3 MOM 75.97 1
Generali.zedPa~toLM ) LM 85.24 2 Hosking
GEVMOM ) MOM 122.58 1l
GEVLM 3 LM 94.s0 3 Hosking
LogislicMOM 2 MOM 139.25 I'
LogisticLM 2 LM 142.98 18 Hosking
Generalized Logistic LM 3 LM 121.15 12 Hosking
Quantile Estimates
Dlstribution Type and
!Mtlhod
RelnrnPtrlod Rank
No.ofParamettr 2 10 50 100 bySE
Generalized Pareto MOM 3 MOM 5117 5372 5384 5385 1
GeneralizedParetoLM 3 LM 5136 5372 5380 5381 ,
GEVLM 3 LM 5280 5434 5471 5478 3
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 5112 5389 5456 5467 .
Lo Gumbel (3) MOM 3 MOM 5072 5396 5553
''''''
,
Log Pearson 1Il MOM Ind 3 MOM SO" 5406 5576 5629 •
LogPearsonlllPWM 3 PWM
"""
>3" ,." 5466 7
PearsonlllLM 3 eM "06 >3" 5453 5472 8
Lognormal (3) LM 3 eM
""
5385 5490 5519 9
Pearson III MOM 3 MOM 5070 5398 5557 '606 10
Normal MOM 2 MOM ,"", 5422 5651 5731 II
Generalized Lo istic LM 3 eM 5102 5383 5525 5570 12
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Table BI-7 Direct Distribution Fitting for AnDual Maxima Series at Marudi
Distribution Type No. of Melhod Standard ...k Method
Para. Error bySE Reference
Normal MOM 2 MOM 171.12 5
NormalLM 2 LM 177.82 6 Hoskin
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 165.89 3
10 normal (2) LM 2 LM 188.60 12 Hosking
Lognonnal (3) MOM 3 MOM 178.90 8
Lognormal(3)LM 3 LM 209.09 20 Hoskin
Gumbel or EVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 181.04 9
Gumbel or EVI(2) LM 2 LM 199.31 16 Hosking
LogGumbel (2) MOM 2 MOM 206.30 18
LogGumbcl (2) PWM Dir 2 PWM 225.02 24 H,.
Loj;\Gumbel (2) LM Ind 2 LM 237.03 2S Hosking
Lo Gumbel (3) MOM 3 MOM 181.22 10 Hro
LogGumbel (3) PWM 3 PWM 199.20 15 Hro
Pearsoll III MOM 3 MOM 178.31 7
Pearson lIT LM 3 LM 196.50 I' Hosking
Lo PearsonlllMOMDir 3 MOM 213.99 21 ...
Log Pearson III MOM Ind 3 MOM 183.98 11 R••
Lo PearsolllllPWM 3 PWM 218.91 22 R••
Generali2ed Pareto MOM 3 MOM 135.83 1
GcneralizcdParelOLM 3 LM 170.94 . Hosking
GEVMOM 3 MOM 164.50 2
GEVLM 3 LM 196.23 13 Hosking
Logistic MOM 2 MOM 199.78 17
La isticLM 2 LM 206.82 19 Hoskin
Generalized Logistic LM 3 LM 223.39 23 Hosking
Quantile Estimates
Dislribution T}'I>e and IMethod Return Period RankNo.ofParamtter , 10 50 IOU bySE
Generalized Pareto MOM 3 MOM 4520 5370 5687 5753 1
Log Pearson III MOM Ind 3 MOM 4537 5296 5872 6102 2
GEVMOM 3 MOM 4581 5287 5678 5798 3
Lognormal (2) MOM 2 MOM 45" 5279 5763 5944 •
Generalized Pareto LM 3 L'l 4484 5418 5875 '991 ,
Normal MOM 2 MOM 45" 5266 5674 5818 6
Normal LM 2 LM 45" 5301 5729 5881 7
Pearson Ul MOM 3 MOM 4555 5285 5793 5982 8
Lognormal (3) MOM 3 MOM 4555 5283 5786 5977 9
Gumbel orEVI(2) MOM 2 MOM 45" 5219 5958 624' 10
to Gumbel (3) MOM 3 MOM 4503 5278 5959 6247 11
LOj;\normal (2) LM 2 LM 4557 5321 5842 6038 12
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AppendixB2
Plots or Best Distributions For Annual Series in tbe TIZ
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AppendixB3
Probability Calculation Using the Bivariate
Distribution Method
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Appendix 83
Probability Calculation Using the Bivariate Distribution Method
GroupofZ, WatcrLcvclin TIZ
.... Z-S
B~" Probability H-3.4717c-O.0043Q H-4.183ge-O.OO29Q
Bidi orQ Rl -0.059 R1_O.1
Q. P{Qi) Hi P(Hi) IP Hi P(Hi) IP
, 0.10521 3.4 0.0279 0.002938 4.1 0.0312 0.0032774
10 0.60512 33 0.0277 0.016735 41 0.0312 0.0188$03
20 0.15212 3.2 0.0280 0.004259 3.' 0.0321 0.0048855
30 0,05106 3.1 0.0274 0.001397 3.8 0.0307 0.0015671
"
0.02472 2.' 0.0295 0.000730 3.7 0.0304 0.0007513
50 0.01529 2.8 0.0286 0.000438 3.' 0.0307 0.0004692
60 0.00932 2.7 0.0282 0.000263 3.' 0.0288 0.0002685
70 0.00664 2.' 0.0285 0.000189 3.4 0.0279 0.0001854
80 0.00456 25 0.0271 0.000124 33 0.0277 0.0001262
90 0.00371 2.4 0.0258 0.000096 3.2 0.0280 0.0001039
100 0.00304 2.3 0.0261 0.ססOO79 3.1 0.0274 0.ססOO832
110 0.00228 2.2 0.0236 0.ססOO54 3.0 0.0278 0.0000632
120 0.00190 2.1 0.0228 0.000043 30 0.0278 0.ססOO529
130 0.00189 2.0 0.0222 0.000042 2.' 0.0295 0,ססOO558
140 0.00162 I., 0.0215 0.ססOO35 28 0.0286 0.0000464
150 0.00141 1.8 0.0214 0.ססOO30 2.7 0.0282 0.ססOO397
160 0.00125 \.7 0.0191 0.ססOO24 2.' 0.0285 0.ססOO355
170 0.00129 \.7 0.0191 0.ססOO25 2.' 0.0285 0.ססOO366
180 0.00113 I., 0.0185 0,(100021 25 0.0271 0.ססOO305
190 0.00096 1.5 0.0168 0.ססOO16 2' 0.0258 0.ססOO249
200 0.00100 1.5 0.0168 0.ססOO\7 2.3 0.026\ 0.ססOO26\
210 0.00087 1.4 0.0155 0.ססOO13 2.3 0.0261 0.ססOO226
220 0.00072 1.3 0.0142 0,ססOO10 2.2 0.0236 0,ססOO169
230 0.00059 1.3 0.0\42 0.0ססoo8 2.1 0.0228 0.ססOO135
240 0.00053 1.2 0.0122 0.000006 2.1 0.0228 0,ססOO12\
250 0.00049 1.2 0.0122 0000006 2.0 0.0222 0.ססOO110
260 0.00028 1.1 0.0105 0.0ססoo3 2.0 0.0222 0.0000063
270 0.00022 J.1 0.0105 0.0ססoo2 I.' 0.0215 0.0000048
280 0.000\6 1.0 0.0096 0.0ססoo2 I., 0.0215 0.0ססoo34
290 0.00009 1.0 00096 0.0ססoo\ 1.8 0.0214 0.0ססoo19
300 0.00009 1.0 0.0096 0.0ססoo1 1.8 0.0214 0.0ססoo19
)10 0.00010 0.' 0.008\ 0.0ססoo\ \.7 0.0\91 0.0ססoo19
320 0.00012 0.' 0.0081 0.0ססoo1 1.7 0.0\9\ 0.0ססoo24
))0 0.00009 08 0._ 0.0ססoo\ I.' 0.0185 0.0ססoo16
340 0.00011 0.8 0._ 0.0ססoo\ I.' 0.0185 0.0ססoo2\
350 0.ססOO1 0.8 0._ 0.o00ooo 1.5 0.0168 0.o00ooo2
Sum of Probabilities 0.028 0.031
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AppendiJ:B-3Conlinue ..
GrouDofZ,WaterLcvelinTIZ
Z=6 Z 7 Z>,
H"3.4927c-0.001IQ H=3.902e-0.00I3Q H-·0.0598I.n(Q)+3.4287
RI "0.028 Rl -O.06O Rl -0.OO2
Hi P(Hi) JP Hi P(Hi) JP Hi P(Hi) JP
3.5 0.0288 0.0030290 3.9 0.0321 0.0033790 3.3 0.0277 0.0029095
3.5 0.0288 0.0174218 3.9 0.0321 0.0194345 3.29 0.0280 0.0169407
3.4 0.0279 0.0042475 38 0.0307 0.0046683 3.25 0.0280 0.0042586
3.4 0,0279 0.0014259 3.8 0.0307 0.0015671 3.23 0.0280 0.0014296
33 0.0277 0.0006837 3.7 0.0304 0.0007513 3.21 0.0280 0.0006921
3.3 0.0277 0.0004227 3.7 0.0304 0.0004645 3.19 0.0274 0.0004183
3.3 0.0277 0.0002579 3.6 0.0307 0.0002862 3.18 0.0274 0.0002552
3.2 0.0280 0.0001859 3.6 0.0307 0.0002039 3.17 0.0274 0.0001817
3.2 0.0280 0.0001278 3.5 0.0288 0.0001314 3.17 0.0274 0.0001249
3.2 0.0280 0.0001039 3.' 0.0288 0.0001068 3.16 0.0274 0.0001015
3.1 0.0274 0.0000832 3.' 0.0279 0.0000850 3.15 0.0274 0.0000832
3.1 0.0274 0.0000623 3.4 0.0279 0.0000635 3.15 0.0274 0.0000623
3.1 0.0274 0.0000521 33 0.0277 0.0000527 3.14 0.0274 0.0000521
3.0 0.0278 0.0000525 3.3 0.0277 0.0000523 3.14 0.0274 0.0000518
3.0 0.0278 0.0000450 3.3 0.0277 0.0000448 3.13 0.0274 0.0000443
3.0 0.0278 0,0000391 32 0.0280 0,0000395 3,13 0.0274 0.0000386
2.9 0.0295 0.0000369 3.2 0.0280 0.0000350 3.13 0.0274 0.0000342
2.9 0.0295 0.0000380 3.1 0.0274 0.0000352 3.12 0.0274 0.0000352
2.9 0.0295 0,0000332 3.1 0.0274 0.0000308 3.12 0.0274 0.0000308
2.8 0.0286 0.0000276 3.0 0.0278 0.0000268 3.11 0.0274 0.0000264
2.8 0.0286 0.0000287 3.0 0.0278 0.0000278 3.11 0.0274 0.0000274
2.8 0.0286 0.0000248 30 0.0278 0,0000240 3.11 0.0274 0.0000237
2.7 0.0282 0.0000202 2.9 0.0295 0,0000212 3.11 0.0274 0.0000196
2.7 0.0282 0.0000167 2.9 0,0295 0.0000175 3.10 0.0274 0.0000162
2.7 0.0282 0.0000150 2.9 0.0295 0.0000157 3.10 0.0274 0.0000146
2.7 0.0282 0.0000139 2.8 0,0286 0.0000142 3.10 0.0278 0.0000137
2.6 0.0285 0.0000081 2.8 0.0286 0.0000081 3.10 0.0278 0.0000079
2.6 0.0285 0.0000063 2.7 0.0282 0.0000063 3.09 0.0278 0.0000062
2.6 0.0285 0.0000046 2.7 0.0282 0.0000045 3.09 0.0278 0.0000045
2.5 0.0271 0.0000023 2.7 0.0282 0.0000024 3.09 0.0278 0.0000024
2.5 0.0271 0.0000023 2.6 0.0285 0.0000025 3.09 0.0278 0.0000024
2.5 0.0271 0.0000027 2.6 0.0285 0.0000028 3.09 0.0278 0.0000027
2.5 0.0271 0.0000034 2.6 0.0285 0.0000035 3.08 0.0278 0.0000034
2.4 0.0258 0.0000022 2.5 0.0271 0.0000023 3.08 0.0278 0.0000024
2.4 0.0258 0.0000029 2.5 0.0271 0.0000030 3.08 0.0278 0.0000031
2.4 0.0258 0.0000003 2.5 0.0271 0.0000003 3.08 0.0278 0.0000003
0.029 0.032 0.028
Note: P=Probability of occurrence, JP= Joint probability of occurrence
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Filtered Series of Siniawan Using the Fonrier Method
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AppendixC2
r Largest Extreme Series Abstracted from Filtered
River Series at Siniawan
311
r Largest Extreme Levels of Filtered River Series at Siniawan
Sorted From Independent Storms
.-7
u-20
7.3601 4.8641 4.5427 4.3610 4.2867 4.2215 4.1761
7.2778 4.8432 4.5411 4.3552 4.2831 4.2199 4.1754
6.2972 4.7725 4.5313 4.3531 4.2817 4.2190 4.1648
6.0765 4.7460 4.5219 4.3508 4.2804 4.2189 4.1622
6.0393 4.7253 4.5056 4.3445 4.2791 4.2168 4.1597
5.5589 4.7242 4.4936 4.3414 4.2744 4.2139 4.1540
5.5493 4.7128 4.4934 4.3393 4.2743 4.2131 4.1518
5.5244 4.7004 4.4681 4.3363 4.2710 4.2114 4.1494
5.5215 4.6874 4.4505 4.3325 4.2676 4.2102 4.1436
5.3053 4.6826 4.4498 4.3317 4.2676 4.2100 4.1426
5.2482 4.6630 4.4497 4.3210 4.2655 4.2092 4.1410
5.1007 4.6627 4.4367 4.3163 4.2652 4.2077 4.1372
5.0110 4.6386 4.4346 4.3094 4.2620 4.2059 4.1326
4.9923 4.6067 4.4332 4.3051 4.2603 4.1995 4.1316
4.9820 4.5901 4.3971 4.3042 4.2591 4.1941 4.1309
4.9521 4.5584 4.3958 4.3026 4.2500 4.1940 4.1304
4.9135 4.5684 4.3958 4.2969 4.2366 4.1903 4.1295
4.9110 4.5558 4.3957 4.2946 4.2280 4.1861 4.1270
4.8970 4.5537 4.3957 4.2880 4.2271 4.1824 4.1180
48661 4.5435 4.3939 4.2867 4.2259 4.1765 4.1150
Estimates of
0.3965
6.0744
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